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The Black Forest and Lake Constance, cities 
like Heidelberg, Baden-Baden and Stuttgart: 
these are all jewels in the crown of SouthWest 
 Germany. Bordered by France, Switzerland and 
Austria, this sunny state in the very heart of 
Europe is called Baden-Württemberg in German.

This region really is ‘Germany for connoisseurs’, 
the perfect destination for sophisticated travel-
ers, whether they are looking for great music or 
art, fine dining or relaxing spas, unspoiled forests 
and mountains, or the romance of a Christmas 
market – SouthWest Germany has something for 
everyone. And, wherever visitors go, there are 
beautiful landscapes, dotted with mighty castles, 
magnificent palaces, medieval towns, grand 
churches, abbeys and UNESCO World Herit-
age sites. The vibrant cities are a  delight, with 
excellent shopping, plus outstanding museums, 
cultural festivals and entertainment.

SouthWest Germany is not only one of Europe’s 
leading dining destinations, it is also famous 
for its stunning vineyards producing fine wines. 
And, this is also Germany’s premier spa destina-
tion with some 60 spa and health resorts. As 
well as being one of the most attractive regions 
in Germany, SouthWest Germany is the birth-

place of the automobile and home to global 
brands such as Mercedes-Benz, Porsche, Bosch, 
WMF, Ritter Sport chocolate and cuddly Steiff 
Teddy Bears.

Quality accommodation abounds throughout the 
region, ranging from world-class luxury resorts 
and first class hotels to mid-price and affordable 
budget places to stay. There is an equally wide 
range of restaurants, from hearty fare in cheer-
ful country inns to Michelin-starred gourmet 
restaurants. Whatever their budget, visitors al-
ways get value for their money, because quality 
is a priority in SouthWest Germany. 

The Sales Guide SouthWest Germany 
2011/2012 is the ultimate source for FIT and 
group travel to Baden-Württemberg. It provides 
all the information and contact details to help 
travel professionals package and sell the region. 
The Sales Guide is also available online, with 
the very latest up-to-date deals. Please see the 
next page for further details.

Finally, we – at the Baden-Württemberg State 
Tourist Board – are always at your service, ready 
to help you at anytime. We look forward to hear-
ing from you!

WELCOME TO
SOUTHWEST GERMANY



Go to the Online Sales Guide 
and type in the ID-Number.

Explore sunny Freiburg on a stroll round the
Altstadt (Old Town) and the Gothic Münster
(cathedral). Then see why Freiburg’s
restaurants enjoy a reputation for good food and
wine with a delicious three-course dinner. A
real feast for the eyes, the soul and the body!

Available:
Prices:

year-round
day pass for public transport incl. - group rates 

e
eisgau

Package
1 x room
1 x audio
1 x guide
      mins
1 x 3�cou

Internet-ID A7409

FEASTING IN FREIBURG

 Elevator

 Distance to bus station

 Distance to railroad station

 Distance to airport

 Distance to highway

 TV

 Swimming pool

 Accessible

 Distance to city center

 Luggage service

 American Express accepted

 VISA accepted

 MasterCard accepted

 Wireless Internet

 Parking

 Main course up to 10 EUR

  Main course 10 – 20 EUR

   Main course more than 20 EUR

Note the Internet ID 
in the brochure.
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In addition to the features of the print version 
the Online Sales Guide offers further benefi ts:

_ simple and fast search using keywords or 
other requirements

_ more detailed information and special offers 
as well as constant updates 

_ latest packages and special deals
_ net rates (after registration)
_ personal notepad
_ interactive map for faster planning

For faster access to this information, every 
supplier has a special 5 digit Internet ID 
Number. Please visit our special website 

www.tourism-bw.com/salesguide

and insert the 5 digit Internet ID Number into 
the search fi eld. You will immediately have in-
formation on all the current offers from that sup-
plier. The information will be regularly updated 
by the supplier, and new offers will be added.

It couldn’t be quicker or easier!

ONLINE SALES GUIDE ON 
WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

KEY TO SYMBOLS
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* Northern Baden-Württemberg consists of the following regions:

1 – Heilbronner Land
2 – Hohenlohe
3 – Kraichgau-Stromberg
4 – Kurpfalz
5 – Liebliches Taubertal
6 – Odenwald

A detailed fold-out map of SouthWest Germany can  
be found on the last page.

Towns and cities with a   
population of:

  < 50.0000
  < 100.000

 > 100.000
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GOING 
CUCKOO? 
WELCOME TO SOUTHWEST GERMANY

State Tourist Board 
Baden-Württemberg/
Tourismus Marketing GmbH 
Baden-Württemberg

Esslinger Strasse 8
70182 Stuttgart
Germany

cuckoo@tourismus-bw.de
www.going-cuckoo.com
www.tourism-bw.com
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CUCKOO-TRAINING

Do you know enough about the Black Forest,
Heidelberg and more destinations
in Baden-Württemberg?

The State Tourist Board Baden-Württemberg 
invites travel professionals to increase their 
knowledge about one of the most fascinating 
and spectacular destinations at no cost and to 
grow their sales to SouthWest Germany.

Further information on www.going-cuckoo.com



HOW TO GET THERE

Right in the heart of Europe, SouthWest Ger-
many is easy to get to by air, road and rail. 

By air 
Stuttgart, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden and Frie-
drichshafen are all international airports. 

Stuttgart Airport (STR) welcomes direct flights 
from countries around the world. The airport 
is only 8 miles (13 km) from the city center. 
The S2 and S3 urban train lines provide a fast, 
direct connection to the main railway station 
in just 27 minutes. The airport is just off the 
A8 Karlsruhe–Munich motorway (Autobahn). 
Further information on 
www.stuttgart-airport.com 

Two additional airports, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden 
Airport (QKA, www.badenairpark.de) and Frie-
drichshafen Airport (FDH, www.fly-away.de), 
have flights to and from European cities.
 
Further convenient international gateways

From the North:
_ Frankfurt International Airport (FRA) 

(120 miles / 200 km from Stuttgart) 
From the East:
_ Munich Airport (MUC) 

(150 miles / 240 km from Stuttgart)
From the South:
_ EuroAirport Basel/Mulhouse/Freiburg (BSL) 

(160 miles / 260 km from Stuttgart) 
_ Zurich Airport (ZRH), Switzerland  

(135 miles / 220 km from Stuttgart)

By Rail
Traveling by train is a convenient alternative 
to flying – and is often the quickest way of get-
ting around Europe, Germany and SouthWest 
Germany. Long-distance and local networks are 
coordinated to ensure quick, easy connections. 
The ICE-Intercity Express high speed service 
offers at least one train every hour between 
Germany’s major cities and neighboring coun-
tries, such as Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, 
and the Netherlands. For example, from Paris 
to Stuttgart takes only 3 hours, 40 minutes on 
the ICE/TGV high speed train. 

Deutsche Bahn has a wide range of tailor-made 
services for visitors traveling to, or within, 
Germany by rail. For information, timetables 
and tickets, please visit www.bahn.com. 

By Car
SouthWest Germany has an excellent network 
of roads, including motorways/highways (Auto-
bahn). There are no tolls for passenger cars. 
Drivers are required to carry a valid driver’s 
license, vehicle registration documents, and 
proof of proper insurance. Seatbelts must be 
worn in all seats, front and rear, at all times. 
Only hands-free cell (mobile) phones may be 
used. The minimum driving age is 18 years.

As in the rest of continental Europe, traffic 
is on the right-hand side of the road. Passing 
on the right is prohibited. For passenger cars, 
the speed limit outside residential areas is 62 
mph/100 km/h. In urban areas, it is 31 mph/50 
km/h. On the Autobahn, the maximum recom-
mended speed is 80 mph/130 km/h. 

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Rental cars are available in larger towns and 
cities, from locations, such as airports, railway 
stations and hotels. All categories are avail-
able, including vans, compact cars, converti-
bles and, of course, fast sports cars. Look for 
weekend deals!

Please note: to improve the quality of life and 
the environment, 32 German cities have (or 
are about to implement) new Low Emission 
Zones. Only vehicles displaying an ‘Emission 
Badge’ (Umwelt-Plakette) are allowed to enter. 
Rental cars usually have all the required stick-
ers and permits. 

QUALITY ACCOMMODATION IN 
 SOUTHWEST GERMANY

There is a wide range of places to stay in 
SouthWest Germany. From five-star hotels 
and spa resorts to farm stays (Urlaub auf dem 
Bauernhof) or campsites, there is somewhere 
for all budgets and tastes. 
The German hotel classification system rates 
hotels from 1 to 5 stars.

Tourist 
Standard   
Comfort   
First Class     
Luxury     

USEFUL INFORMATION

Climate
SouthWest Germany has a pleasant climate. 
In the southern Black Forest, Freiburg is 
known as one of Germany’s warmest cities. In 
general, summers are hot, with highs rang-
ing from 75 – 79°F / 24°C – 26°C. Fall is warm 
and pleasant; temperatures are in the 60s 
(15°C). Winter brings snow especially in the 
highlands of Black Forest and the Swabian 
Mountains (Swabian Alb).

Currency
Germany uses the euro (€). Cash can be 
obtained 24 hours a day from ATM/cash 
machines. Credit cards are not universally ac-
cepted. Expect to pay by cash in smaller shops 
and restaurants, Christmas markets and other 
street markets. 

Opening times
Tourist information centers are open during 
normal business hours, usually 10am – 4pm, 
sometimes longer in major centers.

Shops are generally open from 9 or 10am to 
6 or 8pm. Most shops in town and city cent-
ers do not close for lunch. Shops are closed on 
Sundays, although bakeries may open in the 
morning and cafés/cake shops may open in the 
afternoon. 

Banks are generally open from 8:30 or 9am 
until 4pm; smaller branches close for lunch. On 
Saturdays and Sundays, all banks are closed. 
Many banks have a foyer with ATMs/cash ma-
chines that can be accessed 24 hours a day.

Museums are generally closed on Mondays.

Post offices in larger towns and cities are 
generally open Monday to Friday, from 8am to 
6pm, and on Saturdays until noon. At larger 
railway stations and airports, the hours are 
longer and they may also open on Sundays.

Passports and visas
In general, tourist visas are not required for 
stays of up to 90 days; always check well 
before traveling. Accompanying children must 
have their names on their parents’ passports or 
have their own passport. Further information: 
www.auswaertiges-amt.de

Telephone Services
Local and long distance calls can be made from 
all post offices and public telephone booths. 
Telephone cards are required for most tel-
ephone booths; buy these from any post office, 
in denominations of 5 EUR and 10 EUR. 

All European countries use the GSM standard 
for telecommunication networks. Cell (mobile) 
phones use the 900 and 1800 ’bands’. Check 
with your provider if you are in doubt as to 
whether or not your phone will work in this 
network. 

Dialing code
To call Germany from abroad: +49 followed by 
the number (omit the initial 0). 

Time Zone
Germany is on Central European Time (CET). 
Clocks move forward an hour for summer time 
(end of March to end of October). 



GREAT CITIES

Stuttgart  
SouthWest Germany’s capital has it all. Do your 
clients want to visit grand palaces overlooking 
equally imposing squares? Or see leading-edge 
architecture and funky museums? Perhaps 
attend a great opera or classical concert? Or, 
explore two of the world’s finest automobile 
museums in the city that gave us Mercedes-
Benz and Porsche? Then this is the right place. 
The downtown is packed with plenty to see and 
do; minutes away are vineyards. Favorite fes-
tivals include the Wine Village (late Aug/early 
Sep), the Beer Festival (late Sep/early Oct) and 
the Christmas Market (Nov/Dec).

Heidelberg
One of Europe’s most romantic cities, Heidel-
berg is famous for its castle, a must-see for 
groups or couples, with fabulous views over the 
city and Neckar River. A lovely trip is aboard 
the 100-year-old funicular railway to the top 
of the Königstuhl (hill). Visit for events, such 
as the Heidelberg Castle Illuminations (June, 
July, Sep), the Heidelberg Castle Festival, with 
outdoor operetta (late June/early Aug), and the 
Christmas Market (late Nov/Dec).

Baden-Baden
One of Europe’s most sophisticated destina-
tions, this five-star resort town is on the edge 
of the Black Forest. Visitors have been soak-
ing in the hot mineral spring water for 2,000 
years. Today, the palatial Friedrichsbad spa 
offers a traditional experience; the Caracalla 
a more modern one. With its grand hotels and 
chic shops, parks and gardens, Baden-Baden is 
relaxing and stylish. Entertainment is world-
class in the elegant 19th-century Kurhaus, 
with its glamorous casino, and the Festival Hall 
(Festspielhaus),  Europe’s second largest concert 
and opera house. 

Freiburg
The country’s southernmost major city is also 
the warmest and sunniest. The traffic-free old 
heart is medieval, with a grand 14th-century 
cathedral. But Freiburg is also the world’s lead-
ing ‘eco-city’: low-energy housing, solar power, 
and green hotels. Groups are welcomed on 
tours of private homes to see green initiatives 
in  action. It makes an excellent base for trips 
into the Black Forest and nearby vineyards. 

Come to SouthWest Germany 
FOR GREAT CITIES AND FAIRYTALE CASTLES

SouthWest Germany (Baden-Württemberg) is special: 
grand cities and fairytale castles, picture postcard villages 
and traditional festivals, great museums and jolly Christ-
mas markets. Wherever and whenever you choose to go, 
you are always close to a major attraction, so distances 
are short … and your clients are happy!



Ulm
The medieval Minster is topped by the tallest 
steeple in the world (530 ft/161 m). But there 
is so much more, especially in the charming 
old Fishermen’s Quarter (Fischerviertel), with 
its half-timbered houses and narrow alleyways. 
Albert Einstein, the city’s most famous son, 
is remembered with an annual marathon in 
September and the Einsteinbrunnen, a much-
photographed sculpture-cum-fountain. 

Karlsruhe
With its botanical garden and art museums, 
Karlsruhe spreads out like a fan from its palace: 
a remarkable piece of 18th-century town plan-
ning. Appealing to the avant-garde is the inter-
active ZKM museum in the Center for Art and 
Media Technology. 

Constance/Konstanz
Clients love Constance for its charming vari-
ety: a medieval heart, Lake Constance, gardens 
and fountains. This is Germany’s Riviera, with 
outdoor summer concerts and Seenachtsfest, a 
fabulous 500-year-old firework festival (second 
Sat, Aug). The city is the gateway to the islands 
of Reichenau (abbey) and Mainau (glorious 
gardens).

Pforzheim
Nicknamed the ’City of Gold’, Pforzheim has 
long been – and still is – a center for jewelry 
and watch making in Germany. Clients love 
the Pforzheim Jewelry World (Schmuckwelten), 
where they can admire gemstones, watch jew-
elry being made, and then buy it. In the unique 
and stunning Pforzheim Jewelry Museum 
(Schmuckmuseum), guests are dazzled by the 
displays of glittering jewelry covering 5,000 
years of superb artistry. 

More atmospheric towns
Stay overnight in a historic town.

_ Tübingen – for cobbled streets and  wonderful 
old houses along the Neckar River. 

_ Ludwigsburg – with one of Europe’s grandest 
baroque palaces. 

_ Schwäbisch Hall – where costumed guides 
lead tours round the lovingly-restored old 
town.

FAIRY TALE CASTLES
Walt Disney and the Brothers Grimm must have 
been inspired by SouthWest Germany’s palaces 
and castles.

Hohenzollern Castle
A mountain-top eyrie, with towers and bat-
tlements. On a tour, you half-expect to meet 
a princess round every corner. The ancestral 
seat of Prussian Kings and German Emperors, 
as well as the Swabian branch of the Princes of 
Hohenzollern, this ranks among Europe’s most 
famous and popular castles.

Meersburg’s old castle 
With 1,300 years of history. Cross the draw-
bridge and step back in time, with armor, battle 
axes, and the knights’ hall. Overlooking Lake 
Constance.

At the crossroads of Western Europe, 
SouthWest Germany offers some 80 con-
vention and conference facilities. 
 
_ Stuttgart New Trade Fair Center – one 
of Germany’s most modern exhibition 
halls and convention centers, next to 
 Stuttgart International Airport. 
 
_ Mannheim – the m:congress center 
Rosengarten, one of Europe’s most talked 
about conference destinations. 
 
_ Freiburg – Congress Center Concert 
Hall (Konzerthaus), flooded with sunlight, 
hosts a variety of events.  
 
_ Friedrichshafen – the New Fair (exhibi-
tion halls) on Lake Constance.

MICE (MEETINGS, INCENTIVE, 
 CONFERENCE AND EVENTS)

Everyone loves this island, with one of the 
world’s great sub-tropical gardens: tulips 
in spring, roses in summer, dahlias in fall.

MAINAU ISLAND, LAKE CONSTANCE

 Hohenzollern Castle

 Meersburg
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GREAT DESTINATIONS

The Black Forest
Famous for its cuckoo clocks and cake/gateau, 
the Black Forest (Schwarzwald) is also an 
outdoor playground. This low range of moun-
tains includes valleys with bubbling streams, 
open moorland, thickly wooded hillsides and 
lakes. The highest point is the Feldberg (4,898 
ft/1,493 m); hikers can take a cable car to the 
top for invigorating walks and fabulous views.

Lake Constance
Framed by the Alps and surrounded by 
orchards and vineyards, this is Germany’s 
Riviera: sunny, pretty, laid back. A must for 
visitors for centuries, Lake Constance (Boden-
see) is dotted with islands, such as Reichenau, 
with its monastery, and Mainau, world-famous 
for its gardens. Around the lake are attractive 
charming baroque towns, such as Meersburg. 

Swabian Mountains
If your clients want to go somewhere less 
well-known, a great choice is the Swabian 
Mountains (Swabian Alb), where you can take 
landscape adventure tours led by trained rang-
ers and visit museums showing off the fossils 
of the region. Most fun in this UNESCO geopark 
are the numerous caverns, such as Charlotte’s 
Cave (Charlottenhöhle). Near Giengen an der 

Brenz, this stretches for 2,000 ft/587 m and is 
full of impressive stalactites and stalagmites.  

ACTIVE VACATIONS
Clean, green SouthWest Germany has long 
been a destination for active vacationers from 
all over Europe. In summer, visitors love to 
hike, cycle and go mountain biking in the Black 
Forest or the Swabian Mountains, or to sail and 
windsurf on Lake Constance. And thanks to the 
success of players such as Germany’s Bernhard 
Langer, former World No 1, golf has boomed in 
recent years. The rolling landscape is ideal for 
challenging courses, with glorious scenery and 
fi rst-class hotels. 

Cycling
SouthWest Germany is criss-crossed with cycle 
routes for all ages and abilities. Choose from 
17 long-distance options that lead visitors 
through the region’s most scenic landscapes, 
with popular sights and attractions en route. 
Accommodation packages that include luggage 
transfer are also available for many of these 
fabulous routes. Some of the most popular 
run alongside rivers or lakes. The Danube 
Cycle Path stretches for 120 miles/190 km 
between Donaueschingen and Ulm. Following 
the Lake Constance Cycle Path (170 miles/275 
km) along the lake shore, your guests pedal 

Come to SouthWest Germany 
FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS

Do you want to send your clients somewhere with great weather and lots to 
do outdoors in a clean, green environment? Welcome to SouthWest Germany! 
Summers are hot and fall is delightful – the perfect incentive for getting out 
and doing something active. And the scenery cannot be beaten. In summer, 
the meadows, valleys and low, heavily forested mountains are lush, green and 
warm; in fall/autumn, the blue skies and crisp evenings are perfect for that 
overnight stay in a country inn, with a roaring log fi re. And, of course, fall is 
grape-harvesting time.



through Austria and Switzerland, as well as 
Germany. A particularly pretty section of the 
Neckar Cycle Path is between Heilbronn and 
Mannheim (80 miles/130 km), passing vine-
yards, medieval towns and Heidelberg, with 
its famous castle. 

Watersports
SouthWest Germany’s passion for being clean 
and green also applies to lakes and rivers, so 
that swimming and water sports can be enjoyed 
safely by all. 

Lake Titisee
Set high in the Black Forest (2,800 ft/850 m), 
Titisee-Neustadt is a popular summer desti-
nation, where motorboats are banned on the 
lake. Long a stop for groups and individuals 
traveling the German Clock Road (Deutsche 
Uhrenstrasse), Titisee is easy on the eye, 
surrounded by meadows and forest. Anglers 
come for the huge pike; hikers climb Hochfirst 
(4,000 ft/1,192 m) for its fabulous views.

Lake Schluchsee
On the Black Forest’s largest lake, visitors can 
have a go at everything from sailing and wind-
surfing to rowing and canoeing. Only electric 
boats are allowed. Families enjoy the Aqua Fun 
water park with its giant slide.

 Danube Valley

 Lake Constance

 Black Forest

A century ago, Philipp Bussemer started 
the hiking craze. In the Black Forest, he 
mapped out the Westweg (West Way) hik-
ing trail and opened a tourist information 
center with maps and postcards. Your cli-
ents can celebrate SouthWest Germany’s 
gift to the world by hiking all or part of 
the West Trail from Pforzheim to Basel, 
Switzerland (180 miles/300 km). Book 
them into charming inns and B&Bs along 
the route.

THE WORLDS FIRST HIKING TRAIL
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FOOD
Every farmer’s market is piled high with or-
ganic (Bio in German) produce: orchard fruits 
and cheeses, vegetables and meats. These are 
the ingredients for popular local dishes.

_ Black Forest Cake: clients usually report that 
a ‘slice of the real thing’ was the  highlight 
of a trip, with lots of chocolate, cream and 
special cherries!

_ Kässpätzle: like a cheesy pasta 
_ Maultaschen: Swabian ravioli, fi lled with 

meat, onions and spinach 
_ Ofenschlupfer: apple pie
_ Schwarzwälder Schinken: cured, smoked ham
_ Spätzle: delicate egg noodles
_ Zwiebelrostbraten: rib-eye steak with crispy 

onions

WINE
Clients love nothing better on a warm sunny day 
than sitting outside a 200-year-old tavern, with 
a local beer or a glass of local wine. Or, sipping 
a rare Schnapps by a roaring log fi re in winter. 
SouthWest Germany makes some of the world’s 
fi nest beers, wines … and fruit brandies.

And it is so easy to meet the locals. Just follow 
one of the world-famous wine routes: stop by 
a wine grower for a chat and a tasting; enjoy a 
guided walk through the vineyards. Aiming at 
connoisseurs? Book them into a wine seminar – 
with tastings, of course! 
 
SouthWest Germany’s wines tend to be light, 
lively and fruity. What you quaff in German 
inns and taverns tends to be dry (trocken) 
or medium-dry (halb-trocken) … unlike the 
medium-sweet wines (lieblich) that are often 
exported to North America. Taste the difference 
at a Weingut, a winery. 

Come to SouthWest Germany 
FOR GREAT WINES, GREAT FOOD

Good food is a vital part of the vacation experience and SouthWest Germany 
delivers – particularly when it comes to local dishes made with local produce, 
accompanied by local wines and beers. At the gourmet level, SouthWest Germany 
boasts a galaxy of Michelin stars – more than 50 in the past edition of the infl u-
ential French dining guide. That is a quarter of Germany’s total Michelin awards! 
But, as well as fi ne dining, SouthWest Germany is known for its traditional 
 restaurants serving hearty dishes, based on local, high-quality vegetables, fi sh, 
meat and fruit. Not forgetting some of Europe’s fi nest wines and beers!

Nowadays, more and more menus offer 
vegetarian options. Look for the word 
‘vegetarisch’.

VEGETARIANS WELCOME!
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Baden Region
In the southernmost of Germany’s 13 wine dis-
tricts, Baden is the third biggest wine-growing 
area in Germany and one of the premium wine 
regions in Europe. While the Baden Region is 
known for its white wines, Württemberg is re-
nowned for its reds. Drive the Baden Wine Road 
(Badische Weinstrasse) between Baden-Baden 
and Weil am Rhein (100 miles/160 km), with 
plenty of picturesque and inviting wine taverns 
along the way. Enjoy grape varieties, such as 
Pinot Noir (red), Pinot Gris (white) and Pinot 
Blanc (white).

Württemberg Region
Along the Neckar River, north of Stuttgart, the 
Württemberg wine region also produces red 
wine. On steep slopes, many vineyards are 
small and family-owned. Explore the Württem-
berg Wine Road (Württemberger Weinstrasse). 
Drive all or part of its 318 miles/511 km, stop-
ping at inns to sample wines made from local 
grape varieties, such as Trollinger and Lem-
berger.

GREAT FESTIVALS, GREAT FUN

Stuttgart Wine Village
For two weeks (late Aug – early Sep), Stutt-
gart’s Wine Village (Stuttgarter Weindorf) hosts 
one of Germany’s largest wine and food festi-
vals: 250 wines, 120 stalls. 

Freiburg Wine Festival
Outside the cathedral, this week-long festival 
(early July) showcases some 400 different wines 
from Baden. Your clients can talk to local wine 
growers and eat slices of traditional onion tart.

Fellbach Fall/Autumn Festival
For those wanting a more local event, suggest 
the Fellbacher Herbst, held in mid-October, 
near Stuttgart. 

Asparagus Time
Between April and June, white asparagus 
(Spargel) is featured on the menu in every res-
taurant and tavern. Eat it with hollandaise, just 
butter, or in a soup. There is even an Asparagus 
Trail (Badische Spargelstrasse) from Schwetzin-
gen to Lichtenau-Scherzheim, with festivals all 
along the way. 

BEER
Beer is another regional specialty, with many 
local breweries offering guided brewery tours 
with tastings. Set in historic buildings, these 
tasting tours are always a sure-fire hit for 
groups.

In the picturesque Neckar Valley, Heil-
bronn is the heart of Germany’s No 1 
red-wine producing area. A highlight is 
the annual 9-day wine festival in Septem-
ber (Heilbronner Weindorf), perfect for 
groups or individuals. But, the Besen and 
Strausswirtschaft (vineyard taverns) are 
fun at any time of the year. 

HEILBRONN

 Great grapes, great wines

The 200-year-old Cannstatter Wasen 
(late Sep/mid-Oct) is more authentic than 
the Munich event: oompah bands, folk 
costumes, sauerkraut, and crispy pork 
knuckles. Alongside is a fairground, with 
Ferris wheels and rides.

STUTTGART BEER FESTIVAL
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GERMANY’S SPA CAPITAL
In Europe, SouthWest Germany is known for 
its high quality spas and health resorts. Royalty 
and nobility fl ocked to the region to ‘take the 
waters’. Today, the 57 health resorts and spas 
are open to all.

Baden-Baden
One of Europe’s most elegant resort destina-
tions also boasts the world’s most glamorous 
public spa: the Friedrichsbad, with its so-called 
Roman-Irish baths in an ornate 19th-century 
building. More modern is the Caracalla spa 
(thermal mineral baths), with its indoor/outdoor 
pool. 

Badenweiler
The Romans loved the warm mineral springs, 
but today’s visitors to the Cassiopeia Therme 
choose from Turkish baths, massages and more. 
An attractive town, with elegant park and 
1,700 hours of sunshine a year! 
 
Überlingen
As well as traditional hot spring water, this 
modern spa on Lake Constance has the latest 
treatments: waterfalls with underwater music, 
herbal saunas, wellness programs as well as a 
beautiful view of the lake.

SHOPPING
Thanks to an abundance of car-free, pedestrian-
ized areas, shopping is a pleasure in SouthWest 
Germany’s cities and towns. Choose from bou-
tiques and department stores, such as the luxu-
rious Breuninger fl agship store in Stuttgart. 
Among the world-famous, locally-made – and 
must-take-home – items are: Steiff teddy bears 
(from Giengen an der Brenz); cuckoo clocks 
and hand-made Christmas decorations (from 
the Black Forest); Märklin model trains (Göp-
pingen); modern jewelry (at Schmuckwelten in 
Pforzheim). In addition, SouthWest Germany 
is the home of Hugo Boss (fashion) and Ritter 
Sport chocolate! 

Shopping Villages
Groups love nothing better than a day’s shop-
ping at a designer discount outlet.

Outletcity Metzingen
Look for bargains at more than 50 outlet stores, 
such as Hugo Boss, Max Mara, Bally, Escada, 
Swarovski, Burberry, Polo Ralph Lauren or Tom-
my Hilfi ger. 22 miles/35 km south of Stuttgart. 

Wertheim Village Outlet
Great savings are also on offer at some 110 
stylish shops, from Aigner and Bally to Ste-
fanel and Versace. 50 miles/80 km southeast of 
Frankfurt.

Come to SouthWest Germany 
JUST FOR THE FUN OF IT!

Variety is an essential ingredient in any destination. 
SouthWest Germany really does offer something for 
everyone: relaxing spas; fabulous shopping; theme parks; 
magical Christmas markets. Not forgetting great conven-
tion facilities and glamorous casinos!



CHRISTMAS MARKETS
Everyone loves a Christmas market (Weih-
nachtsmarkt) and SouthWest Germany’s are 
the most romantic around. Under a frosting of 
snow, they look like a Christmas card come to 
life, with Christmas decorations, carols, hot 
sausages, and Glühwein (mulled wine). 

Ludwigsburg
Just outside Stuttgart, the baroque town of 
Ludwigsburg provides the perfect backdrop 
for one of Germany’s most beautiful Christ-
mas markets. Arcaded buildings surround the 
market square, decorated with angels, illumi-
nated by thousands of lights; some 170 stalls 
sell hand-made Christmas tree decorations and 
much, much more.

FAMILY FUN
There is fun for all the family in SouthWest 
Germany. In Rust, Europa-Park is Germany’s 
most popular theme park, with 15 different ar-
eas and 10 outstanding roller coasters, includ-
ing the thrilling Blue Fire mega-coaster. Four 
themed hotels. Other parks with rides, such as 
the Ravensburger Spieleland (near Lake Con-
stance) and Tripsdrill (northwest of Stuttgart), 
also provide great days out.

MUSIC, ART & CULTURE
Summers are filled with concerts and festi-
vals, often in spectacular settings – perfect for 
groups or individuals. From jazz festivals and 
classical concerts to film festivals, exhibitions, 
open-air museums and theater performances, 
SouthWest Germany offers culture and fun for 
all ages and all tastes throughout the year. 

 Well-being in Hinterzarten,  

Black Forest

 Europa-Park, Rust

 Festival Hall (Festspielhaus), Baden-Baden

_ Esslingen – known for its medieval 
 Christmas market, with a ‘living’ crib 
 and 180 beautifully-decorated stands.  
 
_ Gengenbach – the world’s biggest 
 advent calendar makes the countdown 
 to Christmas extra special. 
 
_ Bad Wimpfen – in front of 400-year-old 
 half-timbered houses, one of Germany’s 
 oldest Christmas markets has 160 stalls.

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL

As well as the world-famous casino in 
Baden-Baden, SouthWest Germany has 
stylish casinos in Stuttgart and Constance, 
where you can also enjoy live music and 
fine restaurants. 

FEELING LUCKY?
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Come to SouthWest Germany 
THE BIRTHPLACE OF THE CAR

Stuttgart
The Porsche Museum is Germany’s newest and 
most glamorous, showcasing about 80 Porsche 
sports cars, including the iconic models, such 
as the 356, 550, 911 and 917. Best of all, fans 
can even drive a Porsche. Now, there is a thrill!

The Mercedes-Benz Museum is cool. Visi-
tors start on the top fl oor and work their way 
down past 160 vehicles. Each enthusiast has a 
favorite, from the legendary Silver Arrow to the 
Millipede, the LP 333 pickup truck.

Mercedes-Benz Classic Center is in Fellbach, 
just outside Stuttgart. Catering to owners of 
classic vehicles from Benz, Daimler, Mercedes 
and Mercedes-Benz, the focus is on models for 
which serial production was discontinued more 
than 20 years ago. 

At the Gottlieb-Daimler Workshop, Gottlieb 
Daimler’s tool bench and forge can be seen in the 
greenhouse where he worked back in the 1880s. 

Schorndorf 
Gottlieb Daimler was born in Schorndorf, 
nicknamed ’Daimlerstadt’ (Daimler Town). 
Book a guided tour of his birthplace with a 
costumed guide.

Sinsheim
The Auto & Technik Museum Sinsheim is the 
only place in the world where you can see and 
go aboard a Concorde and a Russian Tupolev 
Tu-144. Also among some 3,000 exhibits in Eu-
rope’s largest privately-owned museum are the 
Blue Flame, the world land speed record holder 
from 1970 to 1983, plus 1950s American 
Dream Cars, the largest permanent Formula 
One collection in Europe, a Mercedes-Benz 
collection and much more. Between Mannheim 
and Heilbronn.

Ladenburg
In the old Benz factory, the Automuseum 
Dr. Carl Benz, with an array of classic cars, is a 
must for petrol heads. 

 Porsche Museum, Stuttgart

The automobile and SouthWest Germany go hand in hand, like love and marriage 
and the horseless carriage! Two of the most famous names in the auto indus-
try were born here: Mercedes-Benz and Porsche. That’s why clients, who love 
automobiles, love to visit – in a group or as individuals. Memorable experiences 
include hi-tech museums and driving routes, motor races and driving on world 
famous circuits. Not forgetting Friedrichshafen and the contribution to air trans-
port by Count Zeppelin, another local hero.
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Although Carl Benz patented the car, it 
was his wife, Bertha, who made the first 
long-distance drive. Follow in her tracks 
on the Bertha Benz Memorial Route from 
Mannheim to Pforzheim via Heidelberg; 
the round trip is only 120 miles/194 km. 
On the way, see the world’s first filling 
station in Wiesloch: it was the town’s 
pharmacy! 

BERTHA BENZ

UP, UP AND AWAY
In Friedrichshafen, clients can tour the Zeppelin 
and the Dornier Museum, but an even bigger 
thrill is a flight in a Zeppelin airship, cruising 
over Lake Constance with sensational views. 

 Zeppelin flight above Lake 

Constance

For clients looking for a special thrill, 
nothing beats a specialist car weekend. 
On a classic car tour, participants can 
drive by themselves or tour as a group in 
a car rally, enjoying the superb roads that 
twist and turn through the region’s glori-
ous landscape. Choose between different 
itineraries covering significant milestones 
in SouthWest Germany’s contribution to 
the history of the automobile. It is a great 
way for guests to get to know and love 
SouthWest Germany. 

THE ULTIMATE RIDE

 Mercedes-Benz Museum, Stuttgart

Hockenheim
Hockenheim Race Track (Hockenheimring) 
hosts Formula 1 Grand Prix races every other 
year. See the museum, with racing cars, motor-
bikes and engines; ride alongside a professional 
driver in a high-performance sports car, nick-
named a ’race taxi’. Alternatively, take a driver 
safety training course or get behind the wheel 
of a Formula 1 car.

Join the celebrations! 
In 1885, Gottlieb Daimler invented the 
first real gas/petrol powered engine (using 
the carburetor that he patented two years 
later). But it was Carl Benz, who received 
the first patent for a gas-fueled car in 
1886. No wonder SouthWest Germany is 
THE place for an automobile enthusiast to 
visit!  
 
2011 is the 125th birthday of the automo-
bile, with 125 days of celebrations: special 
rallies, concours d’elegance, historic auto-
mobile festivals and much more. How-
ever, for car enthusiasts, there are always 
hundreds of reasons to motor through 
SouthWest Germany before, during and 
after the party!

AUTOMOBILE SUMMER 2011
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 WWW.TOURISMUS-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

TOUR A – The Best of SouthWest Germany
Where variety is the spice of life!

Day 1: Heidelberg 
One of Europe’s most beautiful cities, 
 Heidelberg offers a magical combination of 
castle, bridge, river and old town, with the 
added buzz provided by students from Ger-
many’s oldest university (1386). In the castle, 
see the world’s biggest wine barrel and one of 
Germany’s oldest pharmacies. Themed guided 
walks range from literature, music, architecture 
to chocolate and cheese! 

Day 2: Tübingen – Hohenzollern Castle – 
 Friedrichshafen 
Drive to Tübingen, one of Germany’s best-
preserved cities, with buildings dating from 
the Middle Ages to the 19th century. For the 
most photogenic views, do as locals do and go 
punting (boating) on the Neckar River, past 
glorious half-timbered houses. Continue south 
to fairytale Hohenzollern Castle, the ancestral 
seat of the Prussian Kings and German Emper-
ors. Finish the day in Friedrichshafen on Lake 
Constance.

Day 3: Friedrichshafen – Meersburg – Mainau
One of Europe’s largest and most beautiful 
lakes, Lake Constance is dotted with small 
baroque towns along its peaceful shoreline. The 
scenery is glorious: vineyards, orchards, and 
the snow-capped Alps. In Friedrichshafen itself, 
visit the Zeppelin Museum. The airship was 
invented here and you can even fly over the lake 
in a modern version. Excursions include nearby 
Meersburg, with its 800-year-old castle and 
the Mainau Island, with one of Europe’s finest 
botanical gardens. Not forgetting wine tasting in 
the local vineyards! 

Day 4: Constance – Lake Titisee
Head for Constance (Konstanz), the largest 
town on the lake: 2,000 years of history, ex-
tensive lakeside gardens and a medieval town 
center criss-crossed with alleyways. Continue 
to the Black Forest and beautiful Lake Titisee. 
Think culture, traditions and unspoiled scenery. 
This area is the home of the cuckoo clock (visit 
a traditional clockmaker) and the Black Forest 
Cake (light, chocolatey, and delicious!).

Day 5: Black Forest – Freiburg – Baden-Baden 
The ‘capital’ of the Black Forest is Freiburg, re-
nowned for its sunshine, fine wines, and, in the 
historic town center, the Gothic Minster with its 

towering steeple and 800-year-old bells! On the 
way to Baden-Baden, stop in Schonach to ad-
mire the world’s biggest cuckoo clock (12 feet 
x 10 feet/ 3.60 m x 3.10 m); in Gutach, drop by 
the ‘Vogstbauernhof’, an open-air living history 
museum featuring old farmhouses from the 
Black Forest region. Finish in Baden-Baden.

Day 6: Baden-Baden
Explore the chic spa resort of Baden-Baden, 
with its aristocratic heritage, glamorous casino, 
grand hotels, chic one-of-a-kind shops, elegant 
parks and gardens. Relax and recharge your 
batteries at one of the thermal baths; visit the 
Festival Hall (Festspielhaus) for a concert, opera 
or ballet. Or, at the end of the day, try your luck 
at the world-famous casino!

Day 7: Stuttgart
Drive to Stuttgart, the capital of SouthWest Ger-
many, where past and present blend to create 
one of Germany’s most exciting cities. Contrast 
the baroque New Palace with two of Germany’s 
most exciting museums, the Mercedes-Benz 
and the Porsche. Contrast wine tasting in the 
surrounding vineyards (Stuttgart is Germany’s 
most important wine city) with the view from 
the top of the 712 ft/217 m TV Tower. Contrast 
the historic city center and its atmospheric old 
restaurants with the spectacular Museum of 
Art – set in a glass cube! 

TOUR B – Great Cities and fairytale Castles  
Royalty,  heritage and thoroughly modern fun!

Day 1: Stuttgart
Explore Stuttgart. Stroll through the historic 
city center with its New and Old Palaces; visit 
the wide range of museums and galleries; go to 
the opera or a show; shop in some of Germany’s 
finest stores and eat in award-winning restau-
rants. For the view alone, it is worth going out 
to see the romantic, 200-year-old Württemberg 
Royal Burial Chapel, surrounded by vineyards. 

Day 2: Ludwigsburg – Heilbronn – Castle Road 
Nowhere is more impressive than 
 Ludwigsburg’s 300-year-old Baroque Palace, 
nicknamed the ‘Swabian Versailles’. But, there 
are other, smaller, palaces, plus gardens and 
the Porcelain Factory, where every piece is 
hand-painted and unique. Drive north on the 
Castle Road, dotted with menacing fortresses, 
mysterious castle ruins, magnificent palaces and 
picturesque, half-timbered houses. On your way 

DISCOVER SOUTHWEST GERMANY
SAMPLE ITINERARIES 



SAMPLE ITINERARIES

is Heilbronn, at the heart of Germany’s Number 
1 red wine-producing area. Tip: Make sure that 
you stay in one of the  castle hotels.

Day 3: Heidelberg – Mannheim
Heidelberg is synonymous with romance, with 
its brooding castle guarding the Neckar River 
valley. Also photogenic is Mannheim, with one 
of the world’s largest baroque palace complexes. 
Take time to stroll through the Reiss-Engelhorn 
Museums (known as the ‘rem’): four museums 
under one banner. Mannheim also offers great 
shopping and dining.

Day 4: Schwetzingen – Karslruhe
The palace, gardens and fountains at 
 Schwetzingen are deservedly world-famous. 
Further south is Bruchsal, with its pink, white 
and gold baroque palace. Continue to  Karlsruhe, 
a fine example of early town planning, with 32 
streets radiating out from the palace. In contrast 
to the parks and open spaces is the avant-garde 
ZKM, a Center for Art and Media that features 
the latest in technology.

Day 5: Rastatt – Baden-Baden
Royalty summered in Rastatt – at the Favorite 
Palace, where the heavily-decorated ‘Floren-
tine Cabinet’ is a must. Continue to another 
spot favored by Europe’s aristocracy: elegant 

Baden-Baden. Restore body and soul in the hot 
mineral-spring spas, or on a walk through the 
gardens. Then celebrate at the elegant casino 
or enjoy a show or concert at the Festival Hall. 
For art-lovers, the Museum Frieder Burda has a 
terrific collection of major 20th century artists, 
from Picasso to Rothko.

Day 6: Pforzheim – Metzingen – Hechingen
Take the A8 motorway in the direction of 
Stuttgart. You pass Pforzheim, the jewelry 
and watchmaking ‘City of Gold’. Continue 
past Stuttgart and head south for Outletcity 
Metzingen, one of Germany’s top discount 
shopping destinations. Expect world-famous 
brand names at bargain prices. In the Swa-
bian Mountains are romantic castles, such as 
 Hohenzollern Castle, close to Hechingen. With 
its Rapunzel-like turrets and towers, it is one of 
Europe’s most beautiful castles. Worth visiting 
is also Lichtenstein Castle, perched high on a 
cliff, but only built in 1842. 

Day 7: Ulm
Explore historic Ulm, dominated by the Min-
ster with the world’s tallest church spire (530 
ft/161 m). At its feet are medieval half-timbered 
houses and narrow alleyways, particularly in 
the delightful old Fishermen’s Quarter. Taverns 
abound, serving typically hearty Swabian dishes.

NORTHERN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG
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TOUR C – Culinary Delights 
Great food, great wine, great beer:  
a great combination!

Day 1: Stuttgart
For first-time visitors, the biggest surprise 
about Stuttgart is wine: not only do vineyards 
surround the city, they extend into the center 
itself! Book a wine discovery tour, stopping at 
romantic inns in the city and beautiful vineyards 
along the Neckar River. Visit a local wine maker, 
enjoy a tasting in his tavern, walk through the 
vines. Learn about the long tradition of produc-
ing wine at the Stuttgart Viniculture Museum 
in Uhlbach. Of course, good wine and good food 
go together. Stuttgart offers a wide choice of 
gastronomic destinations, from award-winning 
gourmet restaurants and traditional restaurants 
to cozy wine bars, modern bars and popular 
cafés. But don’t ignore the beer: Stuttgart has 
three major breweries, each producing out-
standing beers. Tip: The Stuttgart Wine Village 
(late Aug); the Stuttgart Beer Festival (late Sep).

Day 2: Baden-Baden – Baiersbronn 
Continue to Baden-Baden. Temptations in the 
surrounding area include the outstanding res-
taurant in Neuweier Castle or coffee and cake 
on the terrace of Yburg Castle, with its views 
over the vineyards. Drive south along the Baden 
Wine Route. To your right is the Rhineland Plain 
and also the Kaiserstuhl region famed for its 
vineyards. To your left are spectacular views 
of the Black Forest, with its dense trees, lush 
valleys and sparkling lakes. Take time to stop 
in classic wine villages, such as Sasbachwal-
den or Kappelrodeck. Here you can also have 
a vineyard tour and a wine tasting. As well as 
excellent wines, locals also produce top-class 
schnapps, fruit brandies! Continue to Baiers-
bronn – the only town in Germany that can 
boast seven Michelin stars, shared between 
three restaurants. Treat yourself at one of these 
award-winning restaurants, or enjoy typical 
Black Forest dishes in an informal local pub. 

Day 3: Alpirsbach – Freiburg – Breisach
Continue to Alpirsbach. Monks have always 
been great brewers, and the town’s 900-year-
old monastery has a brewery (Alpirsbacher 
Klosterbräu), where you can enjoy a beer after 
a beer-themed tour. Further southwest is the 
Markgräflerland between the Rhine and the 
Black Forest mountains. With its more Mediter-
ranean climate, this is a pretty landscape of 
vineyards, meadows, orchards, and forest. Stop 
in medieval Freiburg, with its fine cathedral, 
old houses and excellent restaurants. Continue 
to Breisach, a charming city on the Rhine and 
the gateway to Alsace (France). The city is 
well-known for its Burgundy-style wines and 
Sekt, sparkling wine: the famous Geldermann 

Sektkellerei is a cellar specializing in bubbly! 
Wine bars abound, all with a great atmosphere. 

Day 4: Lake Titisee – Überlingen – Meersburg
Drive to picturesque Lake Titisee. The best way 
to enjoy the spectacular Black Forest scenery 
is from the deck of a cruise boat. On shore, sit 
back and relax with a slice of real Black Forest 
Cake: the original is still the best! Continue to 
sunny Lake Constance (Bodensee), known as 
‘Germany’s Riviera’. Europe’s third-largest lake 
is bordered by three countries: Germany, Austria 
and Switzerland. The shoreline is beautiful, with 
its gardens, orchards and vineyards framed by 
the Alps. Foodies appreciate the cuisine, based 
on freshly-caught fish from the lake – whitefish, 
pike-perch and perch. Finish your meal with a 
schnapps, a fruit brandy made from fine local 
fruits. Stop in medieval Überlingen and take a 
cruise on the lake, or enjoy a gourmet din-
ner trip on the Hohentwiel, a historic paddle 
steamer. Stay overnight in Meersburg, a small 
romantic town surrounded by vineyards. Taste 
the wines; visit medieval taverns (Weinstuben).

Day 5: 
Bad Schussenried –Trochtelfingen – Esslingen
Head north to Bad Schussenried on the Upper 
Swabian Baroque Road, where you can visit 
Germany’s first – and only – beer mug museum! 
Take a guided tour of the brewery, then stay 
for lunch at the brewery’s own restaurant or 
beer garden – with a glass of Schussenrieder, 
of course! Continue to Trochtelfingen in the 
Swabian Mountains, known for its Swabian 
‘spätzle’, or pasta. These delicious organic noo-
dles are made at Alb-Gold. Tour their ‘Noodle 
World’ to learn about the 150 sorts of pasta they 
make; take part in a cookery demonstration. In 
Esslingen, close to Stuttgart, celebrate the end 
of your gastronomic tour with a visit to Kessler, 
Germany’s oldest producer of sparkling wine. 
Sip a glass of ‘Kessler Sekt’. Prost! Cheers! 

TOUR D – Car Country
A short break for fans of cars and planes

Day 1: Ladenburg – Hockenheimring
Carl Benz, the inventor of the automobile, lived 
in Ladenburg, near Mannheim, from 1906 to 
1929. So Ladenburg is the perfect place to start 
a tour of ‘Car Country’. What was an engine 
assembly factory is now the Dr. Carl Benz 
Museum, home to a fascinating collection: 40 
passenger cars, trucks and racing cars. Carry on 
to the Hockenheimring, one of Europe’s most 
famous motor racing circuits. As well as visit-
ing the museum, with its classic cars, you can 
drive on the track where world champions have 
driven … thrills are guaranteed!
NB: 2011 is the 125th anniversary of the 

 WWW.TOURISMUS-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE



automobile! Tip: Stay the night nearby in 
 Heidelberg. 

Day 2: Sinsheim – Stuttgart
Do you love planes as well as cars? The Auto & 
Technik Museum in Sinsheim offers Europe’s 
largest private collection of cars, planes, motor-
cycles and more: a Concorde, a Russian Tupolev 
TU-144, plus the largest permanent Formula 1 
exhibition in Europe. Drive on to Stuttgart, the 
unofficial capital of Germany’s car industry and 
the cradle of the automobile industry. Take time 
to explore the Mercedes-Benz Museum and the 
Porsche Museum: both are fascinating presenta-
tions of the history of motor vehicles. See how 
they have changed the way we live, from the 
1880s to the present – with a glimpse of the 
future!

Day 3: Stuttgart – Schorndorf – Böblingen
At the Gottlieb Daimler Memorial in the Stutt-
gart suburb of Bad Cannstatt, see the work-
bench where Daimler and Maybach assembled 
their single-cylinder gasoline engines, as well 
as a full-size replica of the 1885 engine and a 
model of the world’s first motorboat. Daimler’s 
birthplace (now a museum) is in Schorndorf 
a picturesque town just outside Stuttgart. 
Nearby, in Fellbach, is the Mercedes-Benz Clas-

sic Center, where a specialist team looks after 
vehicles from the Mercedes-Benz Museum. They 
also repair and restore vehicles for which series 
production stopped at least 20 years ago. Spend 
the evening at the Meilenwerk in Böblingen 
(southwest of Stuttgart), an Aladdin’s cave for 
car lovers. This vast space has everything from 
cars old and new to accessories, plus a restau-
rant and brewery. Stay at the neighboring V8 
Hotel, where the rooms are themed around cars, 
from Route 66 to a carwash! Tip: Book a classic 
car tour and drive through lovely countryside 
in a classic roadster.

Day 4: Böblingen – Friedrichshafen
The sky’s the limit in Friedrichshafen on Lake 
Constance. This was the birthplace of the air-
ship, and as well as touring the world’s most 
important collection of airship technology in 
the Zeppelin Museum, you can also take a flight 
in a Zeppelin airship! Cruise high above Lake 
Constance; enjoy spectacular views of lakes and 
mountains. Another major figure in aviation was 
Claude Dornier, who designed the first giant fly-
ing boat and helped to set numerous air speed 
records. Learn more at the high-tech Dornier 
Museum, with a space lab as well as historic 
airplanes.
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Where short breaks become big occasions!

Unforgettable Moments

Info-Line +49 (0) 18 05/77 66 88** · www.europapark.de · Motorway A5 Karlsruhe - Basel · Exit 57b Europa-Park
Open daily from Easter until beginning of November from 9.00 am to 6.00 pm (longer opening hours during main season) and in winter 

**14 cent/min. for calls from the German landline network, prices for mobile and international calls may differ

Experience fantastic moments in Germany’s biggest theme park! 

With more than 100 breathtaking rides and spectacular shows 

– embedded into 13 European themed areas – action, fun and 

unforgettable moments are guaranteed. Each season is waiting 

for you with new surprises. Beautiful decoration and themed 

festivals guarantee plenty of variety all year round. After an  

eventful day, you can relax at Europa-Park’s 4-star hotel resort*, 

in cosy log-cabins or at the camp resort*. Whatever you wish  

for – Europa-Park guarantees unforgettable moments.

*book through your travel agency or directly at Europa-Park Resort 

Magic Winter MomentsSpooky Moments (Halloween) Dreamy MomentsSplashy Moments

one of the world’s leading theme parks
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THE BLACK FOREST
Stunning scenery, gourmet food and relaxing spas 

Cities & Towns p. 22 
Hotels & Accommodation p. 32
Attractions & Sights p. 41 
Specials & Packages p. 44

Germany’s most famous region is still unspoiled. The Schwarzwald 
(in German) is famous for its Black Forest Cake, its cuckoo clocks and 
lovely old farmhouses with sloping roofs. A few steps away are al-
ways lush meadows and thick woods, valleys with chattering steams 
and sunny vineyards, wide-open moorland and tumbling waterfalls 
– perfect for hiking and biking. But the Black Forest also offers excel-
lent wines from vineyards along the Rhine, a wide range of dishes, 
from Black Forest specialties to haute cuisine, and more spas, health 
resorts and thermals baths than anywhere else in SouthWest Ger-
many. The Black Forest is also the perfect base for excursions: France 
and Switzerland are just across the border!



BLACK FOREST CITIES

The beautiful spa town of Bad Dürrheim, Germany’s first CLUB 
town, is situated in the vacation area between the Black Forest 
and the Swabian Mountains, at some 2,300-3,000 ft (700-941 m). 
As well as ‘Die Sole’, hot, mineral-rich springs, the town has a 
healthy, dry, mountain climate – a special combination of both a 
mineral and a climate health spa. The village’s heart is the ‘Sole-
mar’ wellness and health spa, with a fine indoor pool.

BAD DÜRRHEIM

MUST SEE: MUSEUM OF JESTER MASKSSERVICES PROVIDED

A  Kur- und Bäder GmbH Bad Dürrheim
  Luisenstrasse 4
  78073 Bad Dürrheim
T +49 (0)7726 666266 
F +49 (0)7726 666361
E info@badduerrheim.de
W www.badduerrheim.de

 Internet-ID 14761  

Featuring traditional masks 
worn during Fastnacht (Carni-
val). 400 examples, including 
German and Swiss masks.

 extensive weekly club program: fitness classes, gymnastics,   
 musical evenings, tea dances, bingo
 sports park with golf for beginners, tennis, mini-golf, pit-pat  
 (golf billiards), cycle hire
 guided hikes and town tours (in English)
 arts and crafts

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE
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BLACK FOREST CITIES

Baden-Baden – Elegant and exclusive!
Set in the blissful foothills of the Black Forest, the elegant spa 
town is all about first class relaxation in style. Enjoy the modern 
Caracalla Spa and the historic Roman-Irish ‘Friedrichsbad’. The 
world-class art and cultural scene includes the Baden-Baden 
‘Festspielhaus’, Europe’s second largest concert and opera house, 
and the Museum Frieder Burda, with its outstanding collection of 
modern art.

BADEN-BADEN

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Baden-Baden Kur & Tourismus GmbH
 Solmsstrasse 1
 76530 Baden-Baden
T +49 (0)7221 275266
F +49 (0)7221 275260
E bbt@baden-baden.com
W www.baden-baden.com

 Internet-ID 16935              Package on page 44

Casino/Kurhaus
The Kurhaus is the focal point 
of social life and home of many 
famous balls, events and con-
certs. Furthermore it houses the 
‘world’s most beautiful casino’.

Thermal spas
Exclusive relaxation is 
guaranteed in the modern 
Caracalla Spa and the historic 
Roman-Irish ‘Friedrichsbad’ 

Lichtentaler Allee Park   
The world-famous park and 
garden ‘Lichtentaler Allee’ is 
a work of art with its various 
trees, fountains and flowers

Festspielhaus
Europe’s second-largest con-
cert and opera house presents 
international performances, 
year-round.

Museum Frieder Burda
Known as the ‘jewel in the 
park’ the private collection 
disposes masterpieces of clas-
sical modernism such as Picas-
so, Rothko and Beckmann.                   

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Kurhaus

Weinstube Baldreit

Auerhahn

Weinstube Eckberg

Molkenkur 

850

30

170

120/30

200

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Mediterra-
nean/regional

Price Cuisine

Schloss Neuweier/
Rebland 

80 haute cuisine

booking and reservation of hotels, guesthouses and vacation  
apartments   
booking and reservation of restaurants for groups of 15 & more  
advice and planning for medical check-ups, appointments   
and wellness vacations
guided city tours (in English, Spanish, French, Italian, Russian, 
Japanese)
theme specific guided city tours
sightseeing in horse-drawn carriages
organization of day trips: for example, to the Black Forest,   
Alsace, Strasbourg, Heidelberg, Freiburg etc.
programs for conferences and conventions
programs for meetings and incentives 
organization of exclusive/special events
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BLACK FOREST CITIES

Set between the Black Forest, Switzerland and Lake Constance, 
BahnWanderLand (Train Trekking Blumberg) covers 10 delightful 
villages in glorious countryside. Hikers come to explore the Black 
Forest nature reserve; visitors of all ages love the Sauschwänzle-
bahn, the 15 mile/25 km nostalgic steam railway line, that runs 
from May to Oct. Tips: the ‘Sauschwänzlebahn’, the Rail-way Mu-
seum and train trail, Wutach Gorge, Schluchtensteig hiking trail, 
‘Schleifenbach’ waterfalls, Cardinal Bea Museum, Segway tours, 
ostrich farm, mountain biking paradise.

Ideally located between the Black Forest and, across the Rhine, 
Alsace (France), this historic town is also close to the sunny  
Kaiserstuhl and Tuniberg vineyards. Major attractions are situa-
ted on the Münsterberg (cathedral hill). Guided city tours; good 
food and wine; cycle and hiking tours; visits to vineyards and 
winemakers with wine/sparkling wine tasting; river cruises on 
the Rhine (to Strasbourg or Colmar, for example); special offers 
for accommodation, local gastronomy.

BLUMBERG

BREISACH

MUST SEE: SAUSCHWÄNZLEBAHN

MUST SEE: ST. STEPHAN’S CATHEDRAL

SERVICES PROVIDED

SERVICES PROVIDED

A  WTM Blumberg Wirtschaft, Tourismus, Marketing
  Hauptstrasse 52
  78176 Blumberg
T +49 (0)7702 51203
F +49 (0)7702 51222
E touristinfo@stadt-blumberg.de
W www.stadt-blumberg.de

A Breisach-Touristik
 Marktplatz 16
 79206 Breisach
T +49 (0)7667 940155
F +49 (0)7667 940158
E breisach-touristik@breisach.de 
W www.breisach.de

 Internet-ID 16988  

 Internet-ID 15182  Package on page 44

Historic steam train experi-
ence: 15 miles/25 km across 
viaducts, through Europe’s 
only tunnel that doubles back 
on itself.

High on a rocky outcrop 
overlooking the Rhine, the 
cathedral (12th-15th century) 
boasts a beautifully-carved 
altar, frescoes and other art 
treasures.

organization of guided hikes as well as half-day and full day   
programs
provision of hiking maps, posters, brochures
organization of steam train outings and special train trips on  
the Sauschwänzlebahn
provision of little gifts for children

guided city tours in English, German, French, Italian
vineyard visit with tasting
assistance with accommodation and package arrangements
cruises on the Rhine
cycle and hiking tours in the Kaiserstuhl and Tuniberg   
vineyards

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE



BLACK FOREST CITIES

The source of the Danube is in this pretty town, which has some-
thing special to offer groups at any time of year. See the Fürsten- 
berg Palace, the Art Nouveau houses on Karl Street, and the 
quirky Musicians’ Fountain. Visit them on foot or on a Segway. 
Attend top-class music festivals, ranging from classical to new 
music and jazz. Horse lovers enjoy seeing the world’s top show 
jumpers in action. Overnight guests can use public transport free 
of charge.

DONAUESCHINGEN

MUST SEE: SOURCE OF THE DANUBESERVICES PROVIDED

A  Amt für Kultur, Tourismus und Marketing Donaueschingen
  Karlstrasse 58
  78166 Donaueschingen
T +49 (0)771 857221
F +49 (0)771 857228 
E tourist.info@donaueschingen.de
W www.donaueschingen.de

 Internet-ID 14812  

In the grounds of the Fürsten-
berg palace, the Danube River 
starts its 1,771 mile/2,850 km 
journey. Above the pool is the 
sculpture of the ‘young  
Danube’ and ‘Mother Baar’. 

arrangements for accommodation
KONUS Guest Card for buses, trains/free use of public trans-  
port in Black Forest
special rates for group visits
adventure tours & Segway tours
provision of town maps
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Highlights



BLACK FOREST CITIES

The Black Forest ‘capital’ is Germany’s sunniest city and one of 
the world’s ‘greenest’ cities. The old center is pedestrianized 
around the cathedral, whose magnificent tower soars above 
the lively daily market. Cobbled streets are lined with ‘Bächle’, 
(mini-canals), and cheerful old pubs. Students from the renowned 
university add buzz. Restaurants serve fine food, with wine from 
local vineyards. 

FREIBURG

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Freiburg Wirtschaft Touristik und Messe GmbH & Co. KG
 Rathausgasse 33 
 79098 Freiburg
T +49 (0)761 3881880
F +49 (0)761 37003
E touristik@fwtm.freiburg.de
W www.freiburg.de

 Internet-ID 15011 Package on page 46

Augustiner Museum 
Re-opened in 2010 after a 
dramatic facelift, this is now 
one of Europe’s best muse-
ums for religious art, covering 
eight centuries. 

Wentzingerhaus
In a handsome 1761 house, 
the Wentzingerhaus-Museum 
has 900 years of local history, 
with interesting models of the 
city and the cathedral.

Freiburg Minster 
Freiburg’s landmark Minster 
(cathedral) has a glorious 
Gothic tower. Climb up for the 
view and to see an 800-year-
old bell that still rings.

Schauinslandbahn
Germany’s longest cable car 
ride (2.2 miles/3.6 km) climbs 
to 3,999 ft/1,219 m. Fabulous 
mountain views, great hiking 
trails.

Natural History Museum
The Natural History Museum 
displays collections of mine-
rals, gemstones, fossils, flora 
and fauna from Germany and 
around the world.             

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Heiliggeist Stüble

Restaurant im Hotel 
Rappen

Hausbrauerei  
Feierling

120/85

120/60

150/500

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

programs for incentives, meetings, conferences
arranging meeting and conference rooms
arranging guided tours of the city (in English, Spanish, French, 
Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Russian, Japanese, Chinese, 
Arabic) 
provision of posters and maps of the city
arranging technical visits about Freiburg ‘Green City’ 
help with press and publicity requirements

 © FWTM/Raach

 © Augustinermuseum/A. Kilian

 © FWTM/Raach

 © FWTM/Raach

 © FWTM/Raach

 © FWTM/Raach



BLACK FOREST CITIES

High in the Black Forest, Freudenstadt is known for its long 
hours of sunshine, fresh air and unspoiled countryside. Among 
the famous, who came for this delightful climate were American 
author Mark Twain and British royalty. With its excellent cafés, 
restaurants, shops and extraordinary market square, this is a per-
fect stopping point for groups traveling along the beautiful Black 
Forest Mountain Road (Schwarzwaldhochstrasse). In summer, cli-
ents who enjoy hiking love the trails on the surrounding plateau.

For sheer beauty, it is hard to match the Black Forest Highlands: 
unspoiled forest and rushing streams, crystal clear lakes and 
pretty villages. Popular destinations include Feldberg and Hinter-
zarten (mountains), Titisee and Schluchsee (lakes). Clients love 
them for active vacations: hiking, biking, winter sports and water 
sports as well as relaxation in outstanding spas. Eat in restau-
rants serving traditional, delicious dishes. In December, nowhere 
is more romantic than a Black Forest Christmas Market. 

FREUDENSTADT

BLACK FOREST HIGHLANDS

MUST SEE: GERMANY‚S LARGEST MARKET PLACE

MUST SEE: FELDBERG

SERVICES PROVIDED

SERVICES PROVIDED

A Freudenstadt Tourismus
 Marktplatz 64
 72250 Freudenstadt
T +49 (0)7441 864733
F +49 (0)7441 864777
E touristinfo@freudenstadt.de 
W www.freudenstadt-tourismus.de

A Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH   
 Strandbadstrasse 4
 79822 Titisee-Neustadt 
T +49 (0)7652 12068122
F +49 (0)7652 12068188 
E pfitzinger@hochschwarzwald.de 
W www.hochschwarzwald.de

 Internet-ID 16949 Package on page 47

With its lawns, flowers and 
fountains, Germany’s largest 
market square (12 acres/5 ha) 
has cafés, shops, markets and 
festivals. 

The Feldberg (the Black 
Forest’s highest point) attracts 
hikers, mountain bikers in 
summer and fall; Alpine and 
cross-country skiers in winter.

booking service for hotels and guest houses
tours of the town tailored to your group’s needs (in English, 
French, Spanish, Italian)
making arrangements for daytrips and visits
providing information about our town

special packages for groups
individual arrangements   
conferences, meetings; company and private events
wide range of day trips, outings
purchase of tickets for events
accommodation reservation service
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 Internet-ID 14771  



BLACK FOREST CITIES

Close to the Black Forest and the Rhine, Karlsruhe was one of 
Europe’s first planned cities 300 years ago. Its nickname, the 
‘Fan City’, reflects the elegant design, with 32 streets radiating 
out from the palace. Visitors enjoy the botanical garden, the 
parks and the outstanding museums, such as ZKM, in the Center 
for Art and Media Technology, and the State Art Gallery, one of 
Germany’s best. And, Karlsruhe is also known for fine cuisine.

KARLSRUHE

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Karlsruher Messe- und Kongress-GmbH
 Festplatz 9
 76137 Karlsruhe
T +49 (0)721 37205383
F +49 (0)721 37205385
E touristinfo@kmkg.de
W www.karlsruhe-tourism.de

 Internet-ID 15725 

Baden State Museum
In the grand palace, the Baden 
State Museum has sculpture, 
porcelain, furniture and tex-
tiles from the Middle Ages to 
the present.

ZKM 
Look into the future at ZKM, a 
leading-edge museum dedicat- 
ed to new technology and me-
dia. It is located in the Center 
for Art and Media Technology.  

Zoo Karlsruhe 
In the beautiful Stadtgarten 
park, one of Germany’s oldest 
zoos (1865) boasts 1,200 ani-
mals. Fun for kids, adults. 

The Majolica Museum
Germany’s only majolica fac-
tory has a museum covering 
the 100-year-old tradition of 
producing exquisite ceramics. 

State Museum for Natural 
History
Learn about the history of life 
on earth and the environment; 
enjoy the collection of living 
animals – fish, snakes and more.             

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Badisch Brauhaus

Cantina Majolika

Dudelsack

Vogelbräu

500/100

70/50

200/70

200/350

regional 
dishes

Mediterra-
nean

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

guided city tours (in English, Spanish, Italian, Hungarian, 
Russian)  
planning special programs for trade fairs and conventions
provision of visitor information
free hotel booking service
booking hotels for groups
overnight arrangements
information on special interests   
organization for group travel
provision of Happy Rail Tickets/Black Forest Passes
Welcome Card (special pass)
convention bureau   
help with incentive travel 



BLACK FOREST CITIES

Known as the ‘Gateway to the Black Forest’, Pforzheim is also the 
‘City of Gold’, with attractions tracing the city’s heritage. At the 
Jewelry World (Schmuckwelten Pforzheim), you can ‘experience’ 
jewelry and watches and also buy them! In the Jewelry Museum 
(Schmuckmuseum Pforzheim), stunning treasures record 5,000 
years of jewelry making. In the Technical Museum (Technisches 
Museum), jewellers and watchmakers still use historic, but 
working, machinery. Pforzheim is also a great base for the Black 
Forest’s best hiking trails.

SouthWest Germany’s oldest town is associated with Rottweiler 
dogs and worth visiting for its fine medieval center, with pastel-
painted half-timbered houses. This 13th-century heritage is 
balanced by a lively cultural scene: the May jazz festival, the June 
classical music festival, and the August summer festival. During 
carnival you can admire most wonderful wooden masks carved in 
the old historical tradition. Among the many museums, the doll’s 
museum is a favorite for young and old.

PFORZHEIM

ROTTWEIL

MUST SEE: PFORZHEIM JEWELRY MUSEUM

MUST SEE: SOUTHWEST GERMANY’S OLDEST TOWN

SERVICES PROVIDED

SERVICES PROVIDED

A  WSP Tourist-Information Pforzheim
  Marktplatz 1
  75175 Pforzheim
T +49 (0)7231 393700
F +49 (0)7231 393707
E tourist-info@ws-pforzheim.de
W www.pforzheim.de

A Tourist-Information Rottweil
 Hauptstrasse 21
 78628 Rottweil
T +49 (0)7741 494280
F +49 (0)7741 494373
E tourist-information@rottweil.de 
W www.rottweil.de

 Internet-ID 12430              Package on page 46

 Internet-ID 15486 

Devoted to the history of je-
welry, the Pforzheim Jewelry 
Museum (Schmuckmuseum 
Pforzheim) is the only muse-
um of its kind worldwide.

With its steep streets, the 
lovingly-preserved medieval 
town is delightful: churches 
and towers, fountains and 
townhouses, window boxes 
full of flowers.

advice and information on co-ordination and planning for   
tailor-made programs 
consulting for hotels and guesthouses
provision of tourist information
city tours tailored to the needs of your group (foreign 
languages on request)

guided tours of the town tailored to your group needs 
(in English, French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch) 
information about cultural events, important sights and 
museums in Rottweil
advance ticket sales for cultural events   
help with organizing your visit (hotel bookings, restaurants,  
excursions etc.)
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BLACK FOREST CITIES

The Sasbachwalden vacation area is surrounded by vineyards in 
the Central/Northern Black Forest National Park. Stretching along 
a valley that rises from 565-800 ft (172-1,164 m), the region 
has glorious views as far as the neighboring Rhine Valley. With 
its half-timbered buildings, this is one of the prettiest spots in 
the Black Forest. No wonder Sasbachwalden has won three gold 
medals as an outstanding and beautiful place for holidays.

In the southern Black Forest nature park, the pretty town of Todt-
moos is known for its pleasant climate. Dominated by the baroque 
church, the center of town is alive with cafés, restaurants, and 
houses with flowery balconies. In the surrounding countryside 
are miles of trails for walking or mountain biking through the 
woods, past waterfalls and up the Hochkopf (4,100 ft/1,263 m) 
mountain with grand views of the Alps. An unusual winter high-
light is dog sledding with huskies.

SASBACHWALDEN

TODTMOOS

MUST SEE: PRICELESS HALF-TIMBERED HOMES

MUST SEE: CATHOLIC PILGRIMAGE CHURCH

SERVICES PROVIDED

SERVICES PROVIDED

A Kurverwaltung Sasbachwalden
 Talstrasse 51  
 77887 Sasbachwalden
T +49 (0)7841 1035
F +49 (0)7841 23682
E info@sasbachwalden.de
W www.sasbachwalden.de

A Tourist-Info Todtmoos
 Wehratalstrasse 19
 79682 Todtmoos
T +49 (0)767 490600
F +49 (0)767 4906025
E info@todtmoos.net 
W www.todtmoos.net

 Internet-ID 17034                  Package on page 47

 Internet-ID 15466  

The heart of Sasbachwalden 
features a wonderful collec-
tion of preserved houses, all 
bright with flower boxes. 

The magnificent interior is 
baroque (1625-1632). Regular 
pilgrimages still take place 
during the summer months. 

guided hiking to see regional highlights 
efficient accommodation service
advice on leisure activities and day trips in the region
sales of tickets for cultural events, entrance to leisure parks
tailor-made planning for all-inclusive and group packages

guided tours of the town (in German)   
maps of the town available
guided hiking tours   
visits to the mine, local museum, and churches   
glass blowing demonstration 
accommodation booking   

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE



BLACK FOREST CITIES

Psst! Do you want to know a secret? It’s called Villingen-Schwen-
ningen, in the sunny heart of the Black Forest, surrounded by 
greenery and crammed with history. No wonder locals talk about 
enjoying the ‘good life’! Visitors, too, love this attractive commu-
nity, near the source of both the Neckar River and the Danube. 
Vacationers come for hiking and biking in the surrounding count-
ryside, but also for cultural events such as museums, concerts in 
the cathedral and summer jazz.

VILLINGEN-SCHWENNINGEN

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Tourist-Info & Ticket-Service Villingen-Schwenningen
 Rietgasse 2
 78050 Villingen-Schwenningen
T +49 (0)7721 822343
F +49 (0)7721 822347
E tourist-info@villingen-schwenningen.de
W www.tourismus-vs.de

 Internet-ID 15066 Package on page 47

Franziskaner Museum
In the town museum, displays 
range from Black Forest folk 
heritage to 2,600 year-old 
treasures from a nearby Iron 
Age burial mound. 

The Industrial Clock Factory
In what was once the world’s 
largest clock-making town, 
trace a century of clock manu-
facturing in the Black Forest. 

Source of Neckar River/
Schwenninger Moos
In the Black Forest, the source 
of the Neckar is in Schwennin-
ger Moos, a beautiful conser-
vation area. 

Minster of Our Lady and 
fountain
Started in the 12th century to- 
day’s church is mainly Roma-
nesque. Klaus Ringwald’s witty 
fountain dates from 1989.

Mainau Island, Lake 
Constance 
Devoted to gardens (Italian, 
Mediterranean, roses, palm 
trees), Mainau makes a fine day 
trip, only 90 minutes away.

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Hotel & Restaurant 
Neckarquelle

Gasthaus Sonne

Hotel Bosse

Gasthof Schweizerhof

Schlenker’s Restaurant 
Ochsen

140/25

100/30

85/40

100/40

55/55

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

3 elements, Mercure 
Hotel Am Franziskaner

28/0 regional 
dishes

city tours in English available (other foreign languages on 
request)
organization of trips (half day, full day), in English (other 
foreign languages on request)
organization of special packages for groups
provision of information, such as town maps, accommodation 
lists, postcards, souvenirs, as well as side trips in the area
ticket purchase for regional and supraregional events
organization of press trips
provision of publicity photos and press releases
organization of meetings, conferences, workshops including   
supporting events
rental of city meeting rooms, cultural facilities
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This ‘feel good’ hotel in the Black Forest appeals in so many
ways. Start with the stunning setting, at the end of the pretty
Alb Valley, between Baden-Baden and Karlsruhe. Then there are
the special views over the rooftops of the charming resort of Bad
Herrenalb. The hotel itself is stylish and modern, with prizes for
its unique architecture. So leave your cares behind: come and
enjoy total relaxation.

50M
55YARDS

22KM
14MILES

50M
55YARDS

25KM
16MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

194
97
1

200

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 44
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

165.00
120.00
28.00

Internet-ID 17067

RULAND'S THERMENHOTEL****S

A Rehteichweg 22
76332 Bad Herrenalb

T +49 (0)7083 9270
F +49 (0)7083 927555
E info@rulands-thermenhotel.de
W www.rulands-thermenhotel.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

82.50

Enjoy the sun and the stars, take time to dream: at the
Dollenberg, that’s what we call a vacation. We are one of the top
20 hotels in Germany. Gourmet Dreams: enjoy Michelin-starred
chef Martin Herrmann’s creative dishes in our sumptuous
restaurant. Wellness, Spa & Beauty: relaxation for the body and
soul, using the latest treatments. Let our highly-qualified
beauticians and physical therapists pamper you. Lots to do: a
variety of packages; spacious park; hike to quaint huts, eat Black
Forest specialties.

5KM
3MILES

30KM
19MILES

5KM
3MILES

100KM
62MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

180
15
5

69
120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.

EUR
EUR
EUR

194.00
187.00
31.00

Internet-ID 16806

RELAIS & CHÂTEAUX HOTEL
DOLLENBERG*****

A Dollenberg 3
77740 Bad Peterstal-Griesbach

T +49 (0)7806 780
F +49 (0)7806 1272
E info@dollenberg.de
W www.dollenberg.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

97.00

Built in the grounds of a Roman public bath, the AQUA
AURELIA Suitenhotel has direct access to the Caracalla Spa.
Centrally located in Baden-Baden’s peaceful spa area, the hotel
boasts all the luxury, comforts and conveniences of a spa and
wellness hotel. Enjoy your vacation in Baden-Baden in one of
the 46 suites, decorated with the flair of a townhouse: fully air-
conditioned, contemporary design, bathed in light. A suite at the
Aqua Aurelia is as much a luxury apartment as a spa retreat.

10.00€

300M
328YARDS

3KM
2MILES

5KM
3MILES

17KM
11MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

92
46
46
46
40

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 44
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

197.00
146.00
35.00

Internet-ID 16815

AQUA AURELIA SUITENHOTEL

A Vincentistrasse 1
76530 Baden-Baden

T +49 (0)7221 18330
F +49 (0)7221 183318
E info@aquaaurelia.de
W www.aquaaurelia.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

82.50
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Set on the Münsterberg hill, this 4-star hotel has wonderful
views over the River Rhine, the Kaiserstuhl vineyards and the
distant Vosges mountains in France. In the 'Vogesenblick'
gastronomic restaurant, the menu offers dishes from Baden,
Alsace (France) and the Mediterranean. We also bake our own
cakes and gateaux; enjoy them on the Kaiserstuhl’s most
beautiful sun-drenched terrace. The hotel is the perfect
springboard for day trips to Freiburg, the Black Forest, Alsace
and the Europa-Park theme park.

8.00€

1,4KM
1MILE

12KM
7MILES

2,1KM
1MILE

65KM
40MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

119
49
21

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

91.20
71.20
16.00

Internet-ID 16808

BEST WESTERN HOTEL AM MÜNSTER****

A Münsterbergstrasse 23
79206 Breisach am Rhein

T +49 (0)7667 8380
F +49 (0)7667 838100
E info@hotelammuenster.de
W www.hotelammuenster.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

39.00

Built in typical Black Forest style, the Best Western Hotel Hofgut
Sternen is in the beautiful 'Höllental' valley, close to the rugged,
romantic Ravenna Gorge. A great base for hiking holidays for
young and old, the hotel is on the Black Forest Heritage Trail,
with its array of watermills and saw mills. Don’t miss the Black
Forest Ski Museum in Hinterzarten. Just a few miles/kilometers
away are well-known beauty spots: Titisee (lake), Feldberg
(mountain), Hinterzarten, and Freiburg, the Black Forest’s
biggest town.

2.50€

3KM
2MILES

2,5KM
2MILES

3KM
2MILES

12KM
7MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

111
54
3

120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

79.00
49.50
18.00

Internet-ID 16837

BEST WESTERN HOTEL HOFGUT
STERNEN***S

A Höllsteig 76
79874 Breitnau

T +49 (0)7652 9010
F +49 (0)7652 1031
E info@hofgut-sternen.bestwestern.de
W www.hofgut-sternen.bestwestern.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

39.50

Relax at the Erbprinz! The Erbprinz is a delightful spot, a place
where you can get away from the stresses and strains of
everyday life, and enjoy genuinely warm Baden hospitality. We
think that it’s the little things in life that are important: a
friendly chat, a special touch. We want your clients to come and
relax. We want their visit to be an unforgettable experience,
whether they are with good friends or with business partners.
And we want them to be refreshed when they leave us.

100M
109YARDS

2KM
1MILE

1,3KM
1MILE

38KM
24MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

179
46
61
11
60

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

195.00
145.00
40.00

Internet-ID 16925

HOTEL-RESTAURANT ERBPRINZ*****

A Rheinstrasse 1
76275 Ettlingen

T +49 (0)7243 3220
F +49 (0)7243 322322
E info@erbprinz.de
W www.erbprinz.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

97.50
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At 4,250 ft/1,300 m, this resort has 150 rooms, a water park
with an indoor pool, saunas, fitness facilities with staff, a choice
of restaurants, hotel bar with smoker’s lounge, bowling alley,
disco-pub, organized activities for young and old, and a hot and
cold evening buffet that changes daily. Nearby outings: Freiburg,
Lake Constance (Bodensee), Europa-Park in Rust, Colmar,
Strasbourg (both France), Lucerne and Lake Lucerne (both
Switzerland), a variety of animal parks and leisure parks, vineyard 
tours for tasting wine and sparkling wine, brewery tours etc.

10KM
6MILES

60KM
37MILES

6KM
4MILES

120KM
75MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

450
46
5
4

150

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 45
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

88.00
63.00
19.50

Internet-ID 14946

HOTEL FELDBERGER HOF****

A Dr. Pilet-Spur 1
79868 Feldberg

T +49 (0)7676 180
F +49 (0)7676 1220
E muehl@feldberger-hof.de
W www.feldberger-hof.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

44.00

Welcome to the B&B Hotel Freiburg! The B&B Hotel Freiburg is
close to the heart of the city. There are 80 comfortable, well-
appointed bedrooms, some of which are specifically for families.
You will be surprised by the fresh, modern interior design. Our
motto is ‘made for me’: our objective is to offer lots of comfort at
affordable prices. An added bonus: all our rooms offer free Sky
TV as well as Wi-Fi.

3KM
2MILES

1KM
1MILE

4,5KM
3MILES

17KM
11MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

116
19
52

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

62.80
47.90

Internet-ID 16801

B&B HOTEL FREIBURG**

A Tullastrasse 87c/Lembergallee
79108 Freiburg im Breisgau

T +49 (0)761 557730
F +49 (0)761 55773555
E freiburg@hotelbb.com
W www.hotelbb.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

24.50

An exclusive 4-star hotel, the Hotel Stadt Freiburg offers easy
access to the nearby heart of the old town of Freiburg. As well
as some 171 double rooms and suites, the hotel has a dramatic
contemporary glass and steel lobby, a stylish restaurant, a bar,
and a beauty and wellness spa center. In addition, the hotel has
its own sauna, steam room, and fitness center. Underground car
and bus parking are close by. Outside is a sunny terrace, where
guests can sit and relax with views over the park.

4.00€

1,5KM
1MILE

2KM
1MILE

1KM
1MILE

60KM
37MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

340
127
40
11

120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

119.00
99.00
25.00

Internet-ID 15329

HOTEL STADT FREIBURG****

A Breisacher Strasse 84
79110 Freiburg im Breisgau

T +49 (0)761 89680
F +49 (0)761 8095030
E info@hotel-stadt-freiburg.de
W www.hotel-stadt-freiburg.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

59.50
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At the gates of Freiburg, surrounded by woods, the Dorint Hotel
is an oasis of peace. Your clients can relax, recharge their
batteries, work out – or all three: the hotel’s outstanding fitness
and wellness center is connected directly to the neighboring
mineral thermal baths and spacious sauna area. The Dorint is
also the ideal base for visiting Freiburg’s old town, as well as
day trips to Switzerland, France, and the Black Forest. Not
forgetting our delicious dishes and excellent local Baden wines.

7KM
4MILES

2,5KM
2MILES

7KM
4MILES

65KM
40MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

124
54
16

120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.

EUR
EUR
EUR

124.00
92.00
33.00

Internet-ID 16913

DORINT AN DEN THERMEN FREIBURG

A An den Heilquellen 8
79111 Freiburg im Breisgau

T +49 (0)761 49080
F +49 (0)761 4908100
E info.freiburg@dorint.com
W www.dorint.com/freiburg

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

62.00

On what was a castle’s estate, the 4-star Schloss Reinach hotel
has an enchanting atmosphere, as well as 72 rooms and 8
suites. The highlight is the romantic inner courtyard; other
amenities include the Baden-style tavern, the 's Herrehus'
gourmet restaurant and the 'Limoncello Vivothek' (bistro/wine
bar). The hotel also offers 9 function rooms, a fitness and spa
area with 2 saunas and a steam bath. Popular outings nearby
include the Tuniberg vineyards, the Black Forest, Alsace
(France) and Switzerland.

12KM
7MILES

5KM
3MILES

12KM
7MILES

50KM
31MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

150
62
8

80

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

100.00
22.50

Internet-ID 14952

HOTEL SCHLOSS REINACH****

A St.-Erentrudis-Strasse 12
79112 Freiburg-Munzingen

T +49 (0)7664 4070
F +49 (0)7664 407155
E info@schlossreinach.de
W www.schlossreinach.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

50.00

On the Black Forest’s ‘sunshine terrace’, with fabulous views
over Germany’s largest market square, and right on the ‘rose
walk’ in the vast Kienberg nature reserve. Tradition combines
with modern comfort to provide a charming ambience, offering
genuine hospitality. A wide range of cultural activities, spa and
wellness breaks, swimming pool, sauna, bicycle rental, guided
walks from the door. A perfect base for day trips. A certified
‘quality host’ by 'Wanderbares Deutschland' national hiking
organization.

800M
875YARDS

30KM
19MILES

1KM
1MILE

80KM
50MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

90
24
42

120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

81.00
47.00
15.00

Internet-ID 16995

HOTEL TEUCHELWALD***S

A Schömberger Strasse 9
72250 Freudenstadt

T +49 (0)7441 5320
F +49 (0)7441 532135
E rezeption@hotel-teuchelwald.de
W www.hotel-teuchelwald.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

40.50
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The luxury hotel with history and heart: that’s the Parkhotel
Adler in Hinterzarten. In the southern Black Forest, this
member of ‘The Leading Small Hotels of the World’ is at the foot
of the famous 'Adlerschanze' ski jump in the idyllic hamlet of
Hinterzarten. This relaxed resort offers a wide variety of leisure
activities. Set in a 10 acre/4 ha park with deer and a small lake,
the hotel also has an outstanding 13,000 sq ft/1,200 m²
wellness spa, beauty center and pool.

500M
547YARDS

30KM
19MILES

500M
547YARDS

96KM
60MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

113
26
7

24
296

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.

EUR
EUR
EUR

396.00
343.00
44.00

Internet-ID 16963

PARKHOTEL ADLER*****

A Adlerplatz 3
79856 Hinterzarten

T +49 (0)7652 1270
F +49 (0)7652 127717
E info@parkhoteladler.de
W www.parkhoteladler.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

198.00

There is nowhere better to enjoy the famous spa town of
Hinterzarten than staying in the centrally-located Hotel
Schwarzwaldhof. Thanks to a combination of traditional
architecture and 125 years of history, modern comfort and
genuine hospitality, we will make sure that your stay with us is
memorable. From the sunny terrace, you can observe the
cheerful comings and goings in town; just relax in the sun, sip a
nice cup of coffee and enjoy a slice of our famous Black Forest
Cake.

10M
11YARDS

35KM
22MILES

30M
33YARDS

60KM
37MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

80
36
8
2

120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.

EUR
EUR
EUR

80.00
46.00
15.00

Internet-ID 16028

HOTEL SCHWARZWALDHOF***

A Freiburger Strasse 2
79856 Hinterzarten

T +49 (0)7652 12030
F +49 (0)7652 120322
E hotel-schwarzwaldhof@t-online.de
W www.schwarzwaldhof.com

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

40.00

Whether you are taking a spontaneous weekend break in
Mittelbaden, stopping for the night on a longer journey, or just
need a holiday, we look forward to welcoming you to the Euro-
Hotel Kappel-Grafenhausen! Enjoy a family atmosphere,
experience the comfort of a well-run modern hotel, explore the
surrounding countryside, with its cultural attractions. Our hotel
is the perfect base for touring: close to Alsace (France),
Switzerland, the Black Forest, and Europa-Park, Germany’s
largest amusement park.

800M
875YARDS

2KM
1MILE

60KM
37MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites

110
47
47
2

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 46
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

62.00
38.00
18.00

Internet-ID 16962

EURO-HOTEL***

A Hauptstrasse 200
77966 Kappel-Grafenhausen

T +49 (0)7822 86380
F +49 (0)7822 863838
E info@eurohotel-grafenhausen.de
W www.eurohotel-grafenhausen.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

31.00
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The Novotel Karlsruhe City is ideally located in the city center,
with good transport links to the nearby exhibition center and a
direct link to the neighboring convention center. That makes it
the perfect base for both business and city breaks in this
SouthWest Germany metropolis. All 246 rooms and suites in
this 4-star superior hotel are fully air-conditioned and have
modern, comfortable furnishings, with the latest technological
features.

3.00€

500M
547YARDS

6KM
4MILES

1KM
1MILE

35KM
22MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

492
244

2
150

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

123.00
104.00
19.00

Internet-ID 16957

NOVOTEL KARLSRUHE CITY****S

A Festplatz 2
76137 Karlsruhe

T +49 (0)721 35260
F +49 (0)721 3526100
E h5400@accor.com
W www.novotel.com

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

61.50

In Karlsruhe, the Ringhotel Residenz is a private business and
meeting hotel that retains a personal feel, with outstanding
service that is efficient, attentive, friendly. Just 100 yd/100 m
from Karlsruhe’s main station, your clients are greeted by 4-star
quality, from the restaurant to the meeting rooms in this
atmospheric 80-year-old hotel with 103 bedrooms. The center of
the city and the convention center (Kongress-Zentrum) are just
a stroll away through the city park.

4.00€

1,5KM
1MILE

1KM
1MILE

100M
109YARDS

80KM
50MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

176
61
42
80

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

98.00
80.00
20.00

Internet-ID 15317

HOTEL RESIDENZ RINGHOTEL
KARLSRUHE****

A Bahnhofplatz 14-16
76137 Karlsruhe

T +49 (0)721 37150
F +49 (0)721 3715113
E info@hotel-residenz-ka.de
W www.hotel-residenz-ka.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

49.00

The Schlosshotel Karlsruhe combines the style of a grand
establishment with the standards and comforts expected in a
first-class, 21st-century hotel. Located between the main station
and the city park, the spacious, 4-star hotel is easy to get to by
car or by train, and appeals to both individual and business
clients. Free parking.

5.00€

1,5KM
1MILE

3KM
2MILES

100M
109YARDS

35KM
22MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

141
42
51
3

70

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

86.00
48.00
27.00

Internet-ID 12185

SCHLOSSHOTEL KARLSRUHE****

A Bahnhofplatz 2
76137 Karlsruhe

T +49 (0)721 38320
F +49 (0)721 3832333
E mail@schlosshotel-karlsruhe.de
W www.schlosshotel-karlsruhe.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

43.00
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Traditional values and modern aspirations: we aim to offer an
experience that you will enjoy with all five senses. Rest and
relax in our elegant bedrooms, with all the latest comforts and
conveniences. Take your time over a gourmet meal in our
'Bordeaux-Stube' restaurant, as you explore the world of fine
dining. Exquisite cuisine and a genuinely warm welcome await
you in the Baden village of Lautenbach im Renchtal. And you
will leave with sunshine in your heart!

2KM
1MILE

12KM
7MILES

100M
109YARDS

40KM
25MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

33
15
1
1

60

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 46

EUR
EUR

135.00
16.50

Internet-ID 16911

RINGHOTEL SONNENHOF****

A Hauptstrasse 51
77794 Lautenbach

T +49 (0)7802 704090
F +49 (0)7802 7040929
E info@sonnenhof-lautenbach.de
W www.sonnenhof-lautenbach.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

54.50

Your guests will enjoy 4-star comfort at the Mercure Hotel
Offenburg am Messeplatz. This business-oriented hotel has 132
modern rooms with Wi-Fi access and seven conference rooms
for up to 330 people, as well as parking facilities. The hotel is
furnished in the style of the famous Black Forest 'Fastnacht' (the
local equivalent of Mardi Gras/Carnival). After a stressful day,
guests can relax in the spacious indoor swimming pool, sauna
and solarium. Or they can work out on our 4 skittle alleys or go
jogging.

1,5KM
1MILE

500M
547YARDS

2KM
1MILE

30KM
19MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

203
62
65
5

160

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

91.00
74.00
21.00

Internet-ID 16799

MERCURE HOTEL OFFENBURG AM
MESSEPLATZ****

A Schutterwälder Strasse 1a
77656 Offenburg

T +49 (0)781 5050
F +49 (0)781 505513
E h2906@accor.com
W www.mercure.com

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

28.50

Welcome to the B&B Hotel Baden-Airpark! Our B&B Hotel
Baden-Airpark is right at the Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden airport,
opposite the terminal and only 11 miles/18 km from the heart of
Baden-Baden. There is a host of leisure activities available in the
Baden/Alsace region, such as golf and cycling. You will be
surprised by the fresh, modern interior design. Our motto is
‘made for me’: our objective is to offer lots of comfort at
affordable prices. An added bonus: all our rooms offer free Sky
TV as well as Wi-Fi.

11KM
7MILES

8KM
5MILES

11KM
7MILES

50M
55YARDS

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

139
23
45

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

67.80
52.90

Internet-ID 16802

B&B HOTEL BADEN-AIRPARK**

A Halifax Avenue B 315
77836 Rheinmünster

T +49 (0)7229 18480
F +49 (0)7229 1848444
E baden-airpark@hotelbb.com
W www.hotelbb.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

27.00
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As well as being members of the ‘slow food’ movement, we care
for our environment: 90 percent of our produce is locally-
sourced. Frank Rombach-Hekele cooks with passion; Barbara
Rombach concentrates on finding the best regional wines,
home-made preserves, herbal teas, lemonade and more. Our
rooms are individually furnished with antiques, and the whole of
our 100-year-old inn exudes a feel of yesteryear. In the leafy
beer garden, you can see the famous baroque monastery, a short
walk away.

200M
219YARDS

2,5KM
2MILES

1KM
1MILE

9,5KM
6MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

20
9
2

120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.

EUR
EUR
EUR

80.00
33.00
18.00

Internet-ID 16804

ROMBACH NOSTALGIE GASTRONOMIE - 
A TASTE OF CULINARY TRADITION

A Scheuergasse 1
79271 St. Peter

T +49 (0)7660 920332
F +49 (0)7660 920334
E info@gasthof-zumkreuz.de
W www.gasthof-zumkreuz.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

40.00

The Landhotel Adlerhof could not be in a more magical spot:
this is the Black Forest at its prettiest. Nature lovers adore the
unspoiled, panoramic views. Out in the hotel’s spacious gardens,
sit on a bench and take a break from the stress and strain of
everyday life. We welcome families, and small children enjoy
having room to run around. On a hillside, surrounded by woods
and vineyards, guests have easy access to cycling and hiking
trails.

2KM
1MILE

12KM
7MILES

26KM
16MILES

70KM
43MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

35
10
13
1

140

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.

EUR
EUR
EUR

109.00
74.00
16.50

Internet-ID 16800

SILENCE LANDHOTEL ADLERHOF***

A Mönchstrasse 14
75334 Straubenhardt

T +49 (0)7082 92340
F +49 (0)7082 9234130
E info@adlerhof.de
W www.adlerhof.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

54.50

In an idyllic, peaceful spot in Waldau, this is the oldest Black
Forest inn in Titisee-Neustadt. The Traube, with its warm
hospitality and genuine comfort, offers an authentic Black Forest
experience. Expect lots of wood in our typical Black Forest pub
and in the modern, well-appointed – but rustic-looking – rooms
and holiday apartments. Here, every season has its own
particular charm. Right outside our door are hiking trails, ski
lifts and cross-country ski trails. The Feldberg mountain is only
20 minutes away.

3.00€

10KM
6MILES

30KM
19MILES

10M
11YARDS

80KM
50MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

70
30
5
2

300

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 47
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

70.00
53.00
14.00

Internet-ID 16961

HOTEL SCHWARZWALDGASTHOF 
'ZUR TRAUBE'

A Sommerbergweg 1
79822 Titisee-Neustadt/Bergdorf Waldau

T +49 (0)7669 2290
F +49 (0)7669 22929
E info@traube-waldau.de
W www.traube-waldau.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

35.00
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Welcome to the ‘WellNest’, on the Todtnauberg’s sunny, south-
facing slope in the unspoiled Black Forest National Park. The
perfect destination for hiking, mountain biking, and in winter,
ski touring and cross country. Stylish hospitality in the
snuggery-style restaurants; the light, bright sauna, spa and pool
area; the massage and beauty center offering a range of
treatments to cater for your well-being before or after outdoor
activities in the clean, Black Forest air.

30KM
19MILES

30KM
19MILES

20KM
12MILES

20KM
12MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

60
22
4
6

70

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

138.00
83.00
20.00

Internet-ID 16927

WELLNESS & VITALHOTEL MANGLER****

A Ennerbachstrasse 28
79674 Todtnauberg

T +49 (0)7671 96930
F +49 (0)7671 8693
E wellnesshotel@mangler.de
W www.mangler.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

69.00

Fall in love with the 40 charming rooms in our stylish, superior
comfort, 3-star hotel. Expect cheerful colors, attention to detail,
and a welcoming atmosphere in our single- and double-bedded
rooms, apartments and suites. For that special vacation
experience, book your clients in to one of our exotically-themed
bedrooms, such as the 'Cairo' or the 'Bangkok'. As well as the
outstanding breakfast buffet, our guests enjoy our location: an
oasis of peace, right in the forest, in a quiet spa resort.

3KM
2MILES

15KM
9MILES

3KM
2MILES

120KM
75MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

60
20
11
1

110

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

78.00
54.00
12.00

Internet-ID 14945

HOTEL BOSSE***S

A Oberförster-Ganter-Strasse 9-11
78048 Villingen-Schwenningen

T +49 (0)7721 58011
F +49 (0)7721 58013
E info@hotel-bosse.de
W www.hotel-bosse.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

39.00

Enjoy the 4-star comfort of our hotel, with its glorious views
over the Markgräfler Land, the River Rhine and, only a 100
yards/meters away, the city of Basel in Switzerland. Our
restaurant and the Colonial-style hotel bar are worth a visit in
their own right. Close to the A5 highway (Autobahn) and several
convenient bus parks, we are in the ‘Dreiländereck’, where
Germany, Switzerland and France meet. At the atlashotel Basel/
Weil am Rhein, guests have plenty to see and do. We look
forward to your visit!

2.90€

250M
273YARDS

50KM
31MILES

8KM
5MILES

12KM
7MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

320
154

8
8

120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

117.00
73.00
14.00

Internet-ID 14777

ATLASHOTEL BASEL/WEIL AM RHEIN****

A Alte Strasse 58
79576 Weil am Rhein

T +49 (0)7621 7070
F +49 (0)7621 707650
E verkauf@atlas-hotel.de
W www.atlas-hotel.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

44.50
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Ride the Feldbergbahn! Summer is a great time to zoom up the
4,900 ft/1,493 m Feldberg mountain. In the swift 8-seat cable
cars, join hikers and nature lovers, mountain bikers and even
folks going for a walk with their dogs! At 4,750 ft/1,450 m, the
top station is a fine starting point for walks. In only a few
minutes, you reach the Feldberg Tower. From the 11th floor,
you have fantastic views stretching from the Vosges Mountains
to the Alps! Hiking tip: The 7.5-mile/12 km long Feldberg-Steig
loop is an outstanding hike!

50M
55YARDS

Opening hours
Jul - Sep
May, Jun, Oct

9am - 5pm
9am - 4:30pm

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 15 people

EUR
EUR

4.00
3.70

Internet-ID 16983

FELDBERGBAHN CABLE CAR

A Kirchgasse 1
79868 Feldberg

T +49 (0)7676 9409110
F +49 (0)7676 9409111
E info@feldbergbahn.de
W www.feldbergbahn.de

P.P. FROM EUR

4.00

FREIBURG KULTOUR is the official partner of the city of
Freiburg, and the city’s largest provider of city and cathedral
tours, themed tours and individual guided tours. For visits to
Freiburg’s historic old town, as well as trips to nearby
Switzerland and France, we have more than 50 well-trained,
experienced guides, who can look after international guests,
speaking English, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch,
Japanese, Russian, Chinese, and Arabic. Our motto is: ‘Know
more, see more, enjoy more!’

Opening hours
May - Oct:
Mon - Fri
Sat

8am - 6pm
9:30am - 2:30pm

Prices
Rates on request
Package on page 45

Internet-ID 16883

FREIBURG KULTOUR

A Rathausplatz 2-4
79098 Freiburg im Breisgau

T +49 (0)761 2907447
F +49 (0)761 2907449
E info@freiburg-kultour.com
W www.freiburg-kultour.com

FREIBURG, GLOTTERTAL, FREUDENSTADT: Enjoy a walking
tour with a difference: some history, some food and wine, and
lots of fun! In Freiburg, ‘Bärbel’, with her red-bobbled hat is
your guide; in Freudenstadt, ‘Duke Friedrich’ leads you across
Germany’s largest market place and offers you coffee and a
special Duke Friedrich tart; in the Glottertal, taste sparkling
wine, then learn about wine making and local produce with
‘Roten Bur’, a local farmer. Rates on request.

Opening hours
Mon - Fri
Sat - Sun

9am - 5pm
9am - 5pm

Prices
Rates on request

Internet-ID 16912

TIMEWALKING TIMETALKING

A Maria-Theresia-Strasse 2
79102 Freiburg im Breisgau

T +49 (0)761 2909058
F +49 (0)761 2909057
E info@timewalking.de
W www.timewalking.de
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Dating back to 1846, the State Art Gallery (Staatliche
Kunsthalle) not only features one of Germany’s oldest and best
collections, but is one of the few still in its original setting.
Some 800 paintings and sculptures from the past eight centuries
are displayed in the main galleries and the Orangery. There are
also regular temporary exhibitions of classical and contemporary
art. One of the oldest collections of graphic art in Europe is the
Museum of Prints and Drawings, with more than 80,000 works.

300M
328YARDS

5KM
3MILES

Opening hours
Tue - Fri
Sat/Sun/hol
Closed

10am - 5pm
10am - 6pm

Mon, Dec 24, 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 10 people

EUR
EUR

6.00
4.00

Internet-ID 14947

STATE ART GALLERY KARLSRUHE

A Hans-Thoma-Strasse 2-6
76133 Karlsruhe

T +49 (0)721 9263359
F +49 (0)721 9266788
E info@kunsthalle-karlsruhe.de
W www.kunsthalle-karlsruhe.de

P.P. FROM EUR

6.00

The Upper Black Forest mountains are a natural backdrop for
this varied experience for young and old. The entertainment
includes a petting zoo with young animals, a range of small
animals and large trout, the world’s longest adventure rope
bridge, a museum and Black Forest Train, cinema and simulator,
a fantastic adventure playground, as well as breathtaking thrill
rides: a rollercoaster, bobsled run, River Splash, chairlift,
toboggan ride. Tree house for children’s birthday parties.

20KM
12MILES

15KM
9MILES

Opening hours
Mar - Apr
May - mid Sep
Mid Sep - Nov
Open daily
Closed

10am - 5pm
9am - 6pm

10am - 5pm

winter

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

19.00
16.00

Internet-ID 16851

STEINWASEN PARK

A Steinwasen 1
79254 Oberried

T +49 (0)7602 944680
F +49 (0)7671 969829
E info@steinwasen-park.de
W www.steinwasen-park.de

P.P. FROM EUR

19.00

Pforzheim Jewelry World (SCHMUCKWELTEN) is a unique
experience. Part museum of jewelry and watchmaking, part
workshop, part jewelry store, this attraction in Pforzheim takes
jewelry and watch design to new heights. Guests are fascinated
as they explore this 43,000 sq ft/4,000 m² Jewelry World. They
can see a wall of solid gold bricks, be dazzled by priceless
gemstones, and shop to their heart’s content, choosing from 200
brands of jewelry and watches. Welcome to Pforzheim – after
300 years, this is still the 'City of Gold'!

10M
11YARDS

1,5KM
1MILE

Opening hours
Mon - Sat
Sun/hol
Closed
Closed

10am - 7pm
11am - 6pm

Dec 24, Jan 1
Good Fri, Easter Sun

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 10 people

EUR
EUR

8.00
7.50

Internet-ID 15306

PFORZHEIM JEWELRY WORLD

A Westliche Karl-Friedrich-Strasse 56
75172 Pforzheim

T +49 (0)7231 994444
F +49 (0)7231 994449
E info@schmuckwelten.de
W www.schmuckwelten.de

P.P. FROM EUR

8.00
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Tracing the 5,000-year-old history of jewelry and jewelry-
making, Pforzheim’s stunning Jewelry Museum
(Schmuckmuseum) is unique. The 2,000 exhibits range from
antiques to the present day, covering the cultural heritage of
jewelry and the story of Pforzheim, the ‘City of Gold’, with its
long tradition of jewelry-making. Also see the notable watch
collection. Regular themed exhibitions display different facets of
jewelry, all in the contemporary architectural gem that is the
Reuchlinhaus. Relax in the cool café with a view.

Opening hours
Tue - Fri
Sat/Sun
Closed

10am - 5pm
10am - 5pm

Dec 24, 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 10 people

EUR
EUR

3.00
1.50

Internet-ID 15575

PFORZHEIM JEWELRY MUSEUM

A Jahnstrasse 42
75173 Pforzheim

T +49 (0)7231 392126
F +49 (0)7231 391441
E schmuckmuseum@stadt-pforzheim.de
W www.schmuckmuseum.de

P.P. FROM EUR

3.00

Inspired by the Palace of Versailles, the grandiose Palace of
Rastatt was built by Margrave Ludwig Wilhelm of Baden-Baden.
Inside, Italian artists decorated the ceilings with dazzling
paintings and intricate stucco molding. With its three wings
embracing an Court of Honor (Ehrenhof), this baroque palace is
one of the few that survived World War Two unscathed, so don’t
miss the grand state rooms on the main floor (Beletage), the
military museum, and a museum devoted to Germany’s struggle
for freedom and democracy.

Opening hours
Apr - Oct:
Tue - Sun
Nov - Mar:
Tue - Sun
Closed

10am - 5pm

10am - 4pm
Dec 24, 25, 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

6.00
5.40

Internet-ID 16231

RASTATT PALACE

A Barockresidenz Rastatt
76437 Rastatt

T +49 (0)7222 978385
F +49 (0)7222 978392
E info@schloss-rastatt.de
W www.schloss-rastatt.de

P.P. FROM EUR

6.00
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Relax in our spacious wellness area, with its
mineral water swimming pool, whirlpool, and a
variety of saunas: organic sauna, Finnish sauna,
steam room, shower grotto. Work out in the
fitness room, relax in the solarium, enjoy a
massage.

Available:
Prices:

year-round
free use of the wellness facilities - group rates on request

Ruland's Thermenhotel, 76332 Bad Herrenalb
T +49 (0)7083 9270
F +49 (0)7083 927555
E info@rulands-thermenhotel.de
W www.rulands-thermenhotel.de

Package includes
1 x vitamin cocktail 
      welcome drink
2 x nights' accommodation 
      with hearty breakfast buffet
2 x 3�course healthy meals
1 x back massage

Internet-ID A9881

WELLNESS DAYS
P.P. FROM EUR

250.00

Learn about the history and glamour of this
elegant spa town on a guided sightseeing walk.
Enjoy a few hours relaxing in the modern
Caracalla Spa with its array of saunas and spa
treatments. In the evening, try your luck
beneath the chandeliers of the world’s most
beautiful casino.

Available:
Prices:

year-round by request, min. 20 people
single occ EUR 115.00, double occ EUR 113.00 p.p.

Baden-Baden Kur & Tourismus GmbH, 76530
Baden-Baden
T +49(0) 7221 275266
F +49(0) 7221 275260
E bbt@baden-baden.com
W www.baden-baden.com

Package includes
2 x nights at a 3�star hotel incl.
      tax
1 x guided city tour
1 x visit to Baden�Baden 
      Caracalla Spa 
1 x visit to the Baden�Baden 
      Casino      
     Internet-ID A9708

BADEN-BADEN: THE INSIDER’S GUIDE
P.P. FROM EUR

113.00

Bon viveurs always have fun in Baden-Baden.
The only thing they are short of is… time!
Relax at the start of the day. Enjoy a copious
breakfast buffet in our restaurant, with its
spacious terrace, and views over the old town.
At lunchtime and in the evening, we serve
delicious gourmet dishes.

Available:
Prices:

year-round on request
2 people EUR 399.00, 1 person EUR 298.00

Aqua Aurelia Suitenhotel, 76530 Baden-Baden
T +49 (0)7221 18330
F +49 (0)7221 183318
E info@aquaaurelia.de
W www.aquaaurelia.de

Package includes
1 x night in a deluxe suite
1 x breakfast buffet
1 x bottle of champagne 
1 x 5�course gourmet dinner in 
      'Le Jardin de France' 
      restaurant 

Internet-ID A9833

BADEN-BADEN: BON VIVEUR’S DAY
P.P. FROM EUR

199.50

Situated between the Black Forest and Colmar/
Alsace (France), this historic town is also close
to the Kaiserstuhl and Tuniberg vineyards.
Attractions: St Stephan’s cathedral, the
Rheintor town museum and wine cellars.
Cruises on the Rhine.

Available:
Prices:

Easter to end of Oct
based on 2 sharing. Commission free - group rates on request

Breisach-Touristik, 79206 Breisach
T +49 07667 940155
F +49 07667 940158
E breisach-touristik@breisach.de
W www.breisach.de

Package includes
1 x Rhine cruise
1 x wine/sparkling wine tasting
1 x overnight with breakfast
1 x 4�course meal with 
      regional wine

Internet-ID A9698

BREISACH UPON RHINE
P.P. FROM EUR

150.00
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Accommodation in a 4-star hotel, 4,250 ft/
1,300m up in the Feldberg nature reserve
3 x copious breakfast buffets
3 x hot and cold evening buffets
1 x welcome drink on arrival
Free entrance to our water park with indoor
pool, saunas

Available:
Prices:

only available on request
group rates on request

Hotel Feldberger Hof, 79868 Feldberg
T +49 (0)7676 180
F +49 (0)7676 1220
E muehl@feldberger-hof.de
W www.feldberger-hof.de

Package includes
3 x nights' accommodation in a 

4�star hotel
3 x breakfasts
3 x evening meals

Internet-ID A7014

BLACK FOREST TOUR

Take an informative tour through the historic
old town center, with its ancient streets, little
squares and old houses. See the narrow
alleyways, the unique 'Bächle' (little streams),
the sidewalk mosaics and the lively daily
farmer’s market. Hear all the history; visit the
fine Gothic minster.

Available:
Prices:

year-round, upon request
119.00 per group, max. 25 persons

FREIBURG KULTOUR , 79098 Freiburg im
Breisgau
T +49 (0)761 2907447
F +49 (0)761 2907449
E info@freiburg-kultour.com
W www.freiburg-kultour.com

Package includes
1 x guided city tour
1 x visit of the Minster 
      (cathedral)

Internet-ID A9650

FREIBURG: TOUR THE TOWN AND THE CATHEDRAL
       FROM EUR

119.00

Unique to Freiburg are the 'Bächle', little
streams or canals that have flowed alongside
the city streets for centuries. Clean and fresh,
they cover more than 5 miles/9 km. Step in one
and you will marry a local! Learn about these,
the fountains and small canals, as well as
Freiburg’s main attractions.

Available:
Prices:

year-round, upon request
190.00 per group, max. 25 persons

FREIBURG KULTOUR , 79098 Freiburg im
Breisgau
T +49 (0)761 2907447
F +49 (0)761 2907449
E info@freiburg-kultour.com
W www.freiburg-kultour.com

Package includes
1 x guided city tour incl. 
      a map of the Bächle 
      (little streams) 

Internet-ID A9652

THE FREIBURG 'BÄCHLETOUR'
       FROM EUR

190.00

Our itineraries give you the opportunity to get
to know more about the beautiful Black Forest,
the Markgräflerland and the Kaiserstuhl
vineyards, or, across the nearby border,
attractive spots in Alsace (France) and in
Switzerland. We tailor-make trips to suit your
needs.

Available:
Prices:

year-round, upon request
290.00 per coach group

FREIBURG KULTOUR , 79098 Freiburg im
Breisgau
T +49 (0)761 2907447
F +49 (0)761 2907449
E info@freiburg-kultour.com
W www.freiburg-kultour.com

Package includes
1 x guided tour

Internet-ID A9651

INDIVIDUAL TOURS
       FROM EUR

290.00
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Explore sunny Freiburg on a stroll round the
old town (Altstadt) and the Gothic Münster
(cathedral). Then see why Freiburg’s
restaurants enjoy a reputation for good food and
wine with a delicious three-course dinner. A
real feast for the eyes, the soul and the body!

Available:
Prices:

year-round
day pass for public transport incl. - group rates on request

Freiburg Wirtschaft Touristik und Messe
GmbH & Co. KG, 79098 Freiburg im Breisgau
T +49 (0)761 3881880
F +49 (0)761 37003
E touristik@fwtm.freiburg.de
W www.freiburg.de

Package includes
1 x room with breakfast
1 x audio�visual city guide 
1 x guided tour of town, 
      minster (cathedral)
1 x 3�course gourmet meal

Internet-ID A7409

FEASTING IN FREIBURG
P.P. FROM EUR

110.00

Enjoy all the excitement of the thrill rides at
Europa-Park Rust, Germany’s largest
amusement park, then relax at the Euro-Hotel
in Kappel-Grafenhausen, with its friendly
service.

Available:
Prices:

Mar - Nov
subsequent night EUR 65.00

Euro-Hotel, 77966 Kappel-Grafenhausen
T +49 (0)7822 86380
F +49 (0)7822 863838
E info@eurohotel-grafenhausen.de
W www.eurohotel-grafenhausen.de

Package includes
1 x night's accommodation 
      with breakfast
2 x tickets to Europa�Park in Rust
1 x 10 % discount at the 
      Schnitzel�Huber�Restaurant
 
Shuttle bus between hotel and 
Europa�Park, EUR 2.00 per personInternet-ID A9853

SPECIAL SUMMER OFFER
P.P. FROM EUR

97.50

Explore Mother Nature at her best in the
northern Black Forest. Hike along miles/
kilometers of trails through woods and
meadows. See ancient castles and waterfalls.
Enjoy our warm welcome, as well as high-class
regional and international dishes.

Available:
Prices:

Mar - Oct (on request)
in double room - group rates on request

Ringhotel Sonnenhof, 77794 Lautenbach
T +49 (0)7802 704090
F +49 (0)7802 7040929
E info@sonnenhof-lautenbach.de
W www.sonnenhof-lautenbach.de

Package includes
3 x accommodation in a  
     4�star hotel
1 x energy drink on arrival
3 x breakfast from buffet
2 x packed lunch
Map of surrounding hiking trail

Internet-ID A9783

BLACK FOREST HIKING PACKAGE
P.P. FROM EUR

111.00

Explore Pforzheim, the ‘City of Gold’, on a
walking or bus tour. Our official guides bring
the past to life on lively tours that take in the
main sights and significant buildings in this
major center for jewelry and watch making.

Available:
Prices:

available on request
from EUR 70.00 per group, per hour

WSP Tourist-Information Pforzheim, 75175
Pforzheim
T +49 (0)7231 393700
F +49 (0)7231 393707
E tourist-info@ws-pforzheim.de
W www.pforzheim.de

Package includes
1 x city walk or tour

Internet-ID A7175

CITY SIGHTSEEING TOUR
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Enjoy a magical culinary experience. Pamper
your palate with excellent Baden-style cuisine
and the finest Baden wines. The highlight is
what’s called ‘Dinner Jumping’, where each of
several courses (complete with wine and
mineral water) is enjoyed in a different top-class
restaurant!

Available:
Prices:

year-round
2 nights' accom. with breakfast, double room - group rates on request

Kurverwaltung Sasbachwalden, 77887
Sasbachwalden
T +49 (0)7841 1035
F +49 (0)7841 23682
E info@sasbachwalden.de
W www.sasbachwalden.de

Package includes
1 x 4�course gourmet meal, with 
      wine in a gourmet restaurant
1 x Dining tour evening
1 x KONUS�Black Forest guest 
      card incl. free local transport,
      free entry to water park

Internet-ID A9857

GOURMET WEEKEND
P.P. FROM EUR

229.00

Learn how to make an authentic Black Forest
gateau, or cake, in just 45 minutes. Then enjoy
a slice of delicious cake with a cup of coffee!
Continue with a visit to a museum with a
schnapps distillery; learn about these typical
fruit brandies. Finish by tasting five schnapps
and liqueurs.

Available:
Prices:

year-round
group rates on request

Hochschwarzwald Tourismus GmbH, 79822
Titisee-Neustadt
T +49 (0)7652 12068122
F +49 (0)7652 12068188
E pfitzinger@hochschwarzwald.de
W www.hochschwarzwald.de

Package includes
1 x cookery class
1 x coffee and cake
1 x tour of the Schnapps
      museum and distillery 
1 x tasting of 5 schnapps or 
      liqueurs

Internet-ID A9723

MAKE A GENUINE BLACK FOREST CAKE!
P.P. FROM EUR

16.50

3,300 ft/1,000 m up, leave your worries
behind… and breathe in the clean, clear air.
Relax for a couple of days in the oldest Black
Forest inn in Titisee-Neustadt and let us pamper
you with our traditional hospitality. Hiking trails
start right outside our door and the Feldberg
mountain is only 20 minutes away.

Available:
Prices:

year-round on request
EUR 248.00 per person in a double room, 280.00 EUR in a single room

Hotel Schwarzwaldgasthof 'Zur Traube', 79822
Titisee-Neustadt/Bergdorf Waldau
T +49 (0)7669 2290
F +49 (0)7669 22929
E info@traube-waldau.de
W www.traube-waldau.de

Package includes
4 x nights' accommodation 
4 x evening meals with a soft   
      drink and packed lunches 
      with a soft drink
Walking suggestions and hiking
maps, free public transport

Internet-ID A9825

THE JOY OF HIKING
P.P. FROM EUR

248.00

Find out all about Villingen-Schwenningen and
the surrounding area on an informative guided
tour, including visits to local museums.
Villingen-Schwenningen is a great base for easy
day trips to nearby destinations in France,
Switzerland, the Black Forest, and other parts of
Germany.

Available:
Prices:

year-round
per person, double occupancy, for groups of 30 persons

Tourist-Info & Ticket-Service, 78050
Villingen-Schwenningen
T +49 (0)7721 822343
F +49 (0)7721 822347
E tourist-info@villingen-schwenningen.de
W www.tourismus-vs.de

Package includes
1 x night’s accommodation incl.
      breakfast
1 x city tour with foreign�
      language guide
1 x visit to the Industrial 
      Clock Factory

Internet-ID A9753

VILLINGEN-SCHWENNINGEN - TOP T(R)IPS
P.P. FROM EUR

62.00
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LAKE CONSTANCE  
Europe’s prettiest lake 

Cities & Towns p. 49 
Hotels & Accommodation p. 51
Attractions & Sights p. 51
Specials & Packages p. 53

Promenades lined with palm trees; vineyard-covered hillsides; apple 
orchards and lush meadows – and all against the dramatic backdrop 
of the Alps. Welcome to the German Riviera! But Lake Constance 
(Bodensee in German) offers more than gorgeous scenery. Along 
the lake are half-timbered medieval villages and baroque towns. 
There’s the historic, lively, university city of Constance (Konstanz) 
and Friedrichshafen, the birthplace of the airship, with its fascinat-
ing Zeppelin Museum. ‘Must do’ day trips for visitors of all ages 
include the islands: Mediterranean-like Mainau, famous for its flower 
gardens; and Reichenau, with its impressive UNESCO World Heritage 
Site monastery. Also sharing the lake are neighboring Switzerland 
and Austria.



LAKE CONSTANCE REGION CITIES

Historic Constance is a lively university town with plenty to do. 
Straddling the Rhine as it flows into Lake Constance (Bodensee), 
this is a fine base for exploring the area. In summer, enjoy great 
views of town, lake and mountain aboard an excursion boat. Year 
round attractions: the state archeology museum; the Rosgarten-
museum (local history in a medieval house); the Sea Life Center 
aquarium, the Hus-Haus (about church reformer Jan Hus, who 
died 1415); theatre; the SouthWest Germany Philharmonic.

CONSTANCE (KONSTANZ)

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Tourist-Information Konstanz GmbH
 Fischmarkt 2  
 78462 Konstanz 
T +49 (0)7531 133030
F +49 (0)7531 133060
E info@ti.konstanz.de
W www.konstanz-tourismus.de

 Internet-ID 16965     Package on page 53

Mainau Island 
One of the world’s great 
gardens: 150 year-old trees, 
baroque palace and church, 
palm and butterfly house. Just 
outside town.

Sealife Center Konstanz
Sea and freshwater fish, 
sharks, moray eels, sea tur-
tles. Feeding demonstrations. 
New in 2010: gentoo pengu-
ins.

Imperia 
On the harbor, this 33 ft/10 m 
tall revolving statue of a cour-
tesan commemorates the 
15th-century Council of 
Constance.  

State Archeology Museum 
Well-presented finds from 
Stone-Age lake dwellings and 
Roman times, the Middle Ages 
to today.

Lake Constance cruises
During the season, enjoy 
cruises, day trips, sightseeing, 
charters, and events on Lake 
Constance.

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Konzil-Gaststätten

Dominikanerstube

Hotel Restaurant 
Barbarossa

Brauhaus Johann 
Albrecht

Schwedenschenke/ 
Insel Mainau

90/280

45/0

60/100

160/40

85/250

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

O’Lac 100/150 regional 
dishes

personal information and advice by telephone
sending out brochures
accommodation reservations
advance ticket purchase
merchandising   
guided city tours and group visits (in English, Spanish, 
French, Italian, Japanese, Russian)
meeting service
tourist information via the internet at 
www.konstanz-tourismus.de
rating of private accommodation
brochure production
press and public relations work
sales promotions
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The ‘Alte Post’ is in the heart of the medieval Wangen, once a
free imperial city and known for its pleasant climate. An oasis of
tranquility in the foothills of the Alps in SouthWest Germany’s
Allgäu region, the hotel is famous for its outstanding cuisine.
Dating from 1409, the ‘Alte Post’ was once the city’s royal
stables. At this Thurn and Taxis posthouse, horses were
changed in the days of stagecoaches. In the heart of the old
city’s pedestrian zone, the ‘Alte Post’ is the ideal spot for a
holiday or for a business conference.

6KM
4MILES

1KM
1MILE

27KM
17MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

30
12
6
1

45

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

115.00
70.00
25.00

Internet-ID 16794

ROMANTIK HOTEL ALTE POST

A Postplatz 2
88239 Wangen im Allgäu

T +49 (0)7522 97560
F +49 (0)7522 22604
E altepost@t-online.de
W www.hotel-alte-post-wangen.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

55.00

In SouthWest Germany’s Allgäu region, the Landhotel Allgäuer
Hof is in the center of the pretty resort of Alttann, known for its
healthy climate. In a modern building, you will find traditional
hospitality, the comfort of a large establishment as well as
personal charm. In addition to a choice of restaurants, the hotel
has a wellness center with swimming pool, sauna and solarium,
a library, a lounge with a fireplace, a garden with a terrace, a
spa park, a bowling alley, and a beer garden.

3KM
2MILES

16KM
10MILES

150M
164YARDS

32KM
20MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

175
87
4

150

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

117.00
59.00
16.00

Internet-ID 12444

LANDHOTEL ALLGÄUER HOF***

A Waldseer Strasse 36
88364 Wolfegg

T +49 (0)7527 290
F +49 (0)7527 29519
E info@landhotel-allgaeuer-hof.de
W www.landhotel-allgaeuer-hof.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

59.00

On Lake Constance (Bodensee), enjoy magical excursions with
our ‘White Fleet’. Whether your clients want a day trip to the
Garden Island of Mainau, a cruise to the Bregenz Festival, or a
New Year’s Eve celebration afloat, the Bodensee-Schiffsbetriebe
has a varied program of vacation ideas. Our ships criss-cross
Lake Constance between Easter and October, taking your clients
to all the region’s main attractions. As well as scheduled cruises,
our fleet is available year-round for charters and special events.

Opening hours
Info & Reservations
Mon - Thu
Fri
Closed

8am - 4pm
8am - 3pm

Oct - Apr

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 30 people

EUR
EUR

4.90
4.20

Internet-ID 16936

LAKE CONSTANCE CRUISES (BODENSEE-
SCHIFFSBETRIEBE)

A Hafenstrasse 6
78462 Konstanz

T +49 (0)7531 3640389
F +49 (0)7531 3640372
E info@bsb-online.com
W www.bsb-online.com

P.P. FROM EUR

4.90
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Lush flowers year-round, a park with a 150-year-old tree
population, the stately baroque splendor of the palace and the
church – that is Mainau, the ‘flower island’ on Lake Constance
(Bodensee). Every year, about 1.2 million visitors explore the
111-acre/45 ha island. Thanks to the ever-changing tapestry of
flowers during the seasons, the outstanding arboretum, one of
Germany’s largest butterfly houses, as well as the remarkable
playgrounds and other attractions, Mainau is today the largest
tourist attraction on Lake Constance.

5KM
3MILES

10KM
6MILES

Opening hours
Year-round
Closed Dec 24, 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 10 people

EUR
EUR

15.90
12.90

Internet-ID 15234

MAINAU ISLAND

A Insel Mainau
78465 Konstanz

T +49 (0)7531 3030
F +49 (0)7531 303248
E info@mainau.de
W www.mainau.de

P.P. FROM EUR

15.90

Great fun, great rides, great adventures! On your marks, get set,
have fun! This popular theme park on Lake Constance is fun for
all the family. Meet Fix & Foxi, the world’s jolliest foxes; stand
by for surprises, such as singing lighthouses in Käpt’n Blaubär’s
Wonderland; get ready for thrills on the 400 yd/400 m-long
wildwater Alpine rafting experience. Explore the amazing
labyrinth, like a giant board game.

9KM
6MILES

22KM
14MILES

Opening hours
Mon - Fri
Sat/Sun
Closed

10am - 6pm
10am - 6pm

Nov - Mar

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 15 people

EUR
EUR

23.50
17.50

Internet-ID 15920

RAVENSBURGER SPIELELAND AG

A Am Hangenwald 1
88074 Meckenbeuren/Liebenau

T +49 (0)7542 400112
F +49 (0)7542 400101
E spieleland@ravensburger.de
W www.spieleland.de

P.P. FROM EUR

23.50

The abbey and castle are among the most beautiful and
important cultural attractions in the Lake Constance region.
Founded as a Cistercian monastery in 1134, the abbey
flourished in the Middle Ages. The impressive Gothic minster is
a reminder that this was one of the richest abbeys in Germany.
After a fire in 1697, the abbey was rebuilt in the baroque style.
Today, visitors can enjoy the palace, with its dramatic
decoration, as well as the elaborate gardens and crafts shops.
The Fire Department Museum boasts antique fire engines.

Opening hours
Mon - Sat
Sun/hol
Closed

9:30am - 6pm
10:30am - 6pm
Nov 2 - Mar 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

7.00
6.00

Internet-ID 16271

SALEM ABBEY AND CASTLE

A Kloster und Schloss Salem
88682 Salem

T +49 (0)7553 9165336
F +49 (0)7553 9165337
E schloss@salem.de
W www.salem.de

P.P. FROM EUR

7.00
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On a guided tour, see the city highlights: the
Council House (Konzil); the statue of Imperia;
the minster; and the Niederburg, the oldest part
of town. Then see Konstanz from the water,
aboard the MS Seeschwalbe, a classic old cruise
boat – exclusively for your group.

Available:
Prices:

Apr - Oct
EUR 301.00 per group, max. 25 persons

Tourist-Information Konstanz GmbH, 78462
Konstanz
T +49 (0)7531 133024
F +49 (0)7531 133070
E kirstin.krausse@ti.konstanz.de
W www.konstanz-tourismus.de

Package includes
1 x guided tour of Konstanz 
     (lasting 1.5 hours)
1 x boat trip (duration 1 hour)

Internet-ID A9757

CONSTANCE: CITY TOURS ON LAND AND WATER
P.P. FROM EUR

12.50
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NORTHERN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG
Grand rivers and palaces, great wine and food

Think picture-perfect castles and medieval half-timbered towns; 
hearty local dishes, featuring regional produce and a wine-making 
tradition dating back centuries. Take a lazy river cruise along the 
Rhine or the Neckar; hike and bike through the vineyards and along 
clean, green valleys. All are on offer in the easy-on-the-eye tourist 
regions clustered together in Northern Baden-Württemberg: Heil-
bronnerLand, Hohenlohe, Kraichgau-Stromberg, Kurpfalz, Liebliches 
Taubertal, and Odenwald. Romantic Heidelberg is the most famous 
destination, but there are also modern cities with lively centers, as 
well as little gems with enchanting timber-framed houses and wind-
ing lands – perfect for strolling and taking memorable photos.

Cities & Towns p. 55
Hotels & Accommodation p. 61
Attractions & Sights p. 63 
Specials & Packages p. 65



NORTHERN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG CITIES

A major stop on the Castle Road, high above the Neckar River,
Bad Wimpfen once boasted the largest Imperial Palace north of
the Alps. Today, visitors enjoy tours through the cobbled streets,
with knowledgeable guides in medieval dress. Also known for its
salt water spa treatments, the city’s annual festivals include the
‘Zunftmarkt’ craft market, when the town goes back to the 
Middle Ages (last weekend August). Equally traditional is the 
Christmas market. Feel the past - enjoy the present...

Bruchsal combines culture, pleasure, and the Baden way of life. 
Visit the baroque palace, with its ‘King of all Staircases’, built by 
Balthasar Neumann, the baroque St. Peter’s church, and the Ger-
man Museum of Mechanical Musical Instruments, one of the best 
of its kind in the world. For asparagus lovers, Bruchsal is highly-
commended as one of Europe’s largest asparagus markets. This 
favorite seasonal vegetable is celebrated annually with events, 
tours and asparagus festivals.

BAD WIMPFEN

BRUCHSAL

MUST SEE: IMPERIAL PALACE & THE OLD TOWN

MUST SEE: BRUCHSAL BAROQUE PALACE 

SERVICES PROVIDED

SERVICES PROVIDED

A  Tourist-Information Bad Wimpfen/Gundelsheim
  Carl-Ulrich-Strasse 1
  74206 Bad Wimpfen
T +49 (0)7063 97200
F +49 (0)7063 972020
E info@badwimpfen.org
W www.badwimpfen.de

A  Bruchsaler Tourismus, Marketing & Veranstaltungs GmbH
  Am Alten Schloss 2
  76646 Bruchsal
T +49 (0)7251 5059460
F +49 (0)7251 5059465 
E touristinformation@btmv.de
W www.bruchsal-erleben.de

 Internet-ID 15248              

 Internet-ID 14771  

Guests love the former im-
perial city’s romantic charm, 
with its combination of histo-
ric buildings, mighty towers, 
gates, and painted half-
timbered houses.

Built in 1720, this magnifi-
cent baroque building is home 
to a museum of mechanical 
musical instruments, the town 
museum – and a beautiful, 
elaborate staircase.

city tours: with a guide or themed tours (in English, Spanish, 
French, Italian, Japanese) 
organization of fun group trips & event management
programs for schoolchildren, for children’s birthdays etc.
special packages themed on health (spa), the Middle Ages, wine
information, advice and brochures

comprehensive help in planning your tour to Bruchsal and   
the local area
provision of town maps, background material and photos 
booking of hotels, guest houses and restaurants
bus tours of Bruchsal, the Kraichgau hills and the area
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Set in a landscape of great scenic beauty, Heidelberg is known 
for its world-famous castle and its picturesque old town. Also 
for Germany’s oldest university (1386) and for state-of-the-art 
research facilities. For lanes steeped in history and for a buzzy 
student scene. For sheer relaxation on lazy strolls, for dynamic 
international conferences and festivals, and for great shopping 
along the traffic-free Hauptstrasse, one of Europe’s most attrac-
tive pedestrian areas.

HEIDELBERG

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Heidelberg Marketing GmbH
 Ziegelhäuser Landstrasse 3
 69120 Heidelberg
T +49 (0)6221 142223 /-24 /-25 /-26 
F +49 (0)6221 142222
E guide@heidelberg.de or reservation@heidelberg.de 
W www.heidelberg-tourismus.de

 Internet-ID 15468 

Heidelberg Castle
Visitors can see the world’s 
biggest wine barrel and the 
castle gardens, with a fabulous 
view over the old town and 
the Rhine Valley beyond.

German Pharmacy Museum 
The museum’s collection 
covers 2,000 years of medical/
pharmaceutical history. Also, 
regularly-changing themed 
exhibitions. In the castle.

University Museum, Old Uni-
versity and Student Prison   
The history of the ancient uni-
versity is told in three exhibi-
tion rooms of the museum.

Church of the Holy Spirit 
This fine Gothic church was 
built in the 15th century as a 
burial place for Prince Elec-
tors; only the tomb of 
Ruprecht II survived.

Heidelberg’s funicular railway 
Germany’s longest funicular 
(1 mile/1.5 km) runs from 
Kornmarkt to Molkenkur and 
the castle, then to Königstuhl, 
the city’s highest point.                      

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Zum Güldenen Schaf 

Ritter St. Georg 

Roter Ochsen 

Kulturbrauerei

Sudpfanne

170/80

220/16

100/45

300/140

60/60

regional & 
international

regional & 
international

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

Hackteufel 60/20 regional 
dishes

free, efficient and individual advice  
preparation of hotel offers, specially tailored for groups
organization of individual programs 
provision of qualified guides for guided walks and tours (in 
more than 14 foreign languages)
booking of boat trips and bus transfers
airport transfers for individual guests and groups
organization of specialist conferences
incentive programs
provision of photo and information material



NORTHERN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG CITIES

In the romantic Neckar Valley, Heilbronn is one of Germany’s 
biggest wine growing communities. Spacious pedestrianized area 
with sidewalk cafés, theater with comedy club, state museums, 
concerts, guided city tours, wine tasting, river cruises, wide 
range of events and markets. Heilbronn am Neckar (120,000 
inhabitants) is easily accessible from motorways: the A6 Mann-
heim-Nürnberg, A81 Würzburg-Stuttgart.

HEILBRONN

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Tourist-Information Heilbronn
 Kaiserstrasse 17
 74072 Heilbronn
T +49 (0)7131 562270
F +49 (0)7131 563349
E info@heilbronn-marketing.de
W www.heilbronn-tourist.de

 Internet-ID 14805 

St Kilian’s Church
Renowned church in Gothic 
style; the first Renaissance 
tower north of the Alps.  
Famous carved wooden altar 
by Seyfer. 

Historic Town Hall
Rugged Renaissance building, 
with astronomical clock built 
by Isaak Habrecht.

Deutschhof  
Town cultural center; home of 
museums, town archives, folk 
school; historic building, two 
inner courtyards.

The River City/Neckar cruises
The town of Heilbronn’s green 
border and life line; a major 
attraction; the town on the 
river - city tour on a boat

experimenta Science Center
The Science Center for the 
region in a former warehouse, 
with the motto ‘to discover, 
experience, understand’.

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Harmonie - Restaurant 
am Stadtgarten

Ratskeller der Stadt 
Heilbronn

Wein Villa Heilbronn

Haus des Handwerks 
- Familie Möhle

Höhenrestaurant 
Wartberg

120/40

80/80

80/50

270

100/80

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

Waldgaststätte  
Jägerhaus

240/600 regional 
dishes

information about Heilbronn
brochures about Heilbronn and the Heilbronn area
online-room reservations - secure log-in service on request
booking packages on a net price basis
organization and arrangement of day tours, guided city   
tours, walks in the vineyards, sightseeing
advance ticket purchase for local and regional events
sales of souvenirs and gifts
rental and leasing of the Harmonie Concert Center and  
Congress Hall, the Schiesshaus (cultural venue), the  
Bürgerhaus Böckingen (conference center)
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In the northeast of SouthWest Germany, the Hohenlohe region 
offers visitors a wide variety: beautiful unspoiled countryside, 
cultural attractions, excellent cuisine. From vineyards to summer 
concerts, palaces to half-timbered houses, this is a magical part 
of the world, where hospitality is a way of life in every charming 
village. Not forgetting two of Germany’s prettiest rivers, the 
Jagst and the Kocher. No wonder the Hohenlohe royal family 
called it home.

HOHENLOHE

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Touristikgemeinschaft Hohenlohe e.V. 
 Allee 17  
 74653 Künzelsau 
T +49 (0)7940 18206
F +49 (0)7940 18363 
E info@hohenlohe.de 
W www.hohenlohe.de

 Internet-ID 16824      

Würth Museum, Künzelsau-
Gaisbach
A stunning modern building; 
fine collection of 20th/21st 
century art. Screw and Thread 
Collection.

Langenburg Castle: 
the Hohenlohe Experience
Castle museum, German 
Automobile Museum, special 
guided tours, royal gardens, 
adventure park.

Pfedelbach 
Wine-making community; 
Roman camp; wine museum 
(17,000 US gallon/64,644 l 
Prince’s Barrel).

Öhringen: county town 
Medieval market place, abbey 
church, Renaissance palace, 
courtyard garden, museums, 
Hohenloher wine festival 
(Jun/Jul).

Niedernhall
Medieval town center with 
historic town walls, wine-
making community, famous 
saltwater spa.                     

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Landhotel Krone,
Kupferzell-Eschental 

Jagstmühle, Mulfin-
gen-Heimhausen

Panoramahotel Wal-
denburg, Waldenburg

Hotel Bergfried, 
Waldenburg

Haus Nicklass, 
Ingelfingen

250/60

60/20-80

80/150

80/20

160/150

regional & 
international

regional & 
international

regional & 
international

regional & 
international

regional & 
international

Price Cuisine

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

Wald & Schlosshotel 
Friedrichsruhe, 
Zweiflingen

245/100 regional & 
international

provision of information, brochures about Hohenlohe   
suggestions for outings
reservations for hotels, guest houses, B&Bs
reservations in restaurants for groups
reservations for meeting and conference rooms
reservations for guided city walks and tours
provision of maps



NORTHERN BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG CITIES

The Rhine and Neckar Rivers meet at SouthWest Germany’s 
second-largest city, known for its wide variety of museums, terri-
fic shopping and lively music scene, ranging from Germany’s first 
Pop Academy to the National Theater (ballet, opera). Mannheim 
also boasts a history of innovation, from the chessboard-like 
layout of the city center, to the invention of the car: Learn more 
at the hands-on TECHNOSEUM (State Museum of Technology and 
Work). The multi-cultural population, combined with students at 
the university, ensures a lively atmosphere.   

MANNHEIM

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Tourist Information Mannheim
 Willy-Brandt-Platz 3
 68161 Mannheim
T +49 (0)621 2938700
F +49 (0)621 2938701
E touristinformation@mannheim.de
W www.tourist-mannheim.de

 Internet-ID 14903 

Baroque Palace Mannheim
In Germany’s second largest 
baroque building, the historic 
décor glitters in the upper 
floor state apartments.

Water Tower
The emblem of Mannheim is in 
one of the largest and finest art 
nouveau complexes in Europe.       

Reiss-Engelhorn Museums  
With temporary and perma-
nent shows, the famous ‘rem’ 
complex offers everything 
from World Cultures to Photo-
graphy. 

TECHNOSEUM - State Muse-
um of Technology and Work
Visitors learn about SouthWest 
Germany’s technological and 
social history through hands 
on, interactive exhibits.

Luisenpark Mannheim
A delightful spot with flower-
filled botanical gardens, a 
small zoo, a lake where you 
can go boating in a ‘gondolet-
ta’ and more. 

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Drehrestaurant 
Skyline

Hemmlein Mannheim

C Five

Gasthaus am Fluss

Andechser

180

60

120

350

270

modern
cuisine

regional 
dishes

modern & 
international

regional/
Mediterrenean

Bavarian 
dishes

Price Cuisine

Eichbaum Brauhaus 250 regional 
dishes

tourist advice and information
development of tourism programs
information about accommodation, reservation of hotel rooms
booking of package deals
booking of guided city tours on foot, by bus or on Segways,   
as well as by boat (in English, Spanish, French, Italian, other 
foreign languages on request)
booking of guided tours on a variety of themes
organization of day trips to the surrounding area
sales of the MannheimCard
sales of souvenirs
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Nicknamed the ‘Two Castle City’, thanks to its two forts, Wein-
heim is special: the Market Square cafés add a Mediterranean 
feeling; the tanners’ quarter is medieval; the Windeck and 
Wachenburg forts stand guard. Worth a visit in the heart of the 
city are the park, the ‘Exotenwald’ arboretum, and Hermannshof 
botanical garden, while the lively pub scene and wide ranging 
cultural and leisure facilities guarantee a fun visit. 

WEINHEIM

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Stadt- u. Tourismusmarketing Weinheim e.V.
 Hauptstrasse 47
 69469 Weinheim
T +49 (0)6201 874450
F +49 (0)6201 874430
E info@weinheim-marketing.de
W www.weinheim-marketing.de

 Internet-ID 14997 

Mediterranean Market Square 
and Historic Tannery Quarter
The Market Square, with its 
cafés and the Tannery Quarter, 
with its romantic half-timbe-
red houses and winding lanes.

Palace Garden and 
Exotic Forest
Germany’s oldest cedar of Le-
banon; Japanese pagoda trees; 
sequoias; ginkgo trees.
Free entrance.

Hermannshof Botanical 
Garden 
Impressive 200-year-old per-
ennial herb garden, with rare 
trees and shrubs in the heart 
of the city. Free entrance.

Windeck Castle Ruins 
Romantic ruins of fort built in 
1100 to protect Lorsch monas-
tery. Popular local beer garden. 
Free entrance.
. 

Wachenburg
A modern castle built bet-
ween 1907-1928 on the top of 
Weinheim. Panoramic views. 
Free entrance.           

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Woinemer Haus- 
brauerei

Kugelofen

Hutter im Schloss

Woinemer Stuben

Restaurant ‘Grüner 
Baum’

295/180

70/60

110/150

70/40

95/20

regional 
dishes

international

high-class 
cuisine

regional 
dishes

Italian dishes

Price Cuisine

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

Burgruine Windeck 100/200 regional 
dishes

tours of the old city (in English, French, Italian)
tours of the Windeck Castle ruins (in English and French)  
torchlight tours (in English and French) 
day excursions (in English and French)
information on Weinheim and holiday route ‘Bergstrasse’   
(in English) 
town maps (only in German)
accommodation booking service
event programming
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With its wonderful views of the Neckar River and the
Philosopher’s Walk (Philosophenweg), our hotel has an
outstanding location in the heart of the historic city. Right
opposite the Old Bridge, our hotel combines 400 years of
tradition with the essential comforts required today. With our
attentive service and Heidelberg’s unique ambience, we can
guarantee clients an unforgettable holiday.

3.00€

300M
328YARDS

10KM
6MILES

1KM
1MILE

80KM
50MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites

62
23
14
1

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

114.00
80.00

Internet-ID 10151

HOTEL HOLLÄNDER HOF***

A Neckarstaden 66
69117 Heidelberg

T +49 (0)6221 60500
F +49 (0)6221 605060
E info@hollaender-hof.de
W www.hollaender-hof.com

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

57.00

The Heidelberg Suites boutique hotel is an oasis of peace,
perfectly located between the vine-covered hillsides, the
Philosopher’s Walk and the Neckar River. As well as a stylish
living-room, bedroom and fitted kitchenette, all 25 well-
appointed, individual suites have stunning views of Heidelberg
Castle and the old town. All the main sights are within walking
distance. Special touches include bicycle hire and the golf cart
that takes guests over to neighboring restaurants.

500M
547YARDS

3KM
2MILES

1,3KM
1MILE

85KM
53MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Suites

25
25

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

255.00
255.00

Internet-ID 16938

HEIDELBERG SUITES****

A Neuenheimer Landstrasse 12
69120 Heidelberg

T +49 (0)6221 655650
F +49 (0)6221 6556513
E hotel@heidelbergsuites.com
W www.heidelbergsuites.com

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

127.50

If you are looking for peace and relaxation in the romantic city
of Heidelberg with its world-famous castle, then the Holiday Inn
Heidelberg is the place for you. We are only 2 miles/3.5 km from
the atmospheric old town, with easy access from the A5
highway (Autobahn). Our welcoming, highly-professional staff
will look after you, always trying to ensure that your vacation
with us is special. Enjoy our terrace in summer; over a
cappuccino, chat about your impressions of the enchanting city.

4.00€

3,5KM
2MILES

2,5KM
2MILES

2,5KM
2MILES

85KM
53MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

169
149
28

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

80.00
70.00
16.00

Internet-ID 17032

HOLIDAY INN HEIDELBERG

A Pleikartsförster Strasse 101
69124 Heidelberg

T +49 (0)6221 7880
F +49 (0)6221 788499
E reservation.hi-heidelberg@qgdhotels.de
W www.heidelberg-hi-hotel.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

40.00
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The Four Seasons is located in the heart of Heidelberg’s old
town. All the double rooms offer fabulous views over the Neckar
River, with its historic old bridge. At the same time, we also
have family rooms that sleep up to 5. In addition, there are 10
parking places in the garage for our guests to use. Close by the
hotel are the castle, the university, and the Philosopher's Walk.
Also within easy reach by S-Bahn local train or car are Speyer
and its cathedral, and Schwetzingen Palace.

10M
11YARDS

2,5KM
2MILES

2,5KM
2MILES

9KM
6MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

36
14
8

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from

EUR
EUR

98.00
79.00

Internet-ID 17029

HOTEL VIER JAHRESZEITEN

A Haspelgasse 2
69117 Heidelberg

T +49 (0)6221 24164
F +49 (0)6221 163110
E info@4-jahreszeiten.de
W www.4-jahreszeiten.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

49.00

Welcome to the B&B Hotel Mannheim! The B&B Hotel
Mannheim is really close to the SAP sports arena, the airport
and the Maimarkt exhibition halls. We have more than 100
comfortable, well-appointed bedrooms, some of which are
specifically for families. You will be surprised by the fresh,
modern interior design. Our motto is ‘made for me’: our
objective is to offer lots of comfort at affordable prices. An
added bonus: all our rooms offer free Sky TV as well as Wi-Fi.

5KM
3MILES

500M
547YARDS

4,8KM
3MILES

1KM
1MILE

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

100
38
40

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from

EUR
EUR

69.80
52.90

Internet-ID 16803

B&B HOTEL MANNHEIM**

A Will-Sohl-Strasse 7
68163 Mannheim

T +49 (0)621 717960
F +49 (0)621 71796444
E mannheim@hotelbb.com
W www.hotelbb.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

28.00

Set in a park, this is a 5-star destination for guests looking for
peace, comfort and good food. The Wald & Schlosshotel
Friedrichsruhe is a resort where you can indulge all your senses.
Refresh both body and soul in the glorious unspoiled Hohenlohe
countryside, as well as in the recently-opened spa and pools. For
the active, there is golf and tennis; for epicures, the hotel has its
own gourmet restaurant, the cheerful 'Jägerstube' tavern, and
the special SPA-Restaurant, with flavorful, lighter dishes.

6KM
4MILES

6KM
4MILES

6KM
4MILES

60KM
37MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

128
45
4

17
60

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Package on page 65
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

260.00
190.00

Internet-ID 17004

WALD & SCHLOSSHOTEL
FRIEDRICHSRUHE*****

A Kärcherstrasse
74639 Zweiflingen

T +49 (0)7941 60870
F +49 (0)7941 6087888
E hotel@schlosshotel-friedrichsruhe.de
W www.schlosshotel-friedrichsruhe.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

130.00
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In SouthWest Germany, close to Stuttgart, is situated the
Tripsdrill Amusement Park (Erlebnispark Tripsdrill). The typical
Swabian park is characterised by its lovely conception and
humorous tradition. Surrounded by picturesque green fields the
visitors are awaiting over 100 inventive attractions; above all
the wooden coaster 'Mammut', the Washtub-Rafting, the Splashy
Sea Ride for Sailors. In the Wildlife Park Tripsdrill visitors can
watch and pet 130 animals and even stay the night in cosy
shepherd´s wagons or tree houses.

3KM
2MILES

11,8KM
7MILES

Opening hours
Mon - Fri
Sat/Sun
Closed

9am - 6pm
9am - 6pm

beginning Nov - Easter

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people
Package on page 65

EUR
EUR

18.50
16.50

Internet-ID 10015

TRIPSDRILL AMUSEMENT PARK

A Tripsdrill
74389 Cleebronn

T +49 (0)7135 9999
F +49 (0)7135 999666
E info@tripsdrill.de
W www.tripsdrill.de

P.P. FROM EUR

18.50

Overlooking the city, Heidelberg Castle is one of Germany’s
best-known cultural icons. Between the 13th and 18th century,
this massive fortress was also a royal residence. Since war and
fire ravaged the buildings, the castle has been a romantic
Renaissance ruin. Admission to the castle courtyard includes
entry to the Apothecary Museum and the Great Vat, a 52,000-
gallon (200,000-liter) wine barrel. In summer, the courtyard is a
backdrop for classical concerts, operas and theater.

Opening hours
Court
Ruprechtbau
Apoth. Museum
Groups/Buses
Closed

8am - 5:30pm
9:30am - 5:30pm

10am - 5pm
reservation

Dec 25

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 30 people

EUR
EUR

5.00
4.00

Internet-ID 15331

HEIDELBERG CASTLE

A Schlosshof 1
69117 Heidelberg

T +49 (0)6221 655716
F +49 (0)6221 655717
E info@service-center-schloss-heidelberg.com
W www.schloss-heidelberg.de

P.P. FROM EUR

5.00

Linking together some 90 castles and palaces between
Mannheim and Prague, the Castle Road (Burgenstraße) is one of
the most famous driving routes in Germany. Along the way are
some of the world’s most popular destinations: Heidelberg
Castle, the medieval town of Rothenburg ob der Tauber and
Nurnberg’s Kaiserburg. Guests feel that they are traveling back
in time, when they stay in our gorgeous castle and palace hotels.
They love our historic festivals, outdoor concerts, medieval
tournaments and romantic Christmas markets.

Internet-ID 16167

CASTLE ROAD

A Allee 28
74072 Heilbronn

T +49 (0)7131 564028
F +49 (0)7131 564029
E info@burgenstrasse.de
W www.burgenstrasse.de
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After a massive restoration, completed in 2007, Germany’s
largest baroque building again looks as magnificent as it did
back in 1760. Parts of the palace are now used by the university.
But visitors can still explore the birthplace of the orchestral
techniques known as the Mannheim School. The palace museum
offers insights into the royal way of life: the Knights’ Hall, grand
ceiling paintings, royal furnishings, and priceless collections of
paintings. The court chapel has stunning ceilings painted by
Cosmas Damian Asam.

Opening hours
Tue - Sun/hols
Closed

10am - 5pm
Mon, Dec 24, 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

6.00
5.40

Internet-ID 14904

BAROQUE PALACE MANNHEIM

A Bismarckstrasse, Schloss Mittelbau
68161 Mannheim

T +49 (0)6221 655718
F +49 (0)6221 655717
E info@service-center-schloss-heidelberg.com
W www.schloss-mannheim.de

P.P. FROM EUR

6.00

Built in the 14th century as a small fort with a moat,
Schwetzingen had a roller coaster history before flowering as a
summer residence for Elector Carl Theodor (1724-1799).
Visitors included Voltaire and Mozart, who performed concerts
here in 1763. Explore the interior, with its lovingly-restored
rooms and rococo theater. Stroll through one of Europe’s finest
gardens. The combination of geometric French parterres and
English natural landscape styles is a delight – not only for
garden lovers.

Opening hours
Garden
Guided tours
Tue - Fri
Sat/Sun/hol
Closed

9am - 4:30pm
hourly

11am - 4pm
11am - 5pm

Dec 24, 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

9.00
8.10

Internet-ID 16333

SCHWETZINGEN PALACE AND GARDENS

A Schloss Mittelbau
68723 Schwetzingen

T +49 (0)6221 655716
F +49 (0)6221 655717
E info@service-center-schloss-heidelberg.com
W www.schloss-schwetzingen.de

P.P. FROM EUR

9.00

Surrounded by ponds and fountains, Weikersheim Palace is the
pearl of the Hohenlohe region’s palaces. The magnificently-
decorated and carefully-preserved rooms in general, and the
vast, early 17th-century 'Rittersaal' banqueting hall in
particular, are all reminders of the opulent and glorious past of
this beautiful Renaissance palace. Also, take time to stroll
through the surrounding baroque gardens, with their handsome
borders and 50 statues – from sculpted gods and goddesses to
dwarfs and allegorical figures.

Opening hours
Apr - Oct:
Mon - Sun
Nov - Mar:
Mon - Sun
Closed

9am - 6pm

10am-12/1pm-5pm
Dec 24, 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

5.50
4.90

Internet-ID 16330

WEIKERSHEIM PALACE AND GARDENS

A Marktplatz 11
97990 Weikersheim

T +49 (0)7934 992950
F +49 (0)7934 9929512
E info@schloss-weikersheim.de
W www.schloss-weikersheim.de

P.P. FROM EUR

5.50
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Day 1: Visit the Auto & Technik MUSEUM
Sinsheim with 3,000 planes, cars, bikes …
Day2: Enjoy the Tripsdrill Amusement Park with
over 100 inventive attractions; above all the
wooden coaster 'Mammut'. Stay the night in
the ****Hotel Sinsheim or in a Tripsdrill
shepherd´s wagon/tree house.

Available:
Prices:

Easter – beginning of Nov
on request - group rates on request

TRIPSDRILL Amusement Park, 74389
Cleebronn
T +49 (0)7135 9999
F +49 (0)7135 999666
E info@tripsdrill.de
W www.tripsdrill.de

Package includes
1 x entry to Tripsdrill Theme             
      Park & Tripsdrill Wildlife 
      Park 
1 x entry to the Sinsheim Auto 
      & Technik Museum incl. 
      the IMAX 3D cinema 
1 x overnight stay with breakfast

Internet-ID A7607

HERE TODAY … THERE TOMORROW

Your Events in a Captivating Atmosphere 
The Hockenheimring - world famous for the For-
mula 1 Grand Prix and the German Touring Car 
Masters. Why not host your next event in the 
unique atmosphere of the fascinating motor 
sport facility? We offer you exclusive rooms for 
conferences, product presentations, customer 
incentives and much more.

And that‘s not all - we also offer a number of 
interactive hospitality programmes. Taxi rides 
in race cars, Formula racing cars and simulators 
will satisfy even the most discerning of adrena-
lin junkies!
Bespoke catering and accommodation require-
ments are taken care of onsite by the professi-
onal service team of the Hotel Motodrom.

The Hockenheimring can offer you a full service 
to meet your every desire  and ensure that your 
event and activity is a resounding success.
Learn more about everything we have to offer 
on our website: 
www.hockenheimring.de or call 06205 950-0. 

MORE THAN RACING

++ Incentives ++ Racing Taxi ++ 

Guided Tours ++ Drivers‘ Safety Trainings 

++ Events ++ Accommodation ++ 

VIP Hospitalities ++ F1 Packages ++ 

Catering ++ Motor-Sport-Museum ++

Relax and spoil yourself. Doing nothing is so
much fun! 
Daily free use of spa area and sports program.

Available:
Prices:

on request, due to availability
EUR 299.00 p.p. dbl. occ/EUR 404.00 p.p. sgl. occ 

                   - group rates on request

Wald & Schlosshotel Friedrichsruhe, 74639
Zweiflingen
T +49 (0)7941 60870
F +49 (0)7941 6087888
E hotel@schlosshotel-friedrichsruhe.de
W www.schlosshotel-friedrichsruhe.de

Package includes
2 x nights' accommodation 
      incl. delicious breakfast 
1 x 3�course dinner, regional 
      dishes in the cosy 'Jägerstube'
1 x 2�course lunch
1 x partial�body massage 

Internet-ID A9813

BUSY DOING NOTHING
P.P. FROM EUR

299.00

Your Events in a Captivating Atmosphere 
The Hockenheimring - world famous for the For-
mula 1 Grand Prix and the German Touring Car 
Masters. Why not host your next event in the 
unique atmosphere of the fascinating motor 
sport facility? We offer you exclusive rooms for 
conferences, product presentations, customer 
incentives and much more.

And that‘s not all - we also offer a number of 
interactive hospitality programmes. Taxi rides 
in race cars, Formula racing cars and simulators 
will satisfy even the most discerning of adrena-
lin junkies!
Bespoke catering and accommodation require-
ments are taken care of onsite by the professi-
onal service team of the Hotel Motodrom.

The Hockenheimring can offer you a full service 
to meet your every desire  and ensure that your 
event and activity is a resounding success.
Learn more about everything we have to offer 
on our website: 
www.hockenheimring.de or call 06205 950-0. 

MORE THAN RACING

++ Incentives ++ Racing Taxi ++ 

Guided Tours ++ Drivers‘ Safety Trainings 

++ Events ++ Accommodation ++ 

VIP Hospitalities ++ F1 Packages ++ 

Catering ++ Motor-Sport-Museum ++
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STUTTGART REGION
Cars and culture, wine and festivals

The Stuttgart Region enjoys the good things in life: culture, wine – 
and great cars. It’s 125 years since Mr. Benz patented the first car as 
we know it; and he did it right here. This is still the home of Mer-
cedes-Benz and also Porsche, whose heritage and style are celebrated 
in museums that are architecturally-stunning on the outside, dynamic 
and hands-on inside. As well as hosting world-class opera, ballet 
and art galleries, the city is at the heart of one of Germany’s finest 
wine regions. It also stages Germany’s second-biggest beer festival 
(Cannstatter Volksfest) and has a long list of award-winning restau-
rants, trendy bars and traditional cafés. But, for most visitors, the re-
gion’s main appeal is its friendly people; join them in sipping a glass 
of red wine in a village tavern or at one of the many annual festivals.

Cities & Towns p. 67
Hotels & Accommodation p. 70
Attractions & Sights p. 73 
Specials & Packages p. 76
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Ludwigsburg has so much to offer the visitor. At its heart is the 
residential palace (Residenzschloss), surrounded by the ‘Blühende 
Barock’ fairytale baroque gardens. Then there is the lively town 
center, and the numerous festivals for which the town is known. 
In 1704, Count Eberhard Ludwig began building his palace, still 
the largest baroque palace in Germany. Ludwigsburg has two 
more extravagant mini-palaces: Schloss Favorite and Schloss 
Monrepos.

LUDWIGSBURG

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Stadt Ludwigsburg  
 Mathildenstrasse 21/1
 71638 Ludwigsburg
T +49 (0)7141 9102252
F +49 (0)7141 9102774
E touristinfo@ludwigsburg.de
W www.ludwigsburg.de

Ludwigsburg Palace
This fine residential palace is 
Germany’s largest baroque 
building, with 452 rooms in 
18 buildings.

Blühendes Barock: fairytale 
gardens
Covering some 75 acres/
30 ha, the art of gardening is 
taken to new heights. A favo-
rite with visitors.

Ludwigsburg Porcelain 
Factory 
Watch unique, traditionally-
designed pieces made by hand 
in the region’s only porcelain 
factory. 

Ludwigsburg Town Center
With its arcades and two ba-
roque churches, the Markt-
platz is the region’s finest 
square. 

Ludwigsburg’s museums 
Choose from museums 
devoted to everything from 
ceramics and fashion to 
military history, crime and 
punishment.

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Brauerei zum Ross-
knecht

Restaurant Post-Cantz

Ratskellergarten

Kubus

Alte Sonne

160/180

90/0

150/1500

100/80

44/0

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

seasonal 
dishes 

gourmet 
restaurant

Price Cuisine

Schlosshotel Monrepos 115/200 international 
& regional

guided city tours (in English, Spanish, French, Italian,  
Russian)
bookings for group guided tours for the residential palace   
and the town
special packages for both groups and individual vacationers
suggested programs for events and outings
booking of accommodation and restaurants
provision of photos and brochures 
information on events
information on sightseeing in Ludwigsburg and the area
advance purchase of tickets for events in the Stuttgart region 
sales of souvenirs

 Internet-ID 16948 
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Only 30 minutes from Stuttgart, picturesque Schorndorf is set 
among vineyards on the slopes of the River Rems. The town is 
known for its well-preserved, half-timbered houses as well as the 
‘good life’ – Swabian-style: good wine, bread baked in wood-fired 
ovens, friendly people, and one of Swabia’s most famous sons, 
Gottlieb Daimler. Find out about the town’s historic buildings and 
sites on a walking tour. Schorndorf: worth seeing, worth knowing 
and worth a visit.

SCHORNDORF

MUST SEE: BIRTHPLACE OF GOTTLIEB DAIMLERSERVICES PROVIDED

A Stadtverwaltung Schorndorf 
 Marktplatz 1 
 73614 Schorndorf 
T +49 (0)7181 602140
F +49 (0)7181 602190 
E stadtinfo@schorndorf.de
W www.schorndorf.de 

 Internet-ID 17046  

The inventor of the high-
speed gas/petrol engine and 
the 4-wheel automobile was 
born here; his workshop is 
next door. 

guided tours of the town in English and French
tailor-made travel programs
provision of information and town maps
individual guided tours for groups
reservation of hotels, guest houses and vacation apartments

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

STUTTGARTgets you in the mood

Stuttgart and its festivals – lightheartet 
cheerfulness and atmospheric contemplation: 
Everything has its own time.

in.Stuttgart Veranstaltungsgesellschaft mbH, Mercedesstraße 50, 70372 Stuttgart, Germany, Tel. +49 (0) 711 9554-3300

Stuttgart Spring Festival
from Mid April to May

SommerfesSommerfest
Stuttgart Summer Festival
1st. Weekend in August

Stuttgart Beer Festival
end of September till 

mid October

www.wasen.de www.stuttgarter-weihnachtsmarkt.dewww.wasen.de www.stuttgarter-sommerfest.de

Stuttgart Christmas market
starts Wednesday 

before the 1. Advent till 
23. December

Stuttgart – die

Stadt
-



STUTTGART REGION CITIES

Stuttgart is a perfect base to explore the region’s rich heritage: 
vineyards in the pretty Neckar Valley; world-famous castles; the 
city’s world-class museums and galleries; nearby forests. Inter-
national visitors also love Stuttgart’s festivals: the fun spring 
and summer festivals; the important Wine Village (Stuttgarter 
Weindorf), where you can taste outstanding local wines; the 
Cannstatter Volksfest, one of Germany’s best beer festivals, and 
the beautiful Christmas market.

STUTTGART

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Stuttgart-Marketing GmbH
 Rotebühlplatz 25 
 70178 Stuttgart 
T +49 (0)711 2228229
F +49 (0)711 2228214
E nadja.kensche@stuttgart-tourist.de
W www.stuttgart-tourist.de

 Internet-ID 15011  Package on page 76

Palace Square
Heart of the city is the 18th 
century square known for its 
baroque gardens, fountains 
and impressive buildings such 
as New Palace.

Mercedes-Benz Museum
As well as the 125-year histo-
ry of the car, this avant-garde 
museum weaves in the social 
history of the past century. A 
must.

Porsche Museum 
The museum’s leading edge 
design reflects Porsche’s high 
tech style. Some 80 historic 
and rare cars. Another must!

Viniculture Museum 
In a fine old half-timbered 
building, the Stuttgart Vini-
culture Museum  covers the 
2,000-year history of the local 
vineyards.

TV Tower
The 712 ft/217 m tall TV 
tower is a Stuttgart landmark. 
The first of its kind in the 
world; spectacular restaurant.                           

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Stuttgarter Stäffele

Alte Kanzlei

Rotenberger Wein-
gärtle

Plenum

Sophie‘s Brauhaus

50/60

150/150

140/65

150/150

253/0

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

Stuttgarter Ratskeller 250/100 regional & 
international

hotel room reservations   
arrangements for guided city tours and other local  
sightseeing tours
looking after guests and providing town guides (multilingual)
planning of individual programs   
organization and planning for tailor-made group activities,   
travel arrangements, events support
advance ticket bookings  
looking after press and PR  
brochures, articles and photos for publications    
‘everything under one roof ’: Stuttgart-Marketing GmbH   
means direct contact, quick decisions and a competent
partner.

© Daimler AG  

 © Porsche AG
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The stylish, contemporary Best Western Premier Hotel Park
Consul is perfectly positioned: close to the Neckar River valley,
with its famous vineyards and only minutes away from
Esslingen’s medieval old town. As well as shopping, this historic
area is delightful for a stroll back in time: through the old
streets, past churches, town gates and towers, as well as
Germany’s finest row of half-timbered, pastel-painted houses.
We look forward to welcoming you and your guests to Esslingen
soon!

3.00€

500M
547YARDS

8KM
5MILES

2KM
1MILE

15KM
9MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

230
136

7
7

90

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

114.00
89.00
18.50

Internet-ID 16805

BEST WESTERN PREMIER HOTEL PARK
CONSUL****S

A Grabbrunnenstrasse 19
73728 Esslingen am Neckar

T +49 (0)711 411110
F +49 (0)711 41111699
E pcesslingen@consul-hotels.com
W www.pcesslingen.consul-hotels.com

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

57.00

With their 4-star service, the RAMADA-Team is ready to spoil
your clients, whether they are staying in any of the 135
bedrooms and 23 suites, or using the 9 air-conditioned, multi-
functional meeting rooms (capacity up to 300). The hotel is ideal
for meetings or celebrations, with 2 restaurants and a stylish
cocktail bar serving international as well as regional dishes.
Relax in the sauna, whirlpool, solarium or fitness center. Special
offers for massages and treatments in our hair and beauty salon.

3.00€

500M
547YARDS

5KM
3MILES

2KM
1MILE

27KM
17MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

219
56
79
23

130

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

56.00
44.00
16.00

Internet-ID 13256

RAMADA HOTEL STUTTGART-
HERRENBERG****

A Daimlerstrasse 1
71083 Herrenberg im Gäu

T +49 (0)7032 2710
F +49 (0)7032 271100
E stuttgart.herrenberg@ramada.de
W www.ramada.de/herrenberg

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

20.00

Pack your bags and check in to the Holiday Inn Express
Stuttgart Airport. As well as the airport itself, we are handy for
the SI-Centrum for fun and entertainment, the A8 motorway,
and the new Stuttgart Trade Fair Center. In the heart of
Leinfelden-Echterdingen, our hotel is the perfect choice for both
business travelers and vacationers. Easy to get to on public
transport, the lively center of Stuttgart, with its world-class
museums and theaters, is only 6 miles/10 km away.

10KM
6MILES

200M
219YARDS

10KM
6MILES

3KM
2MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Seats in restaurant

300
145
80

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

70.00
70.00
28.00

Internet-ID 16812

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS STUTTGART AIRPORT

A Dieselstrasse 20
70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen

T +49 (0)711 7224900
F +49 (0)711 722490100
E info@express-stuttgart.de
W www.express-stuttgart.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

35.00
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Whether you are on business or on vacation in the Stuttgart
area, the modern 4-star AMBER HOTEL Leonberg/Stuttgart is
perfectly placed: convenient for Leonberg’s concert hall, the
stylish LEO shopping center, with its exclusive brand-name
boutiques, and the green of the city park. As well as conference
rooms, there are 139 bedrooms, from comfort to executive
category. All have internet cable connection, flat-screen TV with
international channels. Reservation needed for rooms with air-
conditioning.

17KM
11MILES

3KM
2MILES

2KM
1MILE

22KM
14MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

270
139
139
120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

68.00
51.00
19.00

Internet-ID 16810

AMBER HOTEL LEONBERG****

A Römerstrasse 102
71229 Leonberg

T +49 (0)7152 3033
F +49 (0)7152 303499
E leonberg@amber-hotels.de
W www.amber-hotels.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

34.00

Between Stuttgart and the Swabian Mountains, this 4-star hotel
is a great base for the region’s main attractions, from
Metzingen’s outlet shopping to Stuttgart’s Broadway shows. 163
rooms; 16 well-equipped modern banqueting rooms seating up
to 270 guests with dance floor; the 'Europa' buffet-restaurant (up
to 180 guests); the cozy 'Heiligs Blechle' wine bar; the
'Schupfnudl' à la carte restaurant; the outstanding hotel spa:
swimming pool, sauna, steam bath, whirlpool, free for hotel
guests.

3.00€

300M
328YARDS

6KM
4MILES

500M
547YARDS

15KM
9MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

273
109
53
1

180

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

95.00
66.00
16.00

Internet-ID 15053

BEST WESTERN HOTEL AM
SCHLOSSBERG****

A Europastrasse 13
72622 Nürtingen

T +49 (0)7022 7040
F +49 (0)7022 704343
E info@hotel-am-schlossberg.de
W www.hotel-am-schlossberg.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

47.50

A warm welcome to the B&B Hotel Stuttgart-City. The B&B
Hotel Stuttgart-City is close to the heart of the city. We are only
10 miles/17 km from both Stuttgart Airport and the new
Stuttgart Trade Fair Center. We have more than 88 comfortable,
well-appointed bedrooms: all have free Sky TV and Wi-Fi. Some
rooms are specifically for families. You will be surprised by the
hotel’s fresh, modern design that fits in well with trendy
Stuttgart. Our motto is ‘made for me’: our objective is to offer
lots of comfort at affordable prices.

4KM
2MILES

4KM
2MILES

13KM
8MILES

17KM
11MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

176
21
35

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

72.80
55.90

Internet-ID 16843

B&B HOTEL STUTTGART-CITY**

A Siemensstrasse 58
70469 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 627670
F +49 (0)711 62767444
E stuttgart-city@hotelbb.com
W www.hotelbb.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

29.50
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The Golden Leaf Hotel Stuttgart Airport & Messe is perfect: with
4-star comfort, it offers easy access to the 'Messe' (exhibition
center), the airport, the SI Center (entertainment), and the
motorway. Facilities: 101 comfortable modern rooms, non-
smoking rooms, air-conditioned rooms, satellite TV with foreign
language channels, pay TV, radio, direct dial telephones, high-
speed wireless internet throughout hotel, minibar, bar,
restaurant, full breakfast buffet, underground garage, 6 meeting
rooms up to 100 persons, all with natural light.

10KM
6MILES

3KM
2MILES

12KM
7MILES

5KM
3MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Seats in restaurant

202
101
100

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Package on page 76
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

79.00
59.00

Internet-ID 16819

GOLDEN LEAF HOTEL STUTTGART 
AIRPORT & MESSE****

A Vor dem Lauch 20
70567 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 72550
F +49 (0)711 7255666
E sam@golden-leaf-hotel.de
W www.golden-leaf-hotel.de/stuttgart

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

39.00

In a quiet location, with excellent connections to downtown as
well as the main railway station, the Golden Leaf Hotel Stuttgart
Zuffenhausen offers 3-star comfort. Room facilities: shower/
bath, WC, hairdryer, satellite TV with foreign language
channels, pay TV, radio, direct dial telephones, high-speed
wireless internet throughout hotel, desk, minibar, sunny terrace,
bar, bistro, restaurant, laundry service, underground garage, 3
meeting rooms up to 95 persons.

7KM
4MILES

3KM
2MILES

8KM
5MILES

20KM
12MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

190
70
50

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Package on page 76
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

69.00
49.00

Internet-ID 16818

GOLDEN LEAF HOTEL STUTTGART
ZUFFENHAUSEN***

A Schützenbühlstrasse 16
70435 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 8200100
F +49 (0)711 8200101
E gls@golden-leaf-hotel.de
W www.golden-leaf-hotel.de/stuttgart

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

29.00

Stuttgart’s newest meeting spot – that’s the ARCOTEL Camino.
You will love our central location, the stylish and impressive
interior design, our team of enthusiastic staff, the WEISSENHOF
Restaurant, and the BAR SCALA, the heart of the hotel, with its
cozy fireplace. We offer 168 rooms and suites, 6 flexible meeting
rooms with space for up to 300, two exclusive business suites, a
real oasis of comfort – and much, much more!

1.50€

500M
547YARDS

17KM
11MILES

500M
547YARDS

17KM
11MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

332
154

8
6

120

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 76
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

90.00
78.00
20.00

Internet-ID 13213

ARCOTEL CAMINO STUTTGART****

A Heilbronner Strasse 21
70191 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 258580
F +49 (0)711 258582200
E camino@arcotelhotels.com
W www.arcotelhotels.com/camino

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

45.00
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This family-owned and run hotel enjoys a central, yet quiet,
location close to the railway station. The tastefully decorated
bedrooms all have their own showers or baths, toilets,
illuminated make-up mirrors, hair dryers, towel warmers,
satellite TV and radio, pay-TV, a writing desk, telephone, free
Wi-Fi, room safe and sound-proofed windows. Guests have free
use of the hotel’s car park. Enjoy the Hotel Pflieger’s copious
breakfast buffet, the conservatory and the bar.

1KM
1MILE

6,1KM
4MILES

367M
401YARDS

12KM
7MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms

58
22
12

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from

EUR
EUR

120.00
89.00

Internet-ID 16994

HOTEL PFLIEGER***S

A Kriegerstrasse 11
70191 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 221878
F +49 (0)711 293489
E post@hotel-pflieger.de
W www.hotel-pflieger.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

60.00

This 4-star design hotel in Stuttgart-Vaihingen is the best base
for you and your clients both in and around Stuttgart. The hotel
boasts some 134 modern rooms with free mineral water, as well
as tea and coffee making in the room, free Sky TV, use of the
business center, as well as the sauna and fitness facilities. The
menu in the 90-seat [mo.town] restaurant offers healthy and
creative fusion cuisine.

3.00€

9KM
6MILES

2KM
1MILE

9KM
6MILES

9KM
6MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

264
130

4
90

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

87.00
76.00
21.00

Internet-ID 16832

[MO.HOTEL] DEBEOS GMBH****

A Hauptstrasse 26
70563 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 28056200
F +49 (0)711 28056105
E reservation@mo-hotel.de
W www.mo-hotel.com

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

43.50

As well as the baroque 18th-century palace, there is so much to
enjoy here for young and old alike, from the formal gardens and
the ‘pleasure palaces’, Favorite and Monrepos, to one of the
oldest palace theaters in Europe. Not forgetting the world-class
museums housed here: the Ceramics Museum with 70,000
exhibits; the leading-edge Fashion Museum (from the 18th
century to the present); Duke Carl Eugen’s Apartment (with its
original furnishings), and the Baroque Gallery (17th and 18th
century German and Italian paintings).

Opening hours
Mon - Sun 10am - 5pm

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

6.50
5.80

Internet-ID 16230

LUDWIGSBURG PALACE

A Schlossstrasse 30
71634 Ludwigsburg

T +49 (0)7141 182004
F +49 (0)7141 186434
E info@schloss-ludwigsburg.de
W www.schloss-ludwigsburg.de

P.P. FROM EUR

6.50
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With 35,000 m², Stuttgart’s flagship store is a treasure house
for fashion, perfume, accessories, lingerie, shoes, sports
equipment and home furnishings: the ultimate shopping
experience. On six floors, find a wide range of world-famous
designer names, such as Hermès, Gucci, Fendi, Miu Miu,
Patrizia Pepe, Seven For All Mankind, Neil Barett, Etro and many
more. Special services include personal shopping, a shuttle
service, and unique in Europe, a design studio that custom-
makes clothes for men and women.

12KM
7MILES

Opening hours
Mon - Fri
Sat
Closed

10am - 8pm
9:30am - 8pm

Sun

Internet-ID 17064

BREUNINGER – THE HOUSE OF DELIGHTS

A Marktstrasse 1-3
70173 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 2110
F +49 (0)711 2361542
E kundenservice@breuninger.de
W www.breuninger.com

Participants in the Zeitreise, a tour in a classic car, can drive by
themselves or tour as a group in a classic car rallye, enjoying the
superb roads that twist and turn through the region’s glorious
landscape. We have put together 4 itineraries in SouthWest
Germany that guests can explore on their own or as a group.
The routes cover significant milestones in SouthWest Germany’s
contribution to the history of the automobile. With Zeitreise,
guests get to know and love SouthWest Germany.

1KM
1MILE

250M
273YARDS

Opening hours
Mon - Fri
Sat/Sun
Closed

10am - 6pm
10am - 6pm

Nov - Mar

Prices
Price p.p. EUR 375.00

Internet-ID 16956

GLOBAL PLAYER MARKETING GMBH

A Stafflenbergstrasse 44
70184 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 2262380
F +49 (0)711 2262385
E kontakt@zeitreise-rallye.de
W www.zeitreise-rallye.de

P.P. FROM EUR

375.00

For 125 years, we have always been ahead of our time in our
constant drive for innovation, from safety and comfort to
sustainability. See how this spirit of progress comes to life on
nine floors. Enjoy a fascinating journey through the history of
the automobile and on into the future. Of course, you can also
combine your visit with a guided tour with an expert, a pit stop
for refreshment in our restaurant, and a personal souvenir from
our gift shop. The Mercedes-Benz Classic Customer Center is
pleased to advise.

3,4KM
2MILES

10KM
6MILES

Opening hours
Tue - Sun
Public holidays
Last admission
Closed
Closed

9am - 6pm
9am - 6pm

5pm
Mon

Dec 24, 25, 31, Jan 1

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 10 people

EUR
EUR

8.00
7.00

Internet-ID 10983

MERCEDES-BENZ MUSEUM

A Mercedesstrasse 100
70372 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 1730000
F +49 (0)711 1730400
E classic@daimler.com
W www.mercedes-benz-classic.com

P.P. FROM EUR

8.00
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High in the forest to the west of Stuttgart, Solitude Palace
(Schloss Solitude) has glorious views over the surrounding
countryside. Built for Duke Carl Eugen von Württemberg,
between 1764 and 1769, the palace is one of SouthWest
Germany’s outstanding examples of 18th-century rococo design.
Now used as an international academy for artists, the palace can
still be visited, but only as part of one of the special guided
tours.

Opening hours
Apr-Oct:
Apr-Oct: Sun/hol
Nov-Mar:
Nov-Mar: Sun/hol
Closed

10am - 12/1:30 -5pm
10am - 5pm

1:30pm - 4pm
10am - 4pm

Mon, Dec 24, 31

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

3.50
3.10

Internet-ID 15601

SOLITUDE PALACE

A Solitude 1
70197 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 696699
F +49 (0)711 6205051
E info@schloss-solitude.de
W www.schloss-solitude.de

P.P. FROM EUR

3.50

Welcome to the world of pigs, pork and folklore: Stuttgart’s Pig
Museum (SchweineMuseum). Rated the biggest of its kind in the
world, according to Guinness World Records, this unique
museum opened in 2010. As well as tracing the story of the pig
from farm to plate, there are 41,000 pig-related exhibits. Think
art, kitsch, and culture; postage stamps and postcards, good luck
charms and, of course, piggy banks. There is also a large beer
garden, and a restaurant overlooking the porcine sculpture
garden.

4,4KM
3MILES

15KM
9MILES

Opening hours
Mon - Sun 11am - 7:30pm

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

4.90
3.50

Internet-ID 17101

PIG MUSEUM

A Schlachthofstrasse 2
70188 Stuttgart

T +49 (0)711 66419600
F +49 (0)711 66419550
E hs@schweinemuseum.de
W www.schweinemuseum.de

P.P. FROM EUR

4.90

At the RITTER SPORT Visitor Center, learn all about the world
of chocolate and the wide variety of RITTER SPORT chocolate
bars. Visitors love the interesting and entertaining items on
display in the fascinating interactive chocolate exhibition. In our
CHOCO WORKSHOP, children and youngsters (aged from 7 to
18) can create their own chocolate and packaging. In addition,
there is a wide choice of chocolates in our modern CHOCOLATE
SHOP. And, don’t miss our CHOCO BAR, where you can taste
new lines of chocolates!

500M
547YARDS

1,2KM
1MILE

Opening hours
Mon - Fri
Sat
Sun

8am - 6:30pm
9am - 6pm

11am - 6pm

Internet-ID 16950

RITTER SPORT WORLD OF CHOCOLATES

A Alfred-Ritter-Straße 25
71111 Waldenbuch

T +49 (0)7157 970
F +49 (0)7157 97399
E info@ritter-sport.de
W www.ritter-sport.de
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Day One: visit Stuttgart Beer Festival
(Cannstatter Volksfest) 
Day Two: enjoy a city tour and the history of the
automobile at the Mercedes-Benz Museum

Available:
Prices:

Stuttgart Beer Festival/Cannstatter Volksfest (Sep/Oct 2011/2012)
rates and group rates on request

Stuttgart-Marketing GmbH, 70178 Stuttgart
T +49 (0)711 2228229
F +49 (0)711 2228214
E info@stuttgart-tourist.de
W www.stuttgart-tourist.de

Package includes
1 x city tour in English 
1 x entry to the Mercedes�Benz
      Museum
1 x 1/2 roast chicken 
1 x mug of beer at the
      Beer Festival

Internet-ID A9699

STUTTGART BEER FESTIVAL

 
Trace the 125-year-old history of the
automobile at the impressive Mercedes-Benz
Museum and the stunning new Porsche
Museum. Then get your car washed and cleaned
inside and out by professionals at Europe’s
largest car wash. Includes exclusive gifts and
other goodies.

Available:
Prices:

valid on weekends except during trade fairs
EUR 135.00 p.p. dbl. occ/EUR 214.00 p.p. sgl. occ

Golden Leaf Hotel Stuttgart Airport & Messe,
70567 Stuttgart
T +49 (0)711 72550
F +49 (0)711 7255666
E sam@golden-leaf-hotel.de
W www.golden-leaf-hotel.de/stuttgart

 
Package includes
2 x nights incl. breakfast, 
      parking & 1 bottle 
      Golden Leaf Champagne
1 x entry to Porsche Museum 
      and Mercedes�Benz Museum
1 x car wash at Mr Wash
 

Internet-ID A9625

FASCINATION AUTOMOBILE - SPECIAL CAR-LOVERS'
PACKAGE

P.P. FROM EUR

135.00

In the new Porsche Museum, only 5 minutes
from the Golden Leaf Hotel Stuttgart
Zuffenhausen, there are about 80 vehicles that
have been built with the style and spirit that
epitomize Porsche. After touring the museum,
enjoy an aperitif and a 3-course meal in the
‘Christophorus’ restaurant.

Available:
Prices:

valid on weekends except during trade fairs, events
EUR 124.00 p.p. dbl. occ/EUR 172.00 p.p. sgl. occ

Golden Leaf Hotel Stuttgart Zuffenhausen,
70435 Stuttgart
T +49 (0)711 8200100
F +49 (0)711 8200101
E GLS@golden-leaf-hotel.de
W www.golden-leaf-hotel.de/stuttgart

Package includes
2 x nights incl. breakfast, 
      parking & 1 bottle 
      Golden Leaf Champagne
1 x entry to Porsche Museum in
      incl. lunch at 'Christophorus' 
      with 1 Porsche�Champagne
      aperitif

Internet-ID A9622

LEGEND PORSCHE - SPECIAL CAR-LOVERS' PACKAGE
P.P. FROM EUR

124.00

Explore the world of Porsche and Mercedes-
Benz... in Stuttgart, the home of the world’s
oldest automobile manufacturer. Base yourself
at the ARCOTEL Camino Stuttgart for your
journey through the motoring world…

Available:
Prices:

year-round
group rates on request

ARCOTEL Camino Stuttgart, 70191 Stuttgart
T +49 (0)711 258580
F +49 (0)711 258582200
E camino@arcotelhotels.com
W www.arcotelhotels.com/camino

Package includes
2 x nights in a ARCOTEL Camino
      Comfort room incl. breakfast
1 x bottle of mineral water
1 x 3�day ticket for public 
      transport
1 x ticket for the Mercedes�Benz 
      & the Porsche museums

Internet-ID A9849

STUTTGART: THE WORLD OF THE AUTOMOBILE
P.P. FROM EUR

129.00
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SWABIAN MOUNTAINS
Fairytale castles and natural wonders

The Swabian Mountains offer a wealth of romantic palaces, castles 
and ancient ruins. Hohenzollern Castle, for example, looks fit for 
a princess! The rolling, forested hills also hide mysterious under-
ground caverns, rich with fossils. For scenery, nothing beats the 
Danube Valley (Donautal), with its rugged cliffs. As for cities, explore 
medieval Tübingen, Bad Urach, Rottenburg am Neckar and Ulm, 
where the minster boasts the world’s tallest steeple. Shop till you 
drop at Outletcity Metzingen, where Hugo Boss introduced the first 
factory outlet in 1972; take home the perfect souvenir, a Steiff teddy 
bear from Giengen. In summer, sit under the stars at the Heiden-
heim Opera Festival.

Cities & Towns p. 78 
Hotels & Accommodation p. 81
Attractions & Sights p. 83 
Specials & Packages p. 86



SWABIAN MOUNTAINS CITIES

Known for its healthy climate and mineral baths, Bad Urach is 
the main tourist draw in the Swabian Mountains. Wind down 
gently with relaxing walks, delicious Swabian cuisine, and hot 
mineral springs: all are part of the Bad Urach experience. Set in 
Germany’s newest biosphere reserve, the village, with its pretty 
half-timbered houses, lies at the foot of the Swabian Mountains. 
With its sun-soaked climate, this is the ideal base for a range of 
leisure activities.

One of the oldest settlements in SouthWest Germany, the char-
ming town of Rottenburg is the gateway to Swabia, the Neckar 
River Valley and the Swabian Mountains. This charming old town 
offers 800 years of history: medieval gates and towers, gothic 
churches, baroque chapels. All are clues to the rich and fascina-
ting heritage. Among the highlights are the fine cathedral of St 
Martin, Roman history, and beautiful walks along the Neckar 
River.

BAD URACH

ROTTENBURG AM NECKAR

MUST SEE: URACH WATERFALL

MUST SEE: ST MARTIN’S CATHEDRAL

SERVICES PROVIDED

SERVICES PROVIDED

A Kurverwaltung Bad Urach
 Bei den Thermen 4
 72574 Bad Urach
T +49 (0)7125 94320
F +49 (0)7125 943222
E info@badurach.de
W www.bad-urach.de

A Tourist Information WTG Rottenburg am Neckar mbH
 Marktplatz 24
 72108 Rottenburg
T +49 (0)7472 916236
F +49 (0)7472 916233
E info@wtg-rottenburg.de
W www.wtg-rottenburg.de

 Internet-ID 15026   

 Internet-ID 15354 

In the middle of the beautiful 
‘Maisental’ (valley) on the 
outskirts of town, the Urach 
waterfall is probably the most 
beautiful waterfall in the Swa-
bian Mountains

The focal point of the city is 
the cathedral of the Rotten-
burg-Stuttgart diocese. Totally 
renovated in 2003.

guided city tours (in English)
tours of the castle and museums
excursions to the surrounding area
maps of the town and the surrounding area
information about Bad Urach and environs

tailor-made guided tours for groups (in English)
information material, brochures, maps of Rottenburg and the  
region
Rottenburg souvenirs   
reservation of hotel rooms
organization of day trips

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE
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With its fine half-timbered houses and cobbled streets, 
Tübingen’s old town is at the heart of one of Germany’s most fa-
mous university towns. On the island in the middle of the Neckar 
River, walk beneath a mile/1,500 m of plane trees; enjoy summer 
concerts; admire the old houses mirrored in the river; relax in 
cafés, wine taverns and pubs, where students give an extra buzz 
to this popular destination. 

TÜBINGEN

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Verkehrsverein Tübingen
 An der Neckarbrücke 1 
 72072 Tübingen
T +49 (0)7071 91360
F +49 (0)7071 35070
E mail@tuebingen-info.de
W www.tuebingen-info.de

 Internet-ID 14992 

Hölderlin Tower 
Friedrich Hölderlin (1770–
1843), one of Germany’s best-
loved romantic poets, lived in 
this tower on the river.

Kornhaus Town Museum
As well as exploring 900 years 
of town history, don’t miss the 
exhibition about shadow plays 
and silhouette films.

Hohentübingen Castle  
Museum  
See the 16th-century knights’ 
hall in this grand Renaissance 
castle with its archeological 
treasures.

Boxenstop Car & Toy Museum
See classic sports cars, racing 
cars and motorbikes – as well 
as 1,000 toys, such as model 
planes and ships.

Tübingen Modern Art Gallery
A member of Germany’s nati-
onal art institutes, enjoying a 
fine reputation far beyond the 
region.                       

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Casino am Neckar

Ranitzky

Schwärzlocher Hof

Neckarmüller

Wurstküche

130/270

100/80

120/300

250/520

95/60

regional 
dishes

international

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

Literaturcafé in der 
Kunsthalle Tübingen

70/90 international

guided tours of the old town/themed walks (in 13 foreign 
languages)
arrangements for daytrips and visits
arrangements for children, school groups   
arrangements for big events   
punting on the river    
booking service for hotels, rooms    
conference and meeting service  
advance ticket bookings  
information and town maps   
souvenir shop   
supply of text and picture material
campground   
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Ulm and Neu Ulm (New Ulm): facing one another across the Da-
nube, these twin cities are well worth a visit. Explore the unique 
cultural treasures: the imposing Ulm Minster, with the world’s 
tallest spire, the magical, beautifully-restored Fishermen’s Quar-
ter, and the massive ramparts. In the city’s museums, famous ar-
tists’ works include Warhol, Picasso, Macke, Kollwitz, and Scharff. 

ULM

MUST SEES SERVICES PROVIDED

A Ulm Touristik GmbH
 Neue Strasse 45 
 89073 Ulm
T +49 (0)731 1612830
F +49 (0)731 1611641
E unt@tourismus.ulm.de
W www.tourismus.ulm.de

 Internet-ID 16987 

Ulm Minster/Cathedral
The world’s tallest spire 
(530 ft/161.53 m); 768 steps 
to the observation platform 
(469 ft/143 m). Southern 
Germany’s largest church.

Fishermen’s/Tanner’s Quarter
The medieval old town, criss-
crossed with alleys, bridges, 
half-timbered houses: where 
the Blau flows into the 
Danube.

Ulm Town Hall with its 
astronomic clock  
Historic painted façade (1370) 
with its famous, ornate astro-
nomic clock (1520).

Wiblingen Abbey
A former Benedictine abbey 
with an exquisitely-decorated 
rococo library. 

Ulm ramparts
The largest preserved forti-
fications in Europe from the 
19th century.

Seats
inside/outside

Restaurants

Barfüßer Hausbrauerei

Zur Forelle

Wirtshaus zur Brezel

Ratskeller

Restaurant zur 
Lochmühle

180/650

80/40

120/90

170/200

100/160

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

regional 
dishes

Price Cuisine

WWW.TOURISM-BW.COM/SALESGUIDE

Zunfthaus der 
Schiffleute

110/66 regional 
dishes

distribution of free information brochures
accommodation reservations
reservation of guided city tours (in English, Spanish, French, 
Italian, Portuguese, Hungarian, Russian, Japanese, Chinese)
reservation of restaurants
reservation of packaged breaks
posters and flyers
provision of media material
slides, CD-ROMs, DVDs   
town maps
group planning
convention planning
sales of the UlmCard, museum pass, maps, books, tickets,   
videos
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In the heart of Southern Germany, the RAMADA Hotel Limes-
Thermen sits on a peaceful slope of the Swabian Mountains.
Right below is the romantic small town of Aalen. Take
advantage of the healthy and enjoyable spa treatments on offer:
an array of saunas, solariums, Kneipp and wellness facilities.
Perfect for relaxing at the end of a stressful day is the unique
atmosphere of the post-modern spa built in traditional style,
designed to fit in with the attractive landscape and surrounding
hills.

3.00€

2,5KM
2MILES

13KM
8MILES

3KM
2MILES

80KM
50MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

279
133
13

250

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

104.00
90.00
20.00

Internet-ID 13228

RAMADA HOTEL LIMES-THERMEN AALEN****

A Osterbucher Platz 1
73431 Aalen

T +49 (0)7361 9440
F +49 (0)7361 944550
E aalen@ramada.de
W www.ramada.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

52.00

4-star comfort with personal service: that’s the right
combination for a relaxing vacation. Sleep soundly in the
peaceful surroundings. Take trips into the Swabian Mountain
Biosphere. Our chef’s philosophy is simple: premium produce,
locally sourced, with no compromise on quality. For relaxation,
soak in the nearby 'AlbThermen' with its sauna center
(Saunaparadies). Or shop till you drop at Outletcity Metzingen.
The choice is yours: the vacation for you and your guests can
begin!

3KM
2MILES

30KM
19MILES

800M
875YARDS

30KM
19MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

147
63
21
2

200

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 86
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

106.00
76.00
25.00

Internet-ID 10369

HOTEL GRAF EBERHARD****

A Bei den Thermen 2
72574 Bad Urach

T +49 (0)7125 1480
F +49 (0)7125 8214
E info@hotel-graf-eberhard.de
W www.hotel-graf-eberhard.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

53.00

Der Brielhof – four generations of hotel-keeping. In Hechingen,
this well-known hotel has been in the same family for over 100
years. At the foot of the Hohenzollern Castle, the Brielhof is also
a gourmet destination. On your travels, the Brielhof is your
home away from home, where you will be well-cared for. As
well as serving imaginative, high-quality cuisine, using the
freshest and best local produce, this family-run business also
prides itself on providing the highest standards of service.

4KM
2MILES

20KM
12MILES

7KM
4MILES

45KM
28MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Seats in restaurant

40
12
11

100

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

78.00
54.00
18.00

Internet-ID 16811

DER BRIELHOF HOTEL***

A Auffahrt Burg Hohenzollern B 27
72379 Hechingen

T +49 (0)7471 98860
F +49 (0)7471 988646
E info@brielhof.de
W www.brielhof.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

39.00
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With its 115 modern and comfortable rooms, the Best Western
Premier Schlosshotel Park Consul is on the Schlossberg hill,
surrounded by parkland and close to Hellenstein Castle (Schloss
Hellenstein) and the charming old town of Heidenheim. Both
our restaurants serve international, as well as regional dishes.
In our 'Vital Forum' spa and fitness center, we offer a sauna,
whirlpool, steam bath, and a gym. So, relax and let our team
spoil you. We want to make sure you have an unforgettable stay
with us.

3.00€

1KM
1MILE

8KM
5MILES

3KM
2MILES

15KM
9MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

182
59
48
8

210

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

109.00
89.00
18.00

Internet-ID 16814

BEST WESTERN PREMIER SCHLOSSHOTEL
PARK CONSUL****S

A Hugo-Rupf-Platz 2
89522 Heidenheim an der Brenz

T +49 (0)7321 30530
F +49 (0)7321 3053100
E pcheidenheim@consul-hotels.com
W www.pcheidenheim.consul-hotels.com

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

54.50

Our family-owned and run Hotel-Restaurant Schwanen is at the
foot of the Swabian Mountains, a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.
Close to both Stuttgart, the state capital, and the famous
university city of Tübingen, we are in Metzingen, world-famous
for its Outletcity shopping. Guests love the harmonious design
of our hotel, with its high-quality interior, exquisite accessories,
and fine materials. Right in the town center, close to the outlet
stores - and the world’s leading fashion designers.

500M
547YARDS

22KM
14MILES

500M
547YARDS

25KM
16MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Single rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

110
32
23
4

80

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Half board p.p.
Package on page 86
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR
EUR

136.00
89.00
19.00

Internet-ID 12612

HOTEL-RESTAURANT SCHWANEN****

A Bei der Martinskirche 10
72555 Metzingen

T +49 (0)7123 9460
F +49 (0)7123 946100
E info@schwanen-metzingen.de
W www.schwanen-metzingen.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

56.00

On the grassy banks of the Danube, the MARITIM Hotel
Ulm is close to the historic and romantic old quarter in the heart
of Ulm. The hotel’s stunning modern architecture and elegant
interior design make staying here a special experience. Since we
have our own conference center, we can also provide the perfect
venue for meetings. As well as visiting Ulm, the hotel is ideally
placed for enjoying all that the nearby Swabian Mountains have
to offer.

1KM
1MILE

6KM
4MILES

1,5KM
1MILE

82KM
51MILES

Capacity
Number of beds
Double rooms
Suites
Seats in restaurant

550
276
11

230

FIT-Prices
Dbl. incl. b/f from
Sgl. incl. b/f from
Group rates on request

EUR
EUR

112.00
87.00

Internet-ID 16809

MARITIM HOTEL ULM****

A Basteistrasse 40
89073 Ulm

T +49 (0)731 9230
F +49 (0)731 9232001
E info.ulm@maritim.de
W www.maritim.de

P.P. (DBL. OCC) FROM EUR

56.00
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In the attractive spa town of Bad Urach, in the foothills of the
Swabian Mountains, this is Württemberg’s last surviving late-
medieval palace. Interior highlights include the Dürnitz, a fine
late Gothic main hall; the Hall of Palms (Palmensaal) with
the 15th-century table that belonged to Count Eberhard V of
Württemberg; the Renaissance Golden Hall (Goldener Saal); and
the baroque White Hall (Weisser Saal). Throughout, audio-visual
guides help to bring the history of the building and the
surrounding region to life.

Opening hours
Apr-Oct: Tue-Sun
Nov-Mar: Tue-Fri
Nov-Mar: Tue/Thu
Nov-Mar: Sat/Sun
Closed

10am - 5pm
1pm - 4pm

9am - 12pm
11am - 4pm

Dec 24, 25, 31, Jan 1

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

4.00
3.60

Internet-ID 15027

BAD URACH PALACE

A Bismarckstrasse 18
72574 Bad Urach

T +49 (0)7125 158490
F +49 (0)7125 158499
E info@schloss-urach.de
W www.schloss-urach.de

P.P. FROM EUR

4.00

In Swabia, Giengen an der Brenz is the home and birthplace of
the world’s most famous teddy bear: the Steiff teddy bear. To
mark the Margarete Steiff company’s 125th anniversary, the
Steiff Museum opened in 2005. Children and adults love the
wide range of 2,000 stuffed toys, from elephants to hedgehogs,
as well as the bears – each with a trademark button in its ear.
Also in the stunning modern museum is a collection of historic
toys, a shop for presents and a bistro. New is the petting zoo for
little ones.

20M
22YARDS

5KM
3MILES

Opening hours
Open daily
Apr - Oct
24 Dec, 31 Dec
Closed

10am - 6pm
9:30am - 7pm
open till 1pm

Dec 24, 25, 31, Jan 1

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

8.00
5.00

Internet-ID 16056

STEIFF TEDDY BEAR MUSEUM

A Margarete-Steiff-Platz 1
89537 Giengen an der Brenz

T +49 (0)1805 131101
F +49 (0)7322 131700
E museum@steiff.de
W www.steiff.com

P.P. FROM EUR

8.00

As the ancestral seat of the Prussian Kings and the German
Emperors, Hohenzollern Castle (Burg Hohenzollern) boasts
1,000 years of history. Set on a 2,800 ft/855 m hill, the view
alone is worth the trip! On a regular guided tour, visitors get to
see lavishly-decorated rooms, such as the magnificent Count’s
Hall and the Royal Treasury, where among many priceless
objects on display, is the crown of the Prussian Kings. The
'Burgschenke' Restaurant serves regional specialties, and, in
summer, has the prettiest beer garden in the area.

7KM
4MILES

25KM
16MILES

Opening hours
16 Mar - 31 Oct
1 Nov - 15 Mar
Closed

9am - 5:30pm
10am - 4:30pm

24 Dec

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people
Package on page 86

EUR
EUR

10.00
8.00

Internet-ID 17139

HOHENZOLLERN CASTLE

A Burg Hohenzollern
72379 Burg Hohenzollern

T +49 (0)7471 2428
F +49 (0)7471 6812
E info@burg-hohenzollern.com
W www.burg-hohenzollern.com

P.P. FROM EUR

10.00
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Internationally-known labels. Famous designers. Lifestyle
accessories. Tempting prices. Contemporary architecture.
Excellent restaurants. Trained child care. Welcome to the
Outletcity Metzingen. You couldn’t find a better place for outlet
shopping than the home town and headquarters of fashion
designer Hugo Boss. More than 60 designer shops, including
many flagship stores, offer savings from 30 to 70 % – year-
round! Think small town charm, chic international shopping and
centuries-old traditions of winemaking!

100M
109YARDS

19KM
12MILES

Opening hours
Mon - Fri
Sat
Closed

10am - 8pm
9am - 8pm

Sun, holidays

Internet-ID 16836

OUTLETCITY METZINGEN - SHOPPING AND
MORE

A Reutlinger Strasse 63
72555 Metzingen

T +49 (0)7123 925326
F +49 (0)7123 925327
E touristinfo@metzingen.de
W www.outletcity-metzingen.com

Swabian spaetzle, egg- and organic pasta maker ALB-GOLD is
one of Germany’s most recognized brands. Still family-owned,
the company’s factory tours make Trochtelfingen a popular
destination for families and tour groups of all ages. Annually
250,000 visit ‘Noodle World’ for the 75-minute guided tour
showing how 150 sorts of pasta are made. See a cooking
demonstration; walk the 'Makkaroni Tunnel'; explore Herb World
(Kräuter Welt) and taste the pasta and spaetzle in the SONNE
restaurant, with its spacious terrace. A great day out.

Opening hours
Market Mon-Sat
Market Sun
Factory tours Mon-Fri
Restaurant daily

9am - 8pm
11am - 6pm

11:30am
10am - 10pm

Internet-ID 15430

ALB-GOLD PASTA - FACTORY TOURS

A Im Grindel 1
72818 Trochtelfingen

T +49 (0)7124 9291155
F +49 (0)7124 9291900
E info@alb-gold.de
W www.alb-gold.com

Founded by Benedictine monks in 1093, Wiblingen Abbey is just
outside Ulm. But it is the 18th-century remodeling that visitors
flock to see. Designers and painters created a baroque
masterpiece between 1714 and 1783. As well as the Basilica of
St. Martin, the highlights include the state rooms, with their
dazzling ceiling frescoes and murals, and the sumptuously-
decorated library. Outside, the traditional monastery garden,
shaped like a cross, has been recreated.

Opening hours
Apr - Oct:
Tue - Sun
Nov - Mar:
Sat/Sun/hols
Closed

10am - 5pm

1pm - 4pm
Dec 24, 25, 31, Jan 1

Prices
Price p.p.
Disc. > 20 people

EUR
EUR

4.00
3.60

Internet-ID 16331

WIBLINGEN ABBEY

A Schlossstrasse 38
89079 Ulm

T +49 (0)731 5028975
F +49 (0)731 5025812
E info@kloster-wiblingen.de
W www.kloster-wiblingen.de

P.P. FROM EUR

4.00



... AND MANY MORE

International fashion labels. Famous designers. Lifestyle 

accessories. Attractive prices. Architectural highlights. 

Excellent cuisine. Loving childcare. Welcome to the 

OUTLETCITY METZINGEN.

Metzingen, south of Stuttgart, with its world famous 

OUTLETCITY is like no other. Here shopping is not simulated 

on green fields outside town but rather stimulated as a real

purchasing experience in the centre of town. The city offers a 

unique aggregation of factory outlets of over 60 international 

top brands, mostly in spacious flagship stores, with 

year-round price reductions of 30 -70%.

Surrounded by a picturesque landscape of vineyards, forests 

and orchards, the historical town of Metzingen is as original 

and traditional as the OUTLETCITY is future-oriented. Visitors 

constantly move in an exciting contrast between small 

country town idyll and the cosmopolitan shopping flair. 

Tradition of the town as a centre for textiles and the home  

of the Hugo Boss brand meet contemporary issues: 

architecture, fashion, design, lifestyle, culture and cuisine.

Events such as Open Sundays, Late-Night-Shopping,  

the wine festival or Christmas market offer an attractive 

supporting programme for your shopping trip.

When will you be drawn to it?

OUTLETCITY METZINGEN –  
SHOPPING AND MORE

OUTLETCITY METZINGEN

info@outletcity-metzingen.com 

www.outletcity-metzingen.com

Touristinfo 

Am Lindenplatz, Tel. +49 (0)7123 925 326

touristinfo@metzingen.de, www.metzingen.de
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Settle into our comfortable rooms with private
balcony. On the first evening, your guests will
enjoy a gourmet menu; on the second, a
Swabian buffet. Choose between a cookery
demonstration by our chef and watching
Swabian-style pasta being made at the famous
'Alb-Gold' factory nearby.

Available:
Prices:

min. 15 persons
price per person in double room

Hotel Graf Eberhard, 72574 Bad Urach
T +49 (0)7125 1480
F +49 (0)7125 8214
E info@hotel-graf-eberhard.de
W www.hotel-graf-eberhard.de

Package includes
2 x nights in 4�star hotel
2 x healthy breakfasts
2 x evening meals
1 x tour of the 'Alb�Gold' pasta 
      factory OR
1 x cookery demonstration  
      and gift

Internet-ID A9739

SWABIAN MOUNTAINS – A DISCOVERY TOUR
P.P. FROM EUR

114.00

Historic Hohenzollern Castle is the seat of the
Prussian Kings and German Emperors. Set high
on a 2,800 ft/855 m hill, the panoramic views
are breathtaking. On the regular guided tours,
visitors get to see the ornate Count’s Hall and
the dazzling regal crown in the Royal Treasury.

Available:
Prices:

year-round on request
for groups of 20 or more

Hohenzollern Castle, 72379 Burg Hohenzollern
T +49 (0)7471 2428
F +49 (0)7471 6812
E info@burg-hohenzollern.com
W www.burg-hohenzollern.com

Tip
Book in advance for tours in 
English, French, Italian, 
Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, 
Russian

Internet-ID A9927

GUIDED TOUR OF HOHENZOLLERN CASTLE
P.P. FROM EUR

8.00

Treat yourself to a long weekend shopping
break in the world-famous Outletcity
Metzingen. All the top designers in the fashion
world are represented here, so shop till late,
enjoy a long, lazy gourmet meal, then sleep late
next morning. And downtown is just a couple of
minutes walk from the outlet stores.

Available:
Prices:

year-round on request; not available on national holidays
EUR 149.50 per person in double room - group rates on request

Hotel-Restaurant Schwanen, 72555 Metzingen
T +49 (0)7123 9460
F +49 (0)7123 946100
E info@schwanen-metzingen.de
W www.schwanen-metzingen.de

Package includes
2 x nights' accommodation 
      with breakfast 
1 x Outletcity shopping guide 
1 x 4�course meal (regional 
      dishes)
1 x welcome drink in 'Mezzo' 
10 % discount on all items in 
our hotel shop Internet-ID A9819

SHOP TILL YOU DROP
P.P. FROM EUR

149.50
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The Eberhardt group of companies provides modern and
efficient transport, with a wide variety of choices. Our core
business is based on bus tours, using the most modern and
safest coaches. Our range of special vacation packages is
matched by an efficient travel management system. With 79
years of experience in the travel industry, Eberhardt is known
for its solid market position, based on reliability, continuity,
innovation, and commitment to clients.

Services provided
Tours
City breaks
Cultural and music tours
Activity breaks
Special programs
Meeting and conference
services

Accommodation booking
Youth/school tours
Tours for the disabled
Guided visits
Events
Day trips

Internet-ID 15441

RICHARD EBERHARDT GMBH

A Industrieweg 14
75331 Engelsbrand

T +49 (0)7082 7900
F +49 (0)7082 79074
E info@eberhardt-reisen.de
W www.eberhardt-reisen.de

A family-run company in the village of Titisee, in the Upper
Black Forest, in the SouthWest corner of Germany. Not far from
the historic town of Freiburg and within easy reach of Zurich,
Frankfurt, Basel and Stuttgart airports. 20 minutes from the A5
Frankfurt-Basel motorway.

Services provided
Hotel Alemannenhof
Hotel Hofgut Sternen
Hotel overnights
Events
Walking/hiking tours

Sightseeing tours
Boat trips on Lake Titisee
Background programs
Cuckoo clock demonstration
Boat trip with stop for coffee

Internet-ID 17030

DRUBBA HOTELS & TOURISM

A Seestrasse 37-41
79822 Titisee-Neustadt

T +49 (0)7651 981200
F +49 (0)7651 88142
E info@drubba.com / Reservations: reservierung@drubba.com
W www.drubba.com

Spillmann is one of the leading inbound tour operators in the
Stuttgart area. With its award-winning travel agents, Spillmann
has a reputation for delivering the highest quality, with
exclusive, individual tours to Europe’s most beautiful cities.
With Spillmann, your clients will experience magical moments,
breathtaking countryside, as well as great art and cultural
events. Our choice of products also includes special ‘Made in
Germany’ tours, such as Germany’s famous car factories:
Porsche, Audi and Mercedes-Benz.

Services provided
Sightseeing city tours
Day excursions
Group arrangements
Special interest tours
Delegation trips
Promotional tours

Shuttle management
Hospitality programs
Personal assistance
Exclusive VIP transfers
Conference coaches
Luxury 4 & 5 star coaches

Internet-ID 17107

SPILLMANN INBOUND TOUR OPERATOR

A Bahnhofsplatz 4
74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen

T +49 (0)7142 978821
F +49 (0)7142 9755521
E inbound@spillmann.de
W www.spillmann.de
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We are a small team of experts representing various fields of
interest, from wine, history and automobiles to farming,
geography and culture. We combine our expertise with selected
hoteliers, leading restaurateurs and, of course, wine makers and
wine experts of the region. Our tour leaders are knowledgeable,
English-speaking residents of SouthWest Germany, who all
know the perfect places to visit, both on and off 'the beaten
track'.

Services provided
Wine tours
Wine tasting
Sightseeing
Special interest tours

Accommodation
VIP individual tours
Culinary tours
City tours

Internet-ID 16876

BAFFOO TRAVEL & TOURS - WINE TOURS OF
SOUTHERN GERMANY

A Wilhelmsplatz 5
71686 Remseck

T +49 (0)7146 43546
E info@baffoo.com
W www.baffoo.com

Bottenschein Reisen: the travel company that people talk about.
The members of our company provide the ideal mix: years of
experience with new ideas. That’s why Bottenschein Travel is
one of the most successful and innovative travel companies in
Southern Germany. Our outstanding tours will really please your
clients.

Services provided
Tours
City tours
Conference organization
Incentives
Special interest programs
Technical/factory tours

Major sporting events
Cultural and music trips
Activity vacations
Self-guided tours
Events
Youth/school trips

Internet-ID 16816

BOTTENSCHEIN REISEN GMBH & CO. KG

A Ulmer Strasse 34
89584 Ehingen

T +49 (0)7391 70010
F +49 (0)7391 700150
E info@bottenschein.de
W www.bottenschein.de
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Magical visit to the Kaiserstuhl vineyards and
Breisach am Rhein, with wine tasting and a
snack in the vineyards. Carry on to Freiburg,
then through the beautiful Black Forest to
Titisee and Schluchsee (lakes). Cross into
France for a city tour in Colmar.

Available:
Prices:

year-round, on request
group rates on request

Richard Eberhardt GmbH, 75331 Engelsbrand
T +49 (0)7082 79073
F +49 (0)7082 79074
E info@eberhardt-reisen.de
W www.eberhardt-reisen.de

 
Package includes
2 x nights' accommodation
2 x breakfast
2 x evening meal
1 x wine tasting
1 x trip in a comfortable 3�star 
      (minimum) bus
 Internet-ID A7622

THE BLACK FOREST: VINEYARDS, VALLEYS, PEACEFUL
WOODS

P.P. FROM EUR

289.00

A magical tour of the Markgräfler Land,
Kandern, Bürgeln Palace, Badenweiler and
Freiburg, with a tour of the old town. Through
the romantic Black Forest to Hinterzarten, Lake
Titisee, Stein am Rhein to Constance on Lake
Constance (guided city tour) to the flower-filled
Mainau Island (free entrance).

Available:
Prices:

year-round, on request
group rates on request

Richard Eberhardt GmbH, 75331 Engelsbrand
T +49 (0)7082 79073
F +49 (0)7082 79074
E info@eberhardt-reisen.de
W www.eberhardt-reisen.de

Package includes
2 x night's accommodation in a 
      3�star hotel
2 x breakfast
2 x city tour
1 x trip in a 5�star Premium�
      Liner Luxury bus

Internet-ID A7627

PREMIUM LINER / MARKGRÄFLER LAND
P.P. FROM EUR

339.00

A unique experience: travel aboard a gold leaf-
covered bus. From Maulbronn Monastery (World
Cultural Heritage site) to Calw; from Hirsau
Monastery to Baden-Baden; from the romantic
Black Forest Mountain Road to the
Vogtsbauernhof open air museum.

Available:
Prices:

year-round, only by request
group rates on request

Richard Eberhardt GmbH, 75331 Engelsbrand
T +49 (0)7082 79073
F +49 (0)7082 79074
E info@eberhardt-reisen.de
W www.eberhardt-reisen.de

Package includes
1 x night's accommodation
1 x breakfast
1 x guided town tour
1 x ride in a 22�carat gold bus

Internet-ID A7624

ALL ABOARD THE GOLD-LINER
P.P. FROM EUR

219.00

Aboard this vintage vehicle, visit Karlsruhe,
Favorite Palace in Rastatt, Pforzheim’s Jewelry
World, Freudenstadt. Drive the delightful
Black Forest Mountain Road to Mummelsee
(lake). Carry on to Offenburg and Strasbourg/
France (city tour).

Available:
Prices:

year-round, on request
group rates on request

Richard Eberhardt GmbH, 75331 Engelsbrand
T +49 (0)7082 79073
F +49 (0)7082 79074
E info@eberhardt-reisen.de
W www.eberhardt-reisen.de

Package includes
1 x night's accommodation
1 x breakfast
1 x sightseeing tour
1 x city tour
1 x trip in an original, restored 
      classic bus (Oldtimer)

Internet-ID A7625

ABOARD AN ‘OLDTIMER’ BUS
P.P. FROM EUR

225.00
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Lake Titisee sightseeing tour aboard 'Titus', a
replica Roman galley. Round trip on Lake Titisee
with stopover at the Alemannenhof Hotel on the
other side of the lake, 1 slice of Black Forest
Cake and one cup of coffee.

Available:
Prices:

Easter until end of Oct
group rates on request

Drubba Hotels & Tourism, 79822 Titisee-
Neustadt
T +49 (0)7651 981211
F +49 (0)7651 88142
E reservierung@drubba.com
W www.drubba.com

Package includes
1 x boat trip on Lake Titisee
1 x slice of Black Forest Cake
1 x cup of coffee

Internet-ID A9846

LAKE TITISEE SIGHTSEEING
P.P. FROM EUR

9.00

Visit a cuckoo clock workshop, see how a cuckoo
clock is made and learn about the history of
clock making in the Black Forest. See how the
wooden parts are carved, how the clock is put
together and how it works.

Available:
Prices:

year-round
rates on request

Drubba Hotels & Tourism, 79822 Titisee-
Neustadt
T +49 (0)7651 981200
F +49 (0)7651 88142
E info@drubba.com
W www.drubba.com

Note
Tours available in 
English, Mandarin, German, 
French. 
Tours last approx 15 min.
Please book in advance!

Internet-ID A9844

DRUBBA CUCKOO CLOCK WORKSHOP

Christmas time in the Black Forest - the Best
Western Hotel 'Hofgut Sternen' stands at the
mouth of the wildly romantic Ravenna Gorge.
During Advent, you can enjoy a visit to a unique
Christmas Market, right in the grounds of the
hotel itself, with stands offering tempting
Christmas present ideas.

Available:
Prices:

three Advent weekends before Christmas
lunch, market & workshop visit - group rates on request

Drubba Hotels & Tourism, 79822 Titisee-
Neustadt
T +49 (0)7652 9010
F +49 (0)7652 1031
E reservierung@drubba.com
W www.drubba.com

Package includes
1 x lunch stop with Black Forest
      Christmas Buffet 
1 x visit to Christmas Market
1 x Cuckoo clock demonstration

Internet-ID A9845

CHRISTMAS MARKET IN THE RAVENNA GORGE
P.P. FROM EUR

15.00

Introductory talk about the history of the
'Hofgut Sternen', with aperitif. Glass-blowing
demonstration, visit to the St. Oswald Chapel
(built 1148) and old customs house. Hear about
guests such as Marie-Antoinette, Goethe,
Mendelsohn Bartoldy and Napoleon!

Available:
Prices:

year-round
EUR 8.80 per person

Drubba Hotels & Tourism, 79822 Titisee-
Neustadt
T +49 (0)7652 9010
F +49 (0)7652 1031
E reservierung@drubba.com
W www.drubba.com

Package includes
1 x 1 h guided tour of the 
      Hofgut Sternen
1 x aperitif
1 x glass�blowing 
      demonstration

Internet-ID A9843

HOFGUT STERNEN GLASS-HOUSE
P.P. FROM EUR

8.80
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Every city in SouthWest Germany has some-
thing special to offer, from Stuttgart, Baden-
Baden, and Heidelberg to Karlsruhe, Tübingen,
and Freiburg. Some have great shopping or buzz
with student life. Others are great bases for art
and culture. Travel with Spillmann and we’ll tell
you the best things to do and places to see.

Available:
Prices:

Jan - Dec
group rates on request

Spillmann Inbound Tour Operator, 74321
Bietigheim-Bissingen
T +49 (0)7142 978821
F +49 (0)7142 9755521
E inbound@spillmann.de
W www.spillmann.de

Package includes
� luxury 4- and 5-star coaches
� city tours
� entrance fees
� optional: catering
� optional: special programs

Internet-ID A9740

FASCINATING CITIES
P.P. FROM EUR

35.00

Working with a famous art expert, Spillmann is
offering a premium product: art-oriented
holidays that are unprecedented in SouthWest
Germany. With Spillmann, clients looking for
that special art experience can choose
architecture or modern art, lectures or exclusive
guided tours.

Available:
Prices:

Jan - Dec
group rates on request

Spillmann Inbound Tour Operator, 74321
Bietigheim-Bissingen
T +49 (0)7142 978821
F +49 (0)7142 975521
E inbound@spillmann.de
W www.spillmann.de

Package includes
� luxury 4- and 5-star coaches
� guided tours
� entrance fees
� optional: guided by experts
� optional: special programs

Internet-ID A9741

FASCINATING ART TOURS
P.P. FROM EUR

85.00

With Spillmann, you can enjoy SouthWest
Germany in a very unique way. The fascinating
special interest vacations feature the wide
range of opportunities in the region: a car
enthusiast's tour, a cycle tour along Lake
Constance, a friendly wine tasting, a specialist
museum tour… or just relaxing at a spa resort.

Available:
Prices:

Jan - Dec
group rates on request

Spillmann Inbound Tour Operator, 74321
Bietigheim-Bissingen
T +49 (0)7142 978821
F +49 (0)7142 9755521
E inbound@spillmann.de
W www.spillmann.de

Package includes
� luxury 4- and 5-star coaches
� guided tours
� entrance fees
� optional: guided by experts
� optional: special programs

Internet-ID A9743

FASCINATING SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
P.P. FROM EUR

85.00

Whether you are looking for imposing castles or
palaces, famous studios or galleries, unspoiled
countryside or mountains, fascinating heritage
or old towns that shaped the history of
SouthWest Germany, Spillmann invites you to
get to know ‘Fascinating' People & Places at
their very best.

Available:
Prices:

Jan - Dec
group rates on request

Spillmann Inbound Tour Operator, 74321
Bietigheim-Bissingen
T +49 (0)7142 978821
F +49 (0)7142 9755521
E inbound@spillmann.de
W www.spillmann.de

Package includes
� luxury 4- and 5-star coaches
� guided tours
� entrance fees
� optional: guided by experts
� optional: special programs

Internet-ID A9742

FASCINATING PEOPLE & PLACES
P.P. FROM EUR

55.00
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Experience the best of Stuttgart, the vibrant
state capital of Baden-Württemberg. On this
short trip, we show you historic buildings,
magnificent palaces, beautiful parks,
breathtaking views in and around this
metropolis. We also sample the nightlife and
culinary delights of the region.

Available:
Prices:

year-round
min. 25 persons, individual rates on request

BAFFOO TRAVEL & TOURS - Wine Tours of
Southern Germany, 71686 Remseck
T +49 (0)7146 43546
E info@baffoo.com
W www.baffoo.com

Package includes
- transportation by motor coach
- city�sightseeing tour with TV 
  Tower & guide
- entrance fees
- 2 nights hotel with breakfast
- English speaking tour�escort

Internet-ID A9821

THE STUTTGART EXPERIENCE
P.P. FROM EUR

275.00

In January 1886, Carl Benz patented his
revolutionary invention - the motor car! Come
help us celebrate this major anniversary in and
around Stuttgart with visits to the museums of
Mercedes-Benz and Porsche and much, much
more...

Available:
Prices:

year-round
min. 25 persons, individual rates on request

BAFFOO TRAVEL & TOURS - Wine Tours of
Southern Germany, 71686 Remseck
T +49 (0)7146 43546
E info@baffoo.com
W www.baffoo.com

Package includes
- transportation by motor coach 
- museum visits (Mercedes/
  Porsche etc.)
- city�sightseeing tour w/guide 
- 2 nights hotel w/breakfast
- English speaking tour escort

Internet-ID A9822

AUTOMOBILE SUMMER 2011
P.P. FROM EUR

289.00

Come and enjoy the charm of the Neckar Valley,
with its unspoilt landscapes and an abundance
of vineyards and wineries that produce some of
Germany's finest wines. As well as vineyards,
our exciting route of discovery also includes
castles, historic sites, quaint towns, and pretty
villages.

Available:
Prices:

May - Nov
min. 25 persons, individual rates on request

BAFFOO TRAVEL & TOURS - Wine Tours of
Southern Germany, 71686 Remseck
T +49 (0)7146 43546
E info@baffoo.com
W www.baffoo.com

Package includes
- transportation by motor coach
- city tour & river cruise
- 2 nights hotel w/breakfast
- wine�tasting incl. dinner
- English speaking tour escort

Internet-ID A9823

VINES, VALLEYS & VILLAGES
P.P. FROM EUR

449.00

The Christmas Markets in this region are dated
back to 1692. Come and wander through the
cobbled streets, drink in the wonderful
atmosphere, enjoy the fairytale lighting, enjoy
spiced sausages and hot mulled wine at one of
the multitude of stalls with their festive
decorations.

Available:
Prices:

Nov - Dec
min. 25 persons, individual rates on request

BAFFOO TRAVEL & TOURS - Wine Tours of
Southern Germany, 71686 Remseck
T +49 (0)7146 43546
E info@baffoo.com
W www.baffoo.com

Package includes
- 2 x nights' accommodation in 
  twin rooms, with breakfast 
- transportation by motor coach 
- city�sightseeing tours & visit of
- 2 historic, traditional Christmas
  Markets 
- English speaking tour escort

Internet-ID A9824

CHRISTMAS MARKETS
P.P. FROM EUR

249.00
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Always dreamt of sitting at the wheel of a
glamorous German automobile? A sports car? A
luxury limousine? A classic car? We can make
your dream come true. Drive the open roads of
southern Germany, let rip at an enormous off-
road course, or drive a classic car on some 
20 miles/35 km of private road.

Available:
Prices:

year-round on request
on request - group rates on request

Bottenschein Reisen GmbH & Co. KG, 89584
Ehingen
T +49 (0)7391 70010
F +49 (0)7391 700150
E info@bottenschein.de
W www.bottenschein.de

Package includes
- rental car (for example, a 
  Porsche, Mercedes or classic 
  car)
- detailed road books 
- accommodation in middle 
  category or luxury hotels 
Follow your own route. You can
even drive without a license. Internet-ID A9946

STOP DREAMING – AND DRIVE!

Explore the beautiful Danube valley, Lake
Constance and fairytale castles on our guided
cycling tour. You get to see beautiful
countryside, stay at small hotels known only to
insiders and enjoy real southern German
hospitality: the journey is part of the
experience.

Available:
Prices:

May to Oct
on request

Bottenschein Reisen GmbH & Co. KG, 89584
Ehingen
T +49 (0)7391 70010
F +49 (0)7391 700150
E info@bottenschein.de
W www.bottenschein.de

Package includes
- 8 days cycle tour with guide
- accommodation in attractive 
  hotels

- mini�bus support,
- new bicycles
- dinner, bed and breakfast 
  (full board)

Internet-ID A9852

CYCLING THROUGH BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN GERMANY

Schiller, the renowned philosopher, along with
the romantic poets Hölderlin and Mörike, are
among SouthWest Germany’s most famous
sons. We take you to where they lived and
wrote: Heidelberg, Marbach, Tübingen, or
Stuttgart. We also read from their works, some
of the finest in the history of German literature.

Available:
Prices:

year-round
on request

Bottenschein Reisen GmbH & Co. KG, 89584
Ehingen
T +49 (0)7391 70010
F +49 (0)7391 700150
E info@bottenschein.de
W www.bottenschein.de

Package includes
- 4 x nights in a 4�star hotel 
- transportation in a modern bus
- guide who is an expert on 
  literature,
- delicious meals based on 
  historic recipes

Internet-ID A9947

FAMOUS POETS AND PHILOSOPHERS

Enjoy a short but unforgettable trip to the three
most beautiful Christmas markets in Southern
Germany. Get into the festive mood with a visit
to Munich, Ulm and Rothenburg.

Available:
Prices:

Dec
min. of 40 persons - group rates on request

Bottenschein Reisen GmbH & Co. KG, 89584
Ehingen
T +49 (0)7391 70010
F +49 (0)7391 700150
E info@bottenschein.de
W www.bottenschein.de

Package includes
- 4�star comfort coach with 
  experienced English�speaking 
  driver
- 1 x overnight staying at min. 
  3�star hotel in Ulm
- breakfast and dinner included

Internet-ID A9854

THE CHRISTMAS TRIANGLE
P.P. FROM EUR

99.00
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Jan 25 Jan 25 Baden- Baden
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

Festival Hall (Festspielhaus): with Anne-Sophie 
Mutter and Seiji Ozawa. Works by Dvořák and 
Tchaikovsky
www.festspielhaus.de/en/celebrate

M

Feb 18 – 28 Spring 2012 Karlsruhe
Händel Music Festival

Year-long event to celebrate the birthday of the 
baroque composer George Frederick Händel: 
opera, orchestral and chamber music concerts, 
guest artists.
www.karlsruhe-tourism.de

M

Feb 26 – 28 Feb 25 – 27 Heilbronn
Heilbronn Horse Market

Traditional market with stalls in the city center 
of Heilbronn
www.heilbronn-tourist.de

C/T

Mar 7 Feb 20 Freiburg
Alemannic Street Carnival and 
Rose Monday procession

On Monday before Lent; highlight of the so-
called ‘Alemannic Fasnacht’ carnival. Parade 
with decorated floats and colorful costumes.
www.freiburg.de

C/T

Mar 7 – 8 Feb-28 Rottweil
The traditional ‘Fools leap’ 
 (Narrensprung)

Traditional carnival parade through the city 
center of Rottweil
www.rottweil.de

C/T

Mar 10 – 13 Mar Karlsruhe
art KARLSRUHE

International trade fair for classic modern art 
and contemporary art
www.art-karlsruhe.de

M

Mar 18 Baden-Baden
Mutter’s Virtuosi

Festival Hall (Festspielhaus): The Four Seasons. 
Anne-Sophie Mutter plays the violin and leads 
an orchestra of young musicians.
www.festspielhaus.de/en/celebrate

M

Mar 18 –  
Apr  17

Stuttgart
Retro Classics

Stuttgart Trade Fair Center: more than 1,000 
exhibitors from approx. 15 different countries 
show off historic and classic cars, motorcy-
cles, spare parts, and bodywork repair in the 
100,000 m² space
www.messe-stuttgart.de

C/T

Mar 19 –  
Apr 17

Mar 24 –  
Apr 21

Heidelberg
Heidelberg Spring  
(Heidelberger Frühling)

International classical music festival: concert 
evenings featuring renowned artists from 
around the world
www.heidelberger-fruehling.de

M

Apr 2 Mannheim
Time Warp

Time Warp Mannheim: the city’s  
well-established and hugely popular all-night 
techno music event 
www.time-warp.de

M

Apr 16 Baden-Baden
Lang Lang – Piano Evening

Festival Hall (Festspielhaus): Lang Lang, the 
world-famous Chinese pianist, creates an unfor-
gettable evening for his audience.
www.festspielhaus.de/en/celebrate

M

The various Events and Highlights are identified as follows:

M — Music & Art
A — Automobile/Car
S — Sports
F — Food/Wine/Beer Festivals
C/T — Cultural/Traditional

EVENTS AND HIGHLIGHTS
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Apr 23 –  
May 15

Apr 21–  
May 13

Stuttgart
Stuttgart Spring Festival  
(Stuttgarter Frühlingsfest)

‘Cannstatter Wasen fairground’: Germany’s 
largest spring beer festival, with fun fair, music 
and more
www.stuttgarter- frühlingsfest.de

F

Apr / May Apr / May Hockenheim
DTM – German Touring Car 
Championship

Hockenheimring motor racing circuit: opening 
race of the season
www.dtm.com

A

End of Apr – 
early May

Heidelberg
Stückemarkt: forum for young 
playwrights

Young writers from all over the world come to 
present their latest works
www.heidelberger-stueckemarkt.de

C/T

May 7 – 8 Stuttgart
Automobile Summer 2011: 
Grand Opening of ‘Legends 125’

Central Stuttgart: 2-day open air automobile 
show with unique racing cars and special classic 
vehicles celebrating the 125th birthday of the 
car
www.automobilsommer2011.de

A

May 18 – 23 Mulhouse – Stuttgart
Automobile Summer 2011:
Classic Car Rally:
German-French Oldtimer-Tour

Celebrating the 125th birthday of the auto-
mobile. Some of the world’s favorite classic cars 
drive through SouthWest Germany
www.automobilsommer2011.de

A

May May Baden-Baden
International Horse Race

‘Spring Meeting’
www.baden-galopp.com

S

May – Sep May – Sep Maulbronn
Classical Concert Series

Maulbronn Monastery: world-famous summer 
concerts in an atmospheric UNESCO World 
Heritage Site
www.klosterkonzerte.de

M

Jun 2 – Jul 31 Ludwigsburg
Ludwigsburg Palace: 
 International Festival

More than 70 world-class performances, featur-
ing music, dance, theater, literature and more 
in Germany’s largest baroque palace
www.schlossfestspiele.de

C/T

Jun 3 – 6 Friedrichshafen
Lake Constance Classic Car Show 
(Klassikwelt Bodensee)

As well as classic cars, this exhibition features 
historic airplanes, boats and motorbikes at 
Friedrichshafen’s new exhibition center on Lake 
Constance
www.klassikwelt-bodensee.de

A

Jun 4
Jul 9
Sep 3

Jun 2
Jul 14
Sep 1

Heidelberg
Heidelberg Castle Illuminations

On three summer Saturdays, the world-
famous castle is illuminated by night, with a 
 spectacular firework show
www.heidelberg-marketing.de

C/T

Jun 9 – 13 Remstal-Rally
Automobile Summer 2011: 
Time travel Remstal

125-hour rally to celebrate 125 years of the 
development of the automobile
www.automobilsommer2011.de

A

Jun 9 – 19 Baden-Baden
Whitsun Classical Music Festival

Festival Theater (Festspielhaus): Salome, the 
opera, classical concerts
www.festspielhaus.de/en/celebrate

M

Jun 17 – 19 Karlsruhe
Automobile Summer 2011: City 
Birthday Celebration

In 2011, the city celebrates its 296th birthday 
with the slogan the ‘Motor City’. Expect a range 
of events: music, art, culture, sport and chil-
dren’s programs … and cars! 
www.karlsruhe-tourism.de

A

Jun 24 – 26 Pforzheim
Automobile Summer 2011: 
Motorissimo

Motorissimo celebrates the automobile’s 125th 
birthday. This weekend looks at the history of 
the car, with a glimpse of the future.
www.automobilsommer2011.de

A

Jun 24 – 26 Ludwigsburg
Retro Classics meet Baroque

Festival of classic cars
www.retro-classics-meets-barock.de

A

Jun 30 – Jul 5 Jul 5 – 10 Freiburg
Freiburg Wine Festival

During this 6-day wine festival, held in the
shadow of the Minster, taste the region’s 
highly-rated wines, talk to the winemakers.
www.freiburger-weinfest.de

F
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Jun Jun Freiburg
International Tent Music Festival 
(Zelt-Musik-Festival)

One of Freiburg’s most popular events. 3 weeks 
of rock, pop, jazz, blues and classical music in a 
‘tent city’.
www.zmf.de

M

Jun Jun Mannheim
Seebühnenzauber at the open-air 
lakeside stage in Luisenpark

Magical open-air concerts by the lake in the 
park
www.seebuehnenzauber.de

M

End Jun –
mid-Aug

End Jun –
mid-Aug

Heidelberg
Heidelberg Castle Festival

World-famous summer festival: theater, opera, 
concerts and recitals
www.schlossfestspiele-heidelberg.de

C/T

Jun – Sep Jun – Sep Freiburg
Minster organ concerts

Tuesdays, mid-June to end September: the 
world’s finest organists play in Freiburg’s 
 Minster (cathedral)
www.freiburg.de/muenstersommer

M

Jul 7 – 10 Mid Jul Baden-Baden
Classic Car Show
(Internationales Oldtimer 
 Meeting)

See historic cars against the backdrop of the 
splendid Kurhaus/Casino.
www.oldtimer-meeting.de

A

Jul 16 Jul 21 Ulm
Serenade of Lights

Romantic festival with lights on and by the 
River Danube
www.tourismus.ulm.de

C/T

Jul 18 – 24 July Baden-Baden
Annual Summer Festival

Highlights include the Baden-Baden Gala 
(July 18, 21 and 24) and star names such as 
Diana Damrau, Rolando Villazón, and Thomas 
Quasthoff.
www.festspielhaus.de/en/celebrate

M

Jul 18 Jul 23 Ulm
‘Oath Monday’

The Lord Mayor of Ulm renews a 600-year-old 
oath; part of the city’s age-old festival that in-
cludes a river procession on the Danube
www.tourismus.ulm.de

C/T

Jul 22 – 24 Stuttgart
Automobile Summer 2011:
Solitude Revival

Motorsport event featuring historic racing cars, 
sports cars, and motorbikes on the legendary 
Solitude motor racing circuit
www.automobilsommer2011.de

A

Jul 29 –  
Aug 8

Jul 27 –  
Aug 6

Heilbronn
85th Lowland Folk Festival

Big fun fair with live music 
www.heilbronn-tourist.de

F

Jul Jul Freiburg
Courtyard Festival and Museum 
Night

50 or more concerts around the historic  
Old Town, featuring soloists and ensembles; 
 museums stay open late
www.freiburg.de/muenstersommer

C/T
M

Jul Jul Heidenheim
Heidenheim Opera Festival in 
Hellenstein Castle

Top names, romantic setting, open-air 
 performances
www.opernfestspiele.de

M

Jul Jul Stuttgart
‘Bollywood and beyond’ Film 
Festival

One of the largest Indian film festivals outside 
India
www.bollywood-festival.de

C/T

Jul Hockenheim
Formula One Motor Racing

The world‘s best drivers and cars on one of the 
world’s most famous circuits
www.hockenheimring.de

A

Jul 26 – 27 Pforzheim
Pforzheim International Music 
and Theater Festival

Open-air music and theater festival in 
 Pforzheim’s historic city center
www.pforzheimer-festival.de

C/T
M

Aug 4 – 7 Jul/Aug Stuttgart
Stuttgart Summer Festival

Elegant open-air festival in the city center 
www.stuttgarter-sommerfest.de

C/T

Aug 13 Aug Constance (Konstanz)
Lake Constance Night Festival 
(Seenachtsfest)

Outstanding festival on Lake Constance with 
spectacular fireworks and entertainment
www.konstanz.de

C/T
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Aug 24 –  
Sep 4

Aug 23 –  
Sep 3

Stuttgart
Stuttgart Wine Village

One of Germany’s largest wine and  
food festivals
www.stuttgarter-weindorf.de

F

Aug 30 –
Sep 11

Aug 28 – 
Sep 8

Pforzheim 
Oechsle Fest Pforzheim

Traditional festival for local wine and food from 
Baden and Swabia, with live music.
www.ws-pforzheim.de

F

Aug – Sep Aug – Sep Baden-Baden
International Horse Racing

‘Grand Week’ and Grand Prix Ball
www.baden-galopp.com

S

Sep 9 – 18 Sep 7 – 16 Heilbronn
Heilbronn Wine Village

Annual 9-day wine festival: more than 300 
elegant wines and champagnes are served at 
lavishly decorated stands.
www.heilbronn-tourist.de

F

Sep 10 Mannheim 
Automobile Summer 2011:                        
Closing ceremonies

Open-air festival with events such as the ‘Auto-
symphony’, music, video/photography and art
www.automobilsommer2011.de

A

Sep 23 –  
Oct 9

Sep 28 –  
Oct 14

Stuttgart
Stuttgart Beer Festival                               
(Cannstatter Volksfest)

Germany’s second largest beer festival: 70,000 
sq ft of fun, music, gastronomic highlights and 
fairground rides 
www.cannstatter-volksfest.de

F

Sep 24 Sep 29 Heidelberg
Old Town Autumn Festival                         
(Heidelberger Herbst)

Festival in the old town, featuring a traditional 
market and music
www.heidelberg-marketing.de

C/T

Sep Sep Karlsruhe
International Beer Festival

The festival includes a sample of 300 beers 
from all over the world at 45 booths; in the park 
in front of the castle
www.karlsruhe-tourism.de

F

Sep 28 – 30 Pforzheim
International Hot Air Balloon 
Festival

Competition for the German Cup: a spectacular 
show
www.ws-pforzheim.de

C/T

Oct 2 –  
Nov 19

Heidelberg
Enjoy Jazz

Well-established German jazz festival, featuring 
top musicians from around the world
www.enjoyjazz.de

M

Oct 07 – 10 Oct Fellbach
Autumn Festival  
(Fellbacher Herbst)

Annual wine festival on the second weekend of 
October
www.fellbach.de

M

Oct Oct Baden-Baden
International Horse Racing

The season ends with three days of the ‘Sales & 
Racing Festival’ at Germany’s most important 
racecourse
www.baden-galopp.com

S

Oct Oct Hockenheim
DTM – German Touring Car 
Championship

Hockenheim motor racing circuit:  
final race of the season
www.dtm.com

S

End Oct – 
Nov

Mannheim-Heidelberg
International Film Festival

Film premieres and works by young directors
www.iffmh.de

C/T

Nov 19 – 20 Nov Heilbronn
Württemberg Wine Summit 
Meeting

Around 50 associations, winemakers,  
wine grow ers and related businesses present 
over 500 award-winning wines in the Harmonie 
Concert and Congress Center 
www.heilbronn-tourist.de

F

Nov 21 –
Dec 23

Nov 26 –
Dec 23 

Freiburg
Freiburg Christmas Market 

In the heart of the historic old quarter; with 
pre-Christmas concerts in the Münster (cathe-
dral)
www.weihnachtsmarkt.freiburg.de

C/T

Nov 21 –
Jan 8

Nov 26 –
Jan 6

Pforzheim
Pforzheim Christmas Market with 
‘City on Ice’  

‘Golden’ Christmas market on marketplace in 
front of the city hall with open-air ice rink
www.pforzheim.de 
www.ws-pforzheim.de

C/T
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Nov 21 –
Dec 22 

Nov 26 –
Dec 22 

Ulm
Ulm Christmas Market

Over 120 delightful stalls set against the 
 majestic backdrop of the Münster (the 
cathedral with the world’s tallest steeple) 
www.ulmer-weihnachtsmarkt.de

C/T

Nov 22 –
Dec 22

Nov/Dec Esslingen am Neckar
Medieval Christmas Market

Medieval spectacle in the city center of 
 Esslingen
www.mittelalterliches-esslingen.de

C/T

Nov 23 –
Dec 22 

Nov 28 –
Dec 22

Heidelberg
Heidelberg Christmas Market 

Spread over 7 different squares in the old 
quarter
www.heidelberg-marketing.de

C/T

Nov 23 –
Jan 2 

Nov 28 –
Jan 6 

Heidelberg
Christmas on Ice

Enjoy open-air ice skating on the Karlsplatz 
(square), views of the castle lit up for the 
 holiday season
www.heidelberg-marketing.de

C/T

Nov 23 –
23 Dec

Nov 28 –
Dec 23 

Stuttgart
Stuttgart Christmas Market 

At Schillerplatz (square) and marketplace; 
more than 280 wooden stalls with beautifully 
decorated booths; concerts in the courtyard of 
the Old Palace.
www.stuttgarter-weihnachtsmarkt.de

C/T

Nov 24 –
Dec 23

Nov 29 –
Dec 23  

Karlsruhe
Fairytale Christmas City 

Christkindlesmarkt (Christmas market) round 
the Christmas pyramid on the market square; 
ice-rink on the market square; with fairytale 
forest 
www.karlsruhe-tourism.de

C/T

Nov 24 –
Dec 22

Nov 27 –
22 Dec

Heilbronn
Heilbronn Christmas Market 

Between the city hall, St Kilian’s Church and 
Pottery Market Tower 
www.heilbronn-tourist.de

C/T

Nov 30 –
Dec 23

Nov 30 – 
Dec 23

Gengenbach
Christmas Market

With the world’s biggest advent calendar
www.stadt-gengenbach.de

C/T

Nov Nov Mannheim
Christmas Market

At the Water Tower and the Kapuzinerplanken 
city square
www.weihnachtsmarkt-mannheim.de

C/T

Nov/Dec Nov/Dec Ludwigsburg
Baroque Christmas Market

One of Germany’s most beautiful Christmas 
markets with around 170 baroque-style stalls 
www.ludwigsburg.de

C/T

End Nov –
End Dec

End Nov –
End Dec

Baden-Baden
Baden-Baden Christmas Market 

In front of the illuminated Kurhaus, with 
 beautifully decorated stalls
www.baden-baden.com

C/T

Nov 29 –
Dec 4

Dec 4 – 9 Tübingen
International chocolART  festival

With chocolatiers from different countries: 
chocolate theater, chocolate cookery classes, 
chocolate massages, chocolate and wine etc.
www.chocolart.de

F

Nov/Dec 
(on weekends)

Nov/Dec 
(on weekends)

Bad Wimpfen
Christmas Market 

One of Germany’s oldest Christmas markets in 
front of medieval half-timbered houses
www.weihnachtsmarkt-badwimpfen.de

C/T

 Dec  Dec Mannheim
Christmas Market

Around Mannheim’s historical Water Tower with 
200 lovingly-decorated stalls
www.weihnachtsmarkt-mannheim.de  

C/T



CUCKOO-TRAINING

Can you talk to your clients with confi dence 
about Lake Constance, Black Forest and more 
destinations in SouthWest Germany? 

The State Tourist Board Baden-Württemberg is 
here to help. We want travel professionals to 
boost their knowledge of SouthWest Germany, 
and to grow their sales to one of the world’s 
most fascinating destinations. And it’s all free 
of charge. 

Details at www.going-cuckoo.com

GOING 
CUCKOO? 
WELCOME TO SOUTHWEST GERMANY

State Tourist Board 
Baden-Württemberg/
Tourismus Marketing GmbH 
Baden-Württemberg

Esslinger Strasse 8
70182 Stuttgart
Germany

cuckoo@tourismus-bw.de
www.going-cuckoo.com
www.tourism-bw.com
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CITIES IN SOUTHWEST GERMANY
CITY GO TO PAGE GRID

Aalen p. 81 D2

Bad Dürrheim p. 22 B3

Bad Herrenalb p. 32, 44 B2

Bad Peterstal-Griesbach p. 32 B3

Bad Schussenried p. 18 C4

Bad Urach p. 77, 78, 81, 83, 86 C3

Bad Wimpfen p. 13, 55, 98 C2

Baden-Baden p.7, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 23, 32, 44, 94–98 B2

Badenweiler p. 12 A4

Baiersbronn p. 18 B3

Bietigheim-Bissingen p. 87, 91 C2

Blumberg p. 24 B4

Breisach p. 18, 24, 33, 44 A3

Breitnau p. 33 A4

Bruchsal p. 17, 55 B2

Cleebronn/Tripsdrill p. 13, 63, 65 B2

Donaueschingen p. 25 B4

Ehingen p. 88, 93 C3

Engelsbrand p. 87, 89 B2

Esslingen am Neckar p. 13, 18, 70, 98 C2

Ettlingen p. 33 B2

Feldberg p. 8, 34, 41, 45 A4

Fellbach p. 11, 97 C2

Freiburg p. 6, 7, 8, 11, 16, 18, 26, 
34–35, 41, 45, 46, 94–97

A4

Freudenstadt p. 27, 35 B3

Friedrichshafen p. 7, 15, 16, 19, 48, 95 C4

Gengenbach p. 13, 98 A3

Giengen/Brenz p. 8, 12, 77, 83 D3

Göppingen p. 12 C2

Hechingen (Hohenzollern Castle) p. 6, 16, 17, 77, 81, 83, 86 B3

Heidelberg p. 7, 16, 17, 19, 54, 56, 61, 62, 63, 94–98 B1

Heidenheim p. 77, 82, 96 D2

Heilbronn p. 11, 17, 57, 63, 94, 96–98 C2

Herrenberg p. 70 B3

Hinterzarten p. 12, 36 A4

Hockenheim p. 15, 19, 65, 95, 96 B1

Kappel-Grafenhausen p. 36, 46 A3

Karlsruhe p. 7, 17, 28, 37, 42, 94, 95, 97, 98 B2

Konstanz p. 7, 13, 16, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 96 C4

Künzelsau p. 58 C1

Ladenburg p. 14, 18 B1

Lautenbach p. 38, 46 A3

Leinfelden-Echterdingen p. 70 C2

Leonberg p. 71 B2

Lichtenau-Scherzheim p. 11 A2

Ludwigsburg p. 7, 13, 16, 67, 73, 95, 98 C2

Mainau Island p. 7, 8, 16, 48, 52 C4

Mannheim p. 7, 15, 17, 59, 62, 64, 94, 96, 97 B1

Meersburg p. 7, 8, 16, 18 C4

Metzingen p. 12, 17, 77, 82, 84, 85, 86 C3

Nürtingen p. 71 C3

Oberried p. 42 A4

Offenburg p. 38 A3

Pforzheim p. 7, 9, 15, 17, 29, 42, 43, 46, 95–97 B2

Raststatt p. 17, 43 B2
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Ravensburg p. 13, 52 C4

Reichenau Island p. 8, 48 C4

Remseck p. 88, 92 C2

Rheinmünster p. 38 A2

Rottenburg p. 77, 78 B3

Rottweil p. 29 B3

Rust/Europa-Park p. 13, 20 A3

Salem p. 52 C4

Sasbachwalden p. 18, 30, 47 A3

Schluchsee p. 9 B4

Schonach p. 16 B3

Schorndorf p. 14, 19, 68, 95 C2

Schwäbisch Hall p. 7 C2

Schwetzingen p. 17, 64 B1

Sinsheim p. 15, 19 B2

St. Peter p. 39 A3

Straubenhardt p. 39 B2

Stuttgart p. 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16–19, 
66, 68–69, 71–76, 94–98

C2

Titisee-Neustadt p. 9, 16, 18 ,27, 39, 47, 87, 90 B4

Todtmoos p. 30 A4

Todtnau p. 40 A4

Trochtelfingen p. 18, 84 C3

Tübingen p. 7, 16, 77, 79, 98 B3

Überlingen p. 12, 18 C4

Ulm p. 7, 17, 77, 80, 82, 96, 97 C3

Villingen-Schwenningen p. 31, 40, 47 B3

Waldenbuch p. 75 C2

Wangen im Allgäu p. 51 C4

Weikersheim p. 64 C1

Weil am Rhein p. 40 A4

Weinheim/Bergstrasse p. 60 B1

Wertheim p. 12 C1

Wiblingen p. 84 C3

Wolfegg p. 51 C4

Zweiflingen p. 62, 65 C2
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  < 50.000
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0 20 km / 12,4 miles



Bahnhofsplatz 4 � 74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen � Germany
Tel. +49 7142 9788-21 � Fax +49 7142 9755-521
inbound@spillmann.de � www.spillmann.de     

Official Inbound Tour Operator of 
SouthWest German State Tourist Board

Sightseeing City Tours

Guided individual or group  
tours to exciting cities – in 
different languages.

Day Excursions

Guided multi-language day 
tours to fascinating sights 
and stunning landscapes.

Special Interest Tours

„Made in Germany“ tours: 
technical tours, automotive 
engineering, arts & culture.

Luxury Coach Fleet

Long distance coaches, exe-
cutive sedans and VIP mini 
coaches through Europe.

Special Arrangements

Individual, flexible packages 
for leisure and business,  
hospitality and FIT programs.

Personal Assistant

To travel with you, to orga-
nize your business and take 
care of all of your needs.

Exclusive VIP Transfer  

Mercedes S Class, BMW 7 
series, AUDI A8 or Porsche 
– the choice is yours.

Conference Coach

Conference corner with high 
quality leather seats, internet, 
Sat-TV and catering service.
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Full Service for Full Flexibility



If you want to see the future, 
go to the museum.


